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Full Name : [Mohammed Mugahed Yahya Al-Qmase] 

Thesis Title : [Sentiment Analysis for Sports-fanaticism in Arabic Social Media 

Text] 

Major Field : [Computer Science] 

Date of Degree : [April 2019] 

 

Sport fanaticism is one of the social problems that have negative impact on social fabric. 

It is a psychological emotion that carries a blindness hatred against the competitive (teams, 

players, etc.) combined with a blindness love toward favorite (teams, players, etc.) where 

the emotional attitudes overcome the mental attitudes. Social media sites (e.g. Twitter) 

have become common means for communication between sport fans. Therefore, 

understanding how social media text contributes to increase or decrease sports-fanaticism 

is essential. We need to formulate the concept of Sports-Fanaticism into suitable criteria, 

rules, attributes, aspects, features and indicators that allow applying Arabic sentiment 

analysis techniques to help in automatically detecting and measuring this phenomenon in 

social network sites. The target of this research work is to automatically classify Arabic 

texts under consideration into fanatic and non-fanatic emotion. This will help the interested 

researchers and specialists in detecting and measuring the degree of sport fanaticism 

automatically. After formulating the problem, the proposed formalism was used as a guide 

to build annotated corpora and fanaticism-lexicons. To build these resources, around 4 

million tweets were collected. We have used Positive Pointwise Mutual Information 

(PPMI) and Term-Frequency Inverse-Context-Frequency (TFICF) methods to generated 

ten fanatic-lexicons where Our proposed TFICF method showed better performance than 
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PPMI in all experiments. The highest accuracy of TFICF is 91% and the highest accuracy 

of PPMI is 86%. Large-scale annotated corpora were also constructed. After building the 

required resources, we have conducted various experiments using different approaches, 

algorithms, and features. SVM, LR and NB classifiers were investigated. As one of the 

results, we have developed a classification tool that automatically evaluates a given text 

against sport fanaticism. such tool will help news sites to automatically filter messages 

posted by visitors to avoid sport fanaticism. 

Keywords: Sport Prejudice, Sport Intolerance, Opinion Mining, Social Networks, 

Machine Learning, Arabic Processing, Text Mining. 
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 الرسالة ملخص

 
 

 محمد مجاهد يحيى القماسي :الكامل االسم
 

 قع التواصل االجتماعياموفي النصوص العربية الرياضي في مشاعر التعصب تحليل  :الرسالة عنوان
 

 علوم حاسوب التخصص:
 

 2019 أبريل :العلمية الدرجة تاريخ

أ د       
أ لهه آثهر سبببببعىلية عس الاالببببب   االجتمه أ شببببب   المالتعصبببببي الي هو 

نفالبببببية  عهطفة، فه  ت االجتمهعية الت 

الكرادية والتحي    عهطفة؛ بحيث تتغعي  خهصالفي س  عل لتحي   الشبببببببب    امع  هلكرادية ضبببببببب  الفي س الم هف   ب  ةمحمع

أ عس 
 ال سببببه     من صبببب ح  ( Twitter)  ت تر  مث االجتمه أ   الت اصبببب م اقع  وبمه  ن .  التفكي  العق ن 

 
  األكير شبببب  عه

أ اكلشببببببببببه  د   ال هدرةفق  ظهرت الحهجة أل   ؛لعت اصبببببببببب  ال   عشببببببببببه  الي هضببببببببببة
أ م اقع الت اصبببببببببب   داة تالببببببببببهع    

    

ه وقيهسببببهه  االجتمه أ  أ د ا ال حث نالببببتخ  .  آلي 
    

 
أ ال 

أ   
صبببب ص تق يهت تحعي  المشببببهعر ل راسببببة التعصببببي الي هو 

أ تو ي   العيبية
ه تصايف ال ص ص العيبية   إىل اسةد   ال ر   وته  .  المالتخ مة    نص ص تتصف بهلتعصي إىل    آلي 

أ اكلشبه  وقيه  درجة و ال ه ثل   والمتخصبصبل    د ا التصبايف  البهع  ونصب ص ال تتصبف بهلتعصبي. و   
المهتمل     

 
 
أ الت

أ م اقع الت اصبببببب  االجتمه أ  عصببببببي الي هو 
ه      ، ولكأ نالببببببتا ع ا ه  مصبببببب   . آلي  أ

ف نصبببببب ص آىلأ لعتعصببببببي الي هو 

أ ال صبب ص  قم ه بصببي
أ   

أ تعي ف وتح    هغة مفه   التعصببي الي هو 
الببهف   

 
ات ودالالت م  مة ت إىل معهيي  ومؤشر

ا   ه، وتمب  صبببببببببببببببيبهغبة المفه   تحب  إشر ه، ومبه د  ال   الب ي ال  حمب  تعصببببببببببببببب ب  مبه د  ال   الب ي  حمب  تعصببببببببببببببب ب 

. و  أ
أ ععف ال ف  االجتمه أ الي هو 

تخ م  د   ال الالت   سببببببببببببه  لمتخصبببببببببببب     ىل ه  الم ارد الماعوبة من ثف اسبببببببببببب 

 annotated) ةوم ببببهن  الامبببب  الم سببببببببببببببب مبببب   (lexicons)تحعيبببب  المشببببببببببببببببببهعر، مثبببب  م ببببهن  ال عمببببهتلتاىل س تق يببببة 

corpora  وتف إعبب اددببه لىل ببه ،  مكي   (. وألجبب  ا ببه  دبب   الم ارد تف جمع مببه  قببهرع من  ربببع مع  ن تغي بب ة من تو ي 

أ د ا otated datasetsannسببببببب مة عس شببببببب       ايهنهت م سببببببب م  )جم  م  
( تالبببببببهع  ال ه ثل   حجرا  بح ذ   

أ دبب   البب راسببببببببببببببببة اسبببببببببببببببتخبب م ببه طي قتل   لىل ببه  
 ) Pointwise Positiveال عمببهت، الاي قببة األوىل مكي   الماببه . و  

Mutual Information)   لىل بببه 
 
اي قبببة الثبببهنيبببة هأ طي قبببة تف ال عمبببهت، اا مبببه ال مكي   وهأ الاي قبببة األكير شببببببببببببببب  عببه
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ا هه   أ د ا ال حث تالببت تكرار المصبباع اقي 
Context-Frequency Inverse-Term-   تكرار الالببيه  )معك-  

Frequency وبعب  مقبهرنبة نتبه    دا  الاي قتل   تىلل    ن الاي قبة المقي  بة  فابببببببببببببببب  من الاي قبة األ ر   يبث  ن .)

%. وبعببب   ن تف إعببب اد الم ارد 86ا مبببه  عس دقبببة  دا  لعاي س األ ر  % ا91 عس دقبببة  د  لعاي قبببة المقي  بببة د  

ة لتاىل س تق يببهت تحعيبب  المشبببببببببببببببببهعر،  جي  ببه عبب ة تاببهرع بعبب ة طر  وبببهسبببببببببببببببتخبب ا  ث ذ   ار ميببهت من الماعوببب 

 وك لياة له ا ال حث( لىل ه  نم ذج تصببايف ال صبب ص.  SVM, LR and NB  ار ميهت ال  ه  االصببا ه أ وهأ )

ه  بيةل صبببببب ص العي اتصببببببايف تعم  عس و ر  داة اتا  قم ه   مكن لعشببببببه  الي هضببببببة اسببببببتخ ا  د   األداة لتا ي و .  آلي 

أ ال
من الرسبببببه     لعتحقس  اح  هر ة الي هضبببببيةم اقع  المالبببببهع ة   مه  مكن له   األداة ث ه  كتهبة اآلرا .   تعصبببببي الي هو 

ده ال وار  أ ياشر
أ   ايو والتععيقهت الت 

أ من التعصي الي هو 
أ تعهن 

 . الرسه   الت 

،التحي      الكلمات المفتاحية:  أ
،التعصبببببببببببببببي    الي هو  أ

، الت قيي عن اآلرا   الي هو  ، الشببببببببببببببب  هت االجتمهعية، التععف اآلىلأ

 . المعهلاة العيبية
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1 CHAPTER 

INTRODUCTION 

 “Sentiment analysis, also called opinion mining, is the field of study that analyzes people’s 

opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions towards entities such 

as products, services, organizations, individuals, issues, events, topics, and their attributes” 

[1]. Research in sentiment analysis has an important impact on Natural Language 

Processing (NLP), management sciences, political science, economics, and social sciences 

where all are affected by people’s opinions [1]. There is an explosive growth of social 

media (e.g., reviews, forum discussions, blogs, microblogs, comments, and postings in 

social network sites) on the web. The contents in these media are increasingly used for 

decision-making by analyzing the posted data and extracting some knowledge for various 

proposes such as marketing [1]. Recently, sentiment analysis of Arabic has received extra 

attention from the research community [2]. The complexity of Arabic language and its 

linguistic features limit advancement in Arabic sentiment analysis [3]. Therefore, any 

advancement in this path will help. In this research, we use sentiment analysis to evaluate 

and classify Arabic texts in sport social media into fanatic sentiments and non-fanatic 

sentiments. Sport fanaticism is a social problem that has a negative impact on the social 

fabric [4]. Sport fanaticism is a psychological emotion with extreme hatred against the 

competing team and excessive love for the cheerful (own) team [5]. This emotion is 

controlled by sentiment not by mind [4]. Sport fanaticism is a negative trait, especially if 
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it becomes a social phenomenon [4], [5]. This research work aims to provide an automatic 

solution that helps in detecting and measuring this phenomenon in Arabic texts using 

sentiment analysis and machine learning techniques. 

To handle this problem, we start by formalizing the concept of “sport fanaticism in texts” 

into criteria, definitions and indicators. Then, we build sentiment analysis resources using 

the proposed criteria. The required resources are labeled-corpora and fanatic-lexicons. 

Building resources requires gathering a collection of Arabic datasets from sport social 

media and annotating the datasets manually and systematically from the perspective of 

sport fanaticism. The opinions/ sentiments/ messages/ posts/ tweets are annotated as 

Fanatic (negative) or as Non-fanatic (positive) according to the proposed criteria and rules. 

After that, text preprocessing is needed to put social media posts in an appropriate format 

as the posts usually contain spelling errors, dialect, symbols, structure mistakes, etc. 

Therefore, we have used, developed, and modified preprocessing tools to do tokenization, 

cleaning, normalization, stemming, stop words removal, etc. In the next phase, different 

types of features are extracted and examined. In the classification phase, we examine some 

machine learning algorithms to do classification and build the model. Finally, we evaluate 

the model and implement a software prototype to classify text automatically. 

 Problem Statement 

Sport fanaticism causes serious social issues that negatively affect the social fiber [4]. It 

can lead to negative relationships and society dismantling [5]. Social media and social 

communication sites increase sport fanaticism where these sites provide important means 
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for sport fans to communicate. Sport fanaticism in social media is an issue that requires 

more attention [6], [7].  

 Proposed Solution 

This research work proposes a scientific model that automatically detects and classifies 

sport fanaticism in texts using sentiment analysis and machine learning techniques. The 

proposed model will automatically classify Arabic sports text into fanatic and non-fanatic 

text.  

 Research Goal 

The goal template discussed by Wohlin et al. [8], has been used to describe our research 

goal. Our research goal is to formalize the concept of "sport fanaticism in texts" into 

criteria, rules and indicators for the purpose of building labeled-corpora, fanatic-lexicons, 

classification models and tools with respect to Arabic social media quality from the point 

of view of psychology and sociology in the context of sentiment analysis and machine 

learning. 

The developed resources, models and tools will help to automatically classify Arabic sports 

text into fanatic or non-fanatic opinions/ sentiments/ messages/ tweets/ posts.  

 Research Objectives 

In this section, we identify what we are trying to achieve. We have two main objectives: 
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1) Formalize the concept of “sport fanaticism in text” into practical definitions, criteria, 

rules and indicators of a “sport fanaticism in text” and validate the formalism by an 

expert in the field of sociology and psychology. 

2) Design and develop models and tools that automatically classify Arabic sports text into 

fanatic or non-fanatic opinion/sentiment using machine learning and sentiment analysis 

techniques according to the developed formalism. To achieve these objectives, we need 

to 

1. Build Arabic resources (domain-specific: corpora, lexicons and dictionaries) 

according to the suggested definition and indicators of “sport fanaticism in text”. 

2. Choose the appropriate preprocessing level that achieves high performance. 

3. Extract and select the appropriate features that achieves high performance. 

4. Choose suitable classification approaches and algorithms that achieves high 

performance. 

5. Evaluate and compare the results. 

6. Build tool and web services for model execution. 

 Research Questions 

This research work will answer the following significant questions: 

1. How to formalize the concept of "sport fanaticism in texts" into criteria, rules and 

indicators for the purpose of building sentiment analysis resources and classification 

model? 

2. How to classify Arabic text automatically into fanatic and non-fanatic 

opinions/sentiments/emotions according to the proposed definition and indicators? 

3. What is the impact of over and under preprocessing on Arabic sentiment analysis?  

 Research Motivation 

Some motivations that attract us to conduct our research in the field of Arabic sentiment 

analysis, Arabic processing and the “sport fanaticism phenomenon in texts” are: 
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1. The spread of sport fanaticism phenomenon in social media [5] [7]. 

2. The lack of resources of Arabic sentiment analysis [9] [10] [11] [3]. 

3. The lack of research in Arabic sentiment analysis [9] [10] [11] [3]. 

4. The Lack of domain-specific Arabic annotated corpus for sentiment analysis [11]. 

5. The Lack of domain-specific senti-lexicons for sentiment analysis in Arabic [10]. 

6. The Lack of preprocessing tools for Arabic sentiment analysis [11] [3]. 

7. The Lack of automatic tools for analyzing Arabic sentiment analysis in social media 

that help in decision-making. 

8. As far as we know, there is no proposed method or model to detect sport fanaticism in 

text automatically (social media and news sites).  

 Research Scope 

This research work is phenomenon-specific, domain-specific, language-specific, sources-

specific, and time-specific. The following list specifies the attributes of the scope of this 

research. 

1. Phenomenon-specific: The Phenomenon under consideration is “sport fanaticism in 

texts”. 

2. Domain-specific: The addressed domain is Saudi football reviews, comments and 

tweets. 

3. Language-specific: The targeted text language is modern standard Arabic and Arabic 

dialects. 

4. Sources-specific: The used data sets are only reviews, comments, tweets, and/ or posts 

gathered from Twitter.com. 
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5. Time-specific: The gathered datasets were published in the period between (October 

22, 2018) and (December 16, 2018). 

 Research Outcomes 

The outcomes of this research work are annotated-corpora, fanatic-lexicons and 

classification models as describe below: 

1. Two annotated corpora about sport fanaticism: The first corpus is the fanatic-corpus, 

which contains more than 250K tweets. This corpus was labeled automatically. The 

second corpus contains around 10K tweets and was labeled semi-automatically. 

2. Seven annotated lexicons were developed. One lexicon was manually developed. It 

contains around 1.7K phrases. Three large-scale text lexicons were automatically 

extracted which are: text unigrams fanatic-lexicon, text bigrams fanatic-lexicon and 

text trigrams fanatic-lexicon. Three emojis lexicons were automatically constructed 

which are: emojis unigrams fanatic-lexicon, emojis bigrams fanatic-lexicon, and 

emojis trigrams fanatic-lexicon. 

3. Classification models that help classify a given text to fanatic and non-fanatic text. 

 Research Challenges 

Many challenges arise while working on Arabic sentiment analysis and Arabic natural 

language processing [9] [10] [11] [3]. Some of these challenges are parsing Arabic 

sentences, identifying entities and aspects, handling colloquial, lacking of preprocessing 

tools, handling misspelling and transliteration, handling negation, detecting opinion spam, 

resolving co-reference, handling reversed emoticons, handling Arabizi (e.g. hello Ali = 
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mar7aba 3ali), lacking of Arabic sentiment resources, handling comparative opinions, 

handling subjectivity classification, sarcasm detection, handling compound phrases and 

idioms, and handling implicit opinions. 

 Research Structure 

The remaining parts of this thesis are structured as follows. 

Chapter 2 (Literature Review): The purpose of the review is to provide definitions, context, 

and a clearer understanding of previous research in Arabic sentiment analysis and sport 

fanaticism. 

Chapter 3 (Research Methodology): Abstract description about each stage in this work 

where it will help understanding what happened in each phase. 

Chapter 4 (Sport-Fanaticism Formalization): Sport Fanaticism is defined and formulated 

into indicators/features where these indicators can be used as guide when building fanatic 

and sentiment resources. 

Chapter 5 (Data Collection): Overview of the collected data is discussed. Statistical 

analysis on the collected data is described. 

Chapter 6 (Data Preprocessing): The tasks of preprocessing on the data is discuss where 

cleaning, normalizing and stemming are applied. Over and under preprocessing is 

discussed. 

Chapter 7 (Building Sentiment Resources): Describing the methods of constructing 

Fanatic-lexicons and annotated corpora.  
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Chapter 8 (Feature Engineering): Identifying and extracting five features-sets. The 

extracted features are described.  

Chapter 9 (Polarity Classification): Applying three approaches: learning-based 

classification, Rule-based classification and hybrid classification. The classification results 

are discussed. 

Chapter 10 (Dissection and Conclusion): The thesis results are discussed, and the research 

questions are answered. 
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2 CHAPTER 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

To support the objectives of this research work, a literature review is conducted to provide 

fundamental background information about sport fanaticism and Arabic sentiment 

analysis. Background about sport fanaticism, related resources, feature engineering and 

classification is reviewed in this chapter. 

 Sport Fanaticism 

Sports-fanaticism is one of the social problems that has a negative impact on the social 

fabric. Social media and social communication sites provide important means for sports 

fans to communicate [7]. Some works show that sports fanaticism in social media is an 

issue that requires more attention [12], [7]. Therefore, understanding how social text 

contributes to increase or decrease sport-fanaticism is essential. Alshehri et al. [13] 

summarized the definition of Castillo et al. [14] for fanaticism as an “extreme negative or 

positive feelings regarding the members of a particular group or social category”. Alshehri 

et al. [13] also stated the Young-Brueh’s [15] definition as “fanaticism consists of negative 

attitudes against a particular group or to any person who realizes that he belongs to this 

group”. Clearly, these definitions stated that fanaticism is attitude and feeling. 

Many studies have examined the causes and effects of sport fanaticism. For example, King 

Abdul Aziz Center for National Dialogue (KACND) studied cause-and-effect of sports-

fanaticism and the ways of dealing using dialogue [5]. Alshehri and Alrabaan [16] 

2 
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examined the impact of some socialization systems on sports-fanaticism. Al-Tayyar [4] 

studied the sport fanaticism and its impact on family relationship. Ibrahim [17] studied the 

causes of public fanaticism associated with sports and suggested some solutions to the 

phenomena. Such studies and others confirmed that the sport fanaticism has a negative 

impact on social fabric. Other studies examined the impact of media and social media on 

sport fanaticism such as [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29]. Social 

media and social communication sites provide important means for sports fans to 

communicate [7]. Some studies showed that sport fanaticism in social media is an issue 

that requires more attention [12], [7]. The aims of some other research efforts were to find 

some indicators, standard levels, rules and measures to detect the sport fanaticism. 

Examples of these research efforts could be found in [30] [31] [32] [33]. As far as we know, 

there are no proposed indicators, rules and criteria that can be used to automatically detect 

“Sport fanaticism in text”. Therefore, we need to formalize the sport fanaticism in text into 

indicators that helps to automatically detect sport fanaticism in social network texts. Any 

tool, model, or technique that helps to automatically detect sport fanaticism in social media 

texts is appreciated and encouraged by government and society [5], [7]. 

The aim of this research work is to find indicators/rules/criteria of “sport fanaticism in 

texts” then, we will develop classification model using machine learning and sentiment 

analysis that helps to automatically detect sport fanaticism in texts. 

 Building Resources 

This section discusses building sentiment lexicons and annotated corpora. It is emphasized 

in the literature that there is a lack in Arabic resources for domain-specific sentiment 
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analysis. Obviously, building Arabic resources for domain-specific sentiment analysis is 

valuable and appreciated. However, building sentiment lexicons, annotated corpora, 

ontologies, and other resources, is time and effort consuming. In this section, literature of 

building senti-lexicons and annotated corpora will be reviewed and discussed.  

2.2.1 Building Sentiment Lexicons 

The sentiment lexicon also called opinion-lexicon and sentiment-dictionary. It refers to a 

dictionary of words, phrase or idioms. These terms can be used to calculate the sentiment 

score for each document and then classify the documents to their high polarity. These 

words are considered as good indicators for sentiment analysis. They are called in the 

literature as sentiment-words, opinion-words, polar-words or opinion-bearing words [1]. 

There are common words that can be used to express positive or negative feeling, attitude 

and emotions. For example, good, excellent and wonderful can be used to express positive 

feeling where bad and awful is used to indicate negative feeling [1]. The lexicon can be 

used in different ways in sentiment analysis classification. For example, the sentiment 

score for each document is computed by summing up the lexicon scores of each term in 

the document considering negations and special cases. If the final score is greater than zero, 

then the document can be classified as positive, otherwise, it is negative. 

There are four approaches to construct lexicons: manual-based, corpus-based, dictionary-

based and translation-based.  

For manually constructed lexicons, the sentiment lexicons are manually constructed and 

annotated by human. The annotation process is called polarity-determination or polarity-

identification, where the annotator reads and understands several term-context information 
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and try to classify the term into positive or negative. Amiri et al. [34] have used a web 

interface to enable users to manually annotate terms using some guidelines and criteria. It 

might be more efficient to have crowdsourcing approach where more members contribute 

to decide the labels of the terms. Then, the agreement measure could be used to weight the 

terms. There are several issues with this approach. It is time and effort consuming. It is not 

usually used alone but it is combined with automated based approach [1]. This approach 

requires odd number of annotators greater than two to measure the agreement. Some terms 

can be used as positive in one domain, but negative in other domain [1]. This approach is 

usually used to construct and prepare seed senti-words to extract other words automatically. 

For dictionary-based approach, dictionaries with synonyms and antonyms are used to 

construct and compile opinion-words. First, seed of polar words with known positive and 

negative sentiments are collected manually or semi-automatically. Then, the seed words 

are used to extract other words using bootstrapping approach. They are searched in the 

dictionary for synonyms and antonyms to cumulative and grow up the seeds. After the 

iterative process is completed, the manual inspection is used to clean and validate the 

collected list. Several researchers have used this approach, some of which are Aldayel et 

al. [35] and Mahyoub et al. [36]. 

In cross-language based approach or translation-based approach, an already constructed 

lexicon for a specific language is translated to another language. There are many attempts 

to translate high quality English senti-lexicons to Arabic and other languages (See Al-

Moslmi et al. [10] and Mohammad et al. [37]). This approach is simple and depends on the 

quality of the translation and the quality of the original lexicon.  
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For corpus-based approach, a corpus is used to detect new words through a rule-based 

method. The seed sentiment-words are used with some conjunction-words such as (and, 

but and however). For example, each seed word can detect other words with the similar 

orientation if they have “and” conjunction between them or opposite orientation if they 

have “but” conjunction. This helps to cumulate and grow up the seed words using corpora. 

There is another method which is called a statistical-based method. This method uses 

statistical association measures to compile new sentiment-words using a large enough 

labeled-corpora. Any word can have a high positive score if it appears in many positive 

documents. On the other hand, a word can have a high negative score if it appears in many 

negative documents. This method assumes that a document can be labeled as a positive 

document if it has many positive words, and it can be labeled as a negative document if it 

has many negative words. Under this assumption, some works use Pointwise mutual 

information (PMI) to compute the polarity-score. The PMI can be used to automatically 

generate lexicons where a sentiment score of each word can be computed by mutual 

information. 
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Figure 1 summarizes these four approaches in constructing senti-Lexicons.

Senti-Lexicon 

constructed approaches

Manual-based Dictionary-based Corpus-based Translation-based

statistical-based Rule-based

PMI LDA Embedding   

 

Figure 1. Senti-lexicon constructed approaches 

The following presents some efforts to build sentiment lexicons. 

In [38], El-Beltagy and Ali have manually collected 380 seed words. Then, they have used 

a corpus-based approach to extend the seed words and automatically construct general-

domain senti-lexicon. To extend the seed-words, they have used Twitter APIs to extract 

1000 tweets for each entry in the seed words. As they have mentioned, they collected 

2700000 tweets. After that, they have used conjugated patterns to detect new words. 

Twitter APIs were utilized to search for each seed word (w). If the collected tweet having 

word w with the following patterns: (w و c) or (c و w) or (ه  w ه  c) or (ه  c ه  w), then the new 

word c can be considered as a candidate sentiment term with the same polarity as w. For 

example, the patterns (ه  w ه  c) have detect the following phrase ("  ه مؤدع  ه محي ") where 

we can notice that the word w and the word c have the same orientation. This process 

helped to extend the seed words to 4,392 senti-word which means that one word in one 
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orientation can detect many words in the same orientation. In addition, two corpus-based 

algorithms to weight and score each word were proposed. Two annotated datasets were 

used to evaluate the performance of the scored lexicon. The highest accuracy obtained was 

83.8%. 

ElSahar and El-Beltagy [39] have proposed extraction patterns to extract dialect subjective 

terms for sentiment analysis. They have applied corpus-based approach to extract senti-

words. To build the patterns, they have used the entities: negator, demonstrative pronoun, 

intensifier, person reference, personal pronoun, conjunction and strong subjective. The 

proposed patterns were used to extract subjective terms. After building the patterns/rules, 

the proposed patterns were applied on the corpus with 7.5M Egyptian tweets. The applied 

patterns extracted around 633 unique terms. Then, three annotators classify the extracted 

terms into positive, negative and not-a-sentiment. This process had resulted in a total of 

377 labeled correctly terms. To validate the annotated terms, they have used around 3M 

tweets labeled automatically using 2K seed words collected from prebuild lexicon [40] [41] 

[38]. The tweets that have mix positive and negative seed words are excluded. Then, PMI 

was applied on the tweets to measure the co-occurrence of the extracted terms using 

patterns in the positive and negative tweets. If difference between the PMI value of a term 

in the positive tweets, and the PMI value of the same term in the negative tweets is less 

than a specific threshold α, then the term is ignored. Their results have showed that 344 out 

of 377 terms was validated to be correctly labeled. 

In [42], ElSahar and El-Beltagy have used a corpus-based approach to extract 2k mulit-

domain senti-terms. Firstly, a dataset with approximately 33K was scrapped form multiple 

domain websites. The user rate of each review was used to label the dataset. Feature 
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selection technique was applied using 1-norm support vector machines (SVM) to select a 

most significant feature. All unigrams and bigrams terms were used as features. The L1 

regularization results in sparse weight vectors with 6708 selected terms. After that, the 

terms were manually filtered to end up with 1913 terms. Then, they have evaluated the 

terms using different classification algorithms. The average accuracy of 2-class 

classification was 78.2% while the average accuracy of 3-class classification was 55.4%. 

El-Beltagy [43] has generated corpus-based lexicon with 5953 senti-words and senti-

phrases, called NilULex. The generated lexicon was developed gradually and presented in 

[38] and [39]. It has 563 negative phrases, 416 positive phrases, 3693 negative words, and 

1281 positive words. Many entities of the lexicon were collected manually. Two annotated 

datasets of tweets were used to evaluate the proposed lexicon. One of them was the Saudi 

dialect dataset and the other one was the Egyptian dialect dataset [42]. In the evaluation, 

the proposed lexicon was compared to another lexicon called EmoLex [44]. The highest 

classification results were obtained when the lexicon was applied on Saudi dialect dataset 

with 2-class classifications. The highest results showed that the proposed lexicon 

outperformed EmoLex with 89.4% accuracy on cross validation, while combined both 

lexicons obtain highest value on test dataset with 82.3% accuracy. The same author, El-

Beltagy [45], has proposed an approach to automatically score each entry in this lexicon 

using corpus. The scored lexicon, WeightdNileULex, was generated. A Twitter corpus was 

utilized to compute the co-occurrences between terms and determine the score of each 

term. The corpus that was used contains 5000 tweets. The results showed that the scored 

forms outperformed unscored lexicon. 
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Youssef and El-Beltagy [46] have used word embedding to automatically generate Arabic 

senti-lexicon. They have utilized the corpus-based lexicon NileULex [43] as seed words 

and have used word embedding to expend them. The idea was to utilize the word 

embedding to generate related words to the seeds (e.g. Synonyms, antonyms). The 

embedding words helps to bring the words that can appear in the same context to gather by 

assigning high similarity value to them. Similar terms can be presented closed to each other 

in the vector space. Each term in the seeds was used as search token to find new similar 

words in the embedding. Then, the candidate words generated from the embedding were 

automatically filtered. A confidence value was selected to decide which term should be 

added and which term should not be added to the lexicon. The confidence value was 

calculated to reflect how much a candidate word is related to a seed word. If the ratio is 

greater than a specific threshold, then, the generated words will be added to the lexicon. 

To determine the polarity, the ratio of how many candidate words appeared in positive and 

the negative terms in the seed words, was computed.  

Al-Moslmi et al. [10] have utilized MPQA senti-lexicon [47] to generate seed words. 

MPQA is an English senti-lexicon where it was translated to Arabic (MSA) using Google 

[48] translation. Two review corpora were utilized to extract dialectical senti-terms. They 

have manually extracted a list of opinion-terms from those two Arabic review corpora. 

Then, they have utilized SentiWordNet [49] to extract some synonyms. Finally, a list of 

3880 positive and negative polarities with 13,760 synonyms were collected. Two scoring 

methods were followed: manual scoring and automatic scoring using a corpus. For manual 

scoring, three Arabic native annotators have contributed to score each term with value 

between −5 (extremely negative) and +5 (extremely positive). Then, annotators 
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communicated to resolve conflicts. For automatic scoring, two review corpora were 

utilized. The score was obtained by analyzing the occurrences of each word in the positive 

and negative reviews. They used the frequency ratio of each word in the positive and 

negative reviews to obtain the score.  

Mohammad et al. have constructed eight senti-lexicons [37]. Three of the eight were 

corpus-based lexicons and the other five were translation-based lexicons. The corpus-based 

lexicons were constructed from around 1 million tweets where PMI was used as statistical 

association measure to calculate the scores of the entities in the lexicons. To calculate the 

score, annotating the collected tweets was required. For the first lexicon, Arabic-Emoticon-

Lexicon, the tweets were annotated using two emoticons. For the second one, Arabic-

Hashtag-Lexicon, the tweets were annotated using 77 hashtags keywords. For the third 

lexicon, Arabic-Hashtag-Lexicon (dialectal), the tweets were annotated by dialectal seed 

words collected by Refaee and Rieser [50]. On the other hand, the translated-based lexicons 

were constructed by translating the following English lexicons: AFINN [51], Bing Liu 

Lexicon [52], MPQA Subjectivity Lexicon [47], NRC Emotion Lexicon [53] [44], NRC 

Emoticon Lexicon (Sentiment140 Lexicon) [54] [55], and NRC Hashtag Sentiment 

Lexicon [54] [55]. Then, constructed lexicons were tested. The highest performance 

reached 65.3 % accuracy on the Arabic Hashtag Lexicon (dialectal). 

Mataoui et al. [56] have built three lexicons for Algerian Dialect. They have used a 

translation-based method to construct the lexicons. For the first lexicon, they have used the 

Egyptian lexicon of a research group in Nile University. They have first removed all the 

words that cannot be translated to Algerian. Then, the selected words were translated from 

Egyptian to Algerian. They have ended up with 2380 positive terms and 713 negative 
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expressions. They have used MSA dictionary to construct the remaining two lexicons, 

which were negation and intensification words. Then, they have built rule-based classifier 

that utilizes the three lexicons to classify the text. For testing, 7698 Facebook comments 

were collected and manually annotated. They have used the annotated corpus in testing. 

They have reached 79.13% accuracy. 

Aldayel and Azmi [35] have used a dictionary-based and a manual-based method to extract 

1500 senti-words with 1000 negative terms and 500 positives terms. They utilized 

SentiWordNet [49] to collect the senti-words. They have used the extracted senti-words as 

seed words to automatically annotate the collected tweets. The purpose of the collected 

polar-terms was to automatically annotate the senti-corpus. For classification, a bag-of- 

words with ngrams feature-representation was extracted. The TFIDF was used as 

weighting schema for each ngrams feature. Then, SVM was applied to build 2-class 

classification model. The highest accuracy obtained was 84.01%. 

Al-Twairesh et al. [57] have proposed two lexicons, AraSenti-Trans using translation-

based approach, and AraSenti-PMI using corpus-based approach. The translated lexicon 

contained 59,525 positive terms and 71,817 negative terms while the corpus-based lexicon 

contained 56,938 positive terms and 37,023 negative terms. For the used translation-based 

method, two English lexicons, Liu [52] and MPQA [47], were utilized. To construct the 

AraSenti-Trans lexicon, 7,135,331 tweets were collected using polar-keywords and polar-

emoticons. Then, the MADAMIRA tool [58] was utilized to generate stems and English 

glosses. The English glosses were compared to the English words exist in the English 

lexicons. If all glosses words of the target word have positive polarity in both lexicons, 

then the word considered as a positive word. On the other hand, if all glasses words of the 
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target word have negative polarity in both lexicons, then the target word considered as a 

negative word. Neutral can be determined if the above two cases failed. For corpus-based 

approach, PMI was utilized. PMI is a statistical association measure where the association 

between any term and the positive and the negative categories is calculated as follow: 

SenScore (w) = PMI (w, pos) - PMI (w, neg) where w is a term in the lexicon. The best 

F1-score that was obtained by PMI lexicon with 89.58%. 

Mohammad et al have examined [59] the impact of translation on sentiment analysis. They 

have applied two-ways examination. First, they have examined the performance of Arabic 

language text translated to English and have applied an English sentiment analysis system. 

Second one, they have examined the performance of translating annotated-corpora and 

lexicons from English to Arabic and have applied Arabic sentiment analysis system. For 

English translated to Arabic, 1200 Levantine dialectal sentences from the BBN Arabic-

Dialect-English Parallel Text [60] were selected. For Arabic translated to English, 2000 

Syria tweets were collected and annotated. Also, three Arabic lexicons and 5 English 

lexicons were created. In the first experiment, they have tested the performance of Arabic 

sentiment analysis systems using the following resources: the Arabic training corpus, the 

Arabic sentiment lexicon, and the Arabic translation of the English lexicon. In the second 

experiment, they have applied state-of-the-art English sentiment analysis systems of 

Arabic resources that were translated to English. They have found that the English 

resources translated to Arabic help improve Arabic sentiment analysis systems. 

Alshahrani and Fong [61] have adapted a topic modeling technique called Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation (LDA) to construct a domain-specific senti-lexicon on Saudi stock market. LDA 

is an unsupervised learning algorithm that can be used as a generative statistical model to 
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classify text into unobserved categories. Such technique is being used in topic-modeling to 

classify given documents into different topics. It statistically calculates the associations 

between terms, terms-document and terms-topic. In addition, it statistically computes the 

relation between words and groups them into several topics. A senti-corpus that has been 

manually labeled, was used. Then, all positive documents were aggregated into one 

positive document, and all negative documents were aggregated into one negative 

document. Two-documents were the result of aggregation: one contained all positive 

documents and one have all negative documents. The big two documents were converted 

into document-term matrix which was used as input to LDA. The aggregation step helps 

LDA to do well in polarity detection where it assumes that each document is related to one 

topic. They set 2-topic as a parameter to LDA to inform the algorithm to group the terms 

into two groups. The output of LDA was two set of words with their probability, one for 

each orientation. The authors have pointed out that the result of this approach was 

promising. 

Ihnaini and Mahmuddin have proposed a bootstrapping approach to expand the existing 

lexicon automatically from labeled and unlabeled tweets [62]. They have integrated six 

published senti-corpora into one. The aggregated corpus was split into training and testing. 

They have constructed a basic-lexicon with 4266 seed senti-words from three English 

lexicons. Then, they have proposed some rules to automatically extract new senti-words to 

expend the basic lexicon from training dataset. They have compared 10 Arabic lexicons on 

their method to test their approach. The results showed that the expended lexicon improved 

the accuracy. 

Table 1 summarizes the discussed senit-lexicons approaches. 
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Table 1. Comparing Sentiment Lexicons 

Ref. 

Lexicon constructed 

methods 

Language Domain Size 

Available 

Access 

Link 
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n
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[45] √  - √ -  

MSA + 

Egyptian + 

others 

general 5953 [63] 

[46] √ -  √  - 

MSA + 

Egyptian + 

others 

general 36775 NA 

[61]  -  - √  - 
MSA + 

Saudi 

Saudi 

stock 

market  

10000 NA 

[62]  -  - √ √ 
MSA + 

Dialect 
general 4,266 NA 

[64] √ √  -  - 
MSA + 

Saudi 
general 14,000 NA 

[10] √ √ √ √ 
MSA + 

Dialect 
general 

3880 + 

13,760 

synset 

[65] 

[37] -   - √ √ 
MSA + 

Dialect 
general 

Three: 

43,304; 

21,964; 

20,128 

[66] 

[56]  -  -  - √ 

MSA + 

Algerian 

Dialect 

general 3093 NA 

[59]  -  - √ √ 
MSA + 

Dialect 
general 

Three: 

43,304; 

21,964; 

20,128 

[66] 
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[43] √ - √  - 
MSA + 

Egyptian 
general 5953 [63] 

[57]  - √ √ √ 

MSA+ 

Saudi 

Dialect 

general 225329 [67] 

[35] √ √ -  - 
MSA 

+Saudi 
general 1500 NA 

[42] -  - √  - 
MSA + 

Dialect 
general 1913 [68] 

 

[36]  - √ -   - MSA general 7576 NA 

[39]  -  - √  - 
MSA + 

Egyptian 
general 344 [63] 

[69]  - √  -  - MSA general 28,780 [70] 

[38] √  - √  - 
MSA + 

Egyptian 
general 4,392 [40] 

[71] √ √ -   - MSA 
newswire 

domain 
29,816 NA 

[50] √  -  - √ 
MSA + 

Dialect 
general 4,422 By Email 

 

From the previous summary, we can observe that the manual-based lexicons have required 

time and effort to construct them. The lexicons, built with manual-based mothed, have 

small size compare to others. This approach is not usually used alone. From the above 

studies, that manual-based method can help to prepare seeds of senti-words where these 
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seed-words can be extend using other methods. Manual-based method can provide good 

quality senti-words specially when many native and expert annotators contribute to build 

the lexicon.  

We noticed that the dictionary-based approach provides a good coverage. It can help to 

extend the lexicon extracted using manual-based approach. Most of the used Arabic 

wordNets are translated from English to modern standard Arabic (MSA), and do not 

contain dialects. Therefore, MSA seed-words were needed in order to bootstrap such 

WordNet to obtain synonyms and antonyms. Although the dictionary-based approach is 

simple and straightforward, it seems that the result of this approach can generate only MSA 

senti-lexicons. In addition, it requires postprocessing to clean and validate the generated 

lexicons. This method can have another limitation where the extracted lexicon can be used 

for general-domain sentiment analysis. It might be a good idea to use a domain-specific/ 

domain-oriented WordNet to overcome this limitation. This idea depends on the 

availability of domain-specific WordNet. 

We can observe that translation-based approach is the simplest method as it only requires 

choosing a high-quality translation and high-quality source-lexicons. When automatic 

translation is used, this method provides a good coverage compared to manual-based 

approach. However, it seems that the result of this method might not have dialectal senti-

terms because most of translators translate only the source-language lexicon to MSA 

Lexicon. The future of this approach is promising when Arabic colloquial translators are 

available. From the literature, Mataoui et al. had translated Egyptian-lexicon, called 

NileULex, to Algerian-lexicon [56]. However, this translation was achieved manually and 
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has the limitation of manual-based approach. In dictionary-based approach, translation-

based approach requires postprocessing to clean and validate the generated lexicons. 

The main limitation of Dictionary-based and translation-based is that the generated 

lexicons can be only MSA. One idea, that can be used to overcome this limitation, is to 

utilize the available MSA-to-colloquial convertor where the extracted lexicon can be 

extended by adding the automatically converted terms. There are some efforts to build 

MSA-to-colloquial convertor [72] such as the work of Mahgouba, and Shaabanb [73]. As 

far as we know, there are no efforts to overcome this limitation to generate dialectal senti-

lexicon.  

The corpus-based approach can also help to overcome the above limitations where the 

corpus is a source to extract senti-words. To generate domain-specific lexicon, domain-

specific corpora are needed. In addition, we can generate rich-dialectal senti-lexicon from 

corpus that contains informal and slang terms. Not just this, we can also generate region-

specific dialectal senti-lexicon using region-specific corpora. The quality of this approach 

depends on the quality of the corpus used to generate the senti-lexicon. This method 

requires a good and big enough corpus.  

The corpus-based approach has two sub-methods which are statistical-based method and 

rule-based method. The statistical-based method requires labeled corpora and assumes that 

the positive reviews/documents have positive senti-terms, and the negative 

reviews/documents have negative senti-terms. This method uses statistical association 

measures to compute the weight of senti-words and classify them. The advantage of this 

method compared to rule-based method is that It can provide statistical score of each senti-
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word. On the other hand, rule-based method does not require labeled corpora. It uses some 

conjunctions such as and/but to find synonyms and antonyms [38] [9].  

We can deduce that the statistical-based methods can provide good results when the size 

of the document is low, and the size of the used corpus is big-enough to infer the polarity 

and the score. This depends on the assumption that positive reviews/documents have 

positive senti-terms, and negative reviews/documents have negative senti-terms. As a 

result, we can deduce that a small document has high probability to have one opinion and 

one polarity. Therefore, the sentence-level labeled corpus and the tweet corpus can provide 

a good source to generate high quality senti-lexicon using statistical-based methods. 

We can observe from the literature that there is a lack of domain-specific senti-lexicons. 

Most of avialable lexicons were built for general-purpose sentiment analysis. Therefore, 

Research community would appreciate any domain-specific lexicon. According to Liu, The 

senti-words can have opposite orientation in different domains [1]. Even inside the 

subdomains, for example, the words “sucks” can imply a positive sentiment in one domain 

e.g. “This camera sucks” and can indicate negative sentiments e.g., “This vacuum cleaner 

really sucks” [1]. 

Although the number of available lexicons is increasing, they are not sufficient to create 

more stable NLP resources such as Arabic WordNet. Therefore, more senti-lexicons can 

have positive impact on some NLP application and Arabic processing. 

In this section, we have discussed senti-lexicon constructing methods. we can categorize 

these methods into four: manual-based, dictionary-based, translation-based and corpus-

based. One observation is that the manual-based provides a good quality, but low coverage. 
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The high coverage senti-lexicon can be achieve automatically using other methods. 

Although the dictionary-based and the translation-based are simple and straightforward 

approaches to generate high coverage senti-words, these approaches have limitation to 

generate dialectal senti-lexicons. On the other hand, the corpus-based approach could be 

used to overcome this limitation. However, this approach requires high-quality and big-

enough corpora. In addition, when statistical-based methods are applied, a labeled-corpora 

to generate the lexicons is required. In the future work, we plan to examine some of the 

ideas that have been suggested in this section to build sentiment lexicons. Moreover, we 

will extend the literature to cover more techniques used to generate Arabic senti-lexicons. 

2.2.2 Building Annotated Corpora 

An annotated corpus in sentiment analysis is a collection of comments, reviews, posts, 

tweets, sentences or any type of opinions’ representations where each entity is associated 

with its orientation or sentiment score. Each entity is labeled with one of two labels 

(positive or negative), three labels (positive, negative or neutral), or more. Building 

annotated corpora for Arabic sentiment analysis require three tasks: collecting the needed 

data, preprocessing the collected data, and labeling each entity. In this section, methods of 

building annotated corpora will be reviewed and discussed. Data can be collected from 

many sources such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc. Some data sources provide APIs 

to access and retrieve data such as Twitter streaming APIs. After retrieving data, a 

preprocessing task is required to clean and remove duplicate and irrelevant entities and 

objects. Labeling collected data can be done in three approaches: manually, semi-

automatically and automatically. Manual annotations for Arabic corpora require native 

Arabic speakers to read the entities and label them. The process of annotation (labeling) 
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can be done by a single annotator as in the research work of Mountassir et al. [74], or by 

more than one annotator as the case in the research work of Elouardighi et al. [75]. 

However, more annotators usually provide labels that are more reliable where each entity 

is labeled under crowdsourcing agreement. It is better to have odd annotators to break the 

conflict. While there is a lack of Arabic resources, an added annotated corpus, even with 

one annotator, can help. Although the output of manual annotation provides useful 

resources, the resources generated manually are usually limited to small size corpora 

compared with the resources generated by automatic approaches as can be noticed by 

reviewing Table 2. Moreover, Manual annotation is an effort and time-consuming task. 

The following literature summary gives an overview of used methods to construct 

annotated corpora. 

Mountassir et al. have built two corpora and manually annotated them by a single annotator 

[74]. The first corpus contained 611 documents about Arab support for the Palestinian 

affair. The second corpus included 468 documents about a famous historical movie. The 

collected dataset was mixed content of Modern Standard Arabic text and Dialect text.  

Abdellaoui and Zrigui have automatically collected a corpus using emojis [76]. First, they 

have used emjoitracker [77] to select 20 top-most emojis. Then, they have used Sentiment 

Emoji Ranking (SER) [78] to choose 10 most subjective emojis from the 20 emojis. After 

that, they have configured Twitter streaming API to collect tweets by filtering them using 

the 10 selected emojis. After preprocessing data, they have utilized Ar-SeLn [69] sentiment 

lexicon to label the collected dataset. The annotation was done by accumulating the polarity 

of positive and negative tokens. Ar-SeLn was used to count number of positive and 

negative tokens in each tweet. The label of each tweet was determined by the highest count. 
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As a result, 3,122,615 tweets were annotated as positive tweets, 2,115,325 tweets were 

annotated as negative tweets and 378,003 tweets were labeled as neutral. To validate the 

annotation, they have randomly extracted 1000 tweets from each class and relabeled them 

manually by 2 native Arabic speakers. The highest error rate that has been found was in 

neutral set with 11.3%. Then, the proposed corpus was compared with ASTD [79] corpus. 

Both datasets were split into 70% training and 30% testing and examined using several 

machine-learning algorithms. The constructed corpus showed better performance.  

Elouardighi et al [75] have collected 10254 Facebook Political documents about 

Moroccan’s legislatives elections using Facebook Graph API. The collected data were 

mixed contents of Modern Standard Arabic and Moroccan Dialectal Arabic. Through 

preprocessing, the collected dataset was cleaned and normalized. Ligh10 stemmer was 

applied to reduce the number of features. The comments were annotated manually using 

crowdsourcing where 6581 comments were annotated as negative and 3673 were annotated 

as positive. The constructed corpus was tested by applying three classification algorithms: 

decision tree, SVM and RF. These algorithms were applied on ngrams features with TFIDF 

weighting-schema. The highest F1-score achieved was 86% by SVM with unigrams and 

bigrams using TF-IDF weighting schema. 

ElSahar and El-Beltagy have automatically annotated, five corpora [42]. User rating on the 

reviews was extracted and normalized into positive, negative, or mixed. Each review was 

rated on a scale of 1 to 5 stars where the authors have mapped the scale into a sentiment 

polarity. The collected data was about movies, restaurants, hotels, books and products. The 

developed corpora contained around 33K reviews entities. Different combination of 

features, classifiers and dataset setups were explored which lead to 3K experiments. The 
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experiments aimed to evaluate the usefulness of the developed resources. According to 

error analysis, they have found that the document length affects the accuracy. 

Al-Twairesh et al. have conducted a research to prepare a corpus for Saudi tweets [80]. 

Using some emoticons and keywords, they have collected 2M tweets from Twitter. They 

have selected 17,573 Saudi tweets from the 2M corpus. Then, they have manually 

annotated the selected 17,573 tweets by three Arabic native speakers. One of four labels 

(positive, negative, neutral or mixed) was used to label each tweet. The results of 

annotation were validated by Kappa statistics measure which is used to measure the 

reliability of the annotation. Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier was used to evaluate 

applicability of the developed corpus in sentiment analysis. Several experiments were 

conducted where 2-class, 3-class and 4-class classification were examined. The best result 

was 62.27% accuracy with 2-class classification and term-presence feature schema. 

However, the result of classification was not high. The reason for that might be the data 

was imbalanced and SVM is highly sensitive to imbalanced data [74]. 

Abdulla et al. have constructed an annotated corpus of 2000 tweets [81]. The corpus 

included 1000 positive tweets and negative 1000 tweets. The collecting method was 

through twitter crawling. After that, two human experts have annotated the collected 

tweets. When a disagreement between the two annotators has appeared, they have 

consulted a third expert.  

Refaee and Rieser have used Twitter Streaming APIs to collect tweets for their corpus [50]. 

The authors have applied preprocessing tasks for cleaning and removing duplicates. The 

cleaned corpus was manually annotated by two Arabic native speakers. 6,894 tweets were 
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labeled into four labels: 833 positive, 1,848 negative, 3,685 neutrals and 528 mixed. The 

results of the annotation were validated by Cohen’s Kappa to measure the degree of 

agreement among annotators. The Kappa score reached κ = 0.816, which indicated reliable 

annotations.  

Refaee has used emoticons and hashtags with pre-determine polarity to collect and 

automatically label tweets [82]. The author has collected and annotated 2.5M tweets. The 

annotation process has resulted in 55,076 neutral, 660,393 positive, and 457,963 negative 

for emoticon-based (emo), and 55,076 neutral, 59,990 positive, and 70,170 negative for 

hashtag-based (hash). 

Al-Moslmi et al. have constructed an Arabic multi-domain sentiment corpus (MAC) [10]. 

The corpus included 8860 reviews annotated as positive and negative by two Arabic native 

speakers. The corpus was collected from different sources where it contained mixed-

contents MSA and dialect. To validate the corpus, the researchers have applied five 

classifiers to examine its usefulness on sentiment analysis. 

Table 2 summarizes the above reviewed corpora and annotation methods.  
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Table 2. Comparing Annotated Corpora 
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[74] 611 Aljazeera 2 √ 

M
u
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i Palestinian 

affair 
√  - 

1 

annotator 
No 

[74] 468 Aljazeera 2 √  

M
u
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i historical 

movie 
√ -  

1 

annotator 
No 

[76] 6M Twitter 3 √  

M
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general  - √ 
lexicon-
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Yes 

[75] 10K Facebook  2 √ 
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Political  √ -  
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Yes 

[42] 15K TripAdvisor  3 √  
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Hotel   - √ 
User 

Rating 
Yes 

[42] 11K Qaym  3 √  
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i 

Restaurant  -  √ 
User 

Rating 
Yes 

[42] 
150

0 
Elcinema  3 √ 

M
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i 

Movie   - √ 
User 

Rating 
Yes 
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[42] 15K Souq  3 √ 

M
u
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i 

Product  -  √ 
User 

Rating 
Yes 

[42] 63K GoodReads 3 √ 

M
u
lt

i 

Book  -  √ 
User 

Rating 
Yes 

[80] 17K Twitter 4 √ 

S
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d
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general √ -  
3 

annotators 
No 

[81] 2K Twitter 2 √ 
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n
 general √  - 

3 

annotators 
Yes 

[50] 
6,89

4 
Twitter 4 √ 

M
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general √  - 
2 

annotators 
Yes 

[82] 
250

K 
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M
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i 

general  - √ 

Keywords 

and 

emoticons  

Yes 
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[84] 500 
Arabic blog 

sites  
2 √ -  movies -  √ 

User 

Rating 
Yes 

 

 Feature Engineering  

In machine learning, data is analyzed by machine learning algorithms to generate a model. 

The model in machine learning refers to knowledge extracted during the learning process. 

In the learning process, mathematical models are fitted on data to derive domain-

knowledge or make predictions [85]. In order to fit such models on some given data, the 

data should first be converted into suitable and useful features. The process of converting 

data to useful features is called feature-engineering [85]. Feature engineering could be 

understood by explaining both terms: “feature” and “engineering”.  

Features refer to suitable representations of data. Zheng et al has defined a feature as “a 

numeric representation of an aspect of raw data” [85]. It is also called input variable or 

attribute [86]. Specifically, it indicates to a meaningful attribute to the domain-problem. In 

other words, a feature could be any attribute that is useful for the model. It describes some 

aspect of individual data objects [87]. In the Oberman’s book “a feature is an individual 

measurable property or characteristic of a phenomenon being observed” [88]. 
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In the other hand, engineering is “the process of utilizing knowledge and principles to 

design, build, and analyze objects” [89]. Engineering is “the application of scientific 

knowledge to solve problems in the real world. While science (physics, chemistry, biology, 

etc.) allows us to gain an understanding of the World and the Universe, Engineering 

enables this understanding to come to life through problem solving, designing and building 

things” [90]  

From the definition of the two words “feature” and “engineering”, we can deduce the 

definition of feature engineering as a process of analyzing the data and designing what the 

model’s input X should be. In other words, it is a process of turning the raw data into useful 

and suitable input X to model. The following paragraph represent some of state-of-art 

definitions of feature engineering: 

Zheng et al. stated that “feature engineering is the act of extracting features from raw data 

and transforming them into formats that are suitable for the machine learning model” [85]. 

In other words, Brownlee has defined feature engineering as “the process of transforming 

raw data into features that better represent the underlying problem to the predictive models, 

resulting in improved model accuracy on unseen data” [91]. Similarly, Zaidi has defined 

feature engineering as “the process of using domain knowledge of the data to create 

features that make machine learning algorithms work” [92] [93]. Zheng and Casari have 

defined feature engineering as “a process of formulating the most appropriate features 

given the data, the model, and the task” [85]. 

Feature engineering is a vital stage in the machine learning pipeline [85]. It has high impact 

on the performance of the predictive models. However, it requires good experience on 
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domain-knowledge and data analytics [94]. Feature engineering stage usually includes set 

of tasks and processes such as features identification, feature generation, feature extraction, 

feature transformation, feature selection and feature evaluation [87]. The process of feature 

engineering can be done manually or automatically [94]. The works on automatic feature 

engineering is concentrated on providing a generic approach for automatically extracting a 

large set of features and selecting an effective subset of the extracted features [87]. The 

following summary gives an overview of applying different type of features in the 

literature. 

Al-Twairesh et al. have examined the impact of different types of proposed feature sets 

[95]. Initially, they have identified semantic, syntactic and stylistic feature sets. For 

semantic features, they have extracted them using Arabic senti-lexicon called AraSenTi 

lexicon [57]. For syntactic and stylistic feature sets, they have extracted them from the 

Saudi tweet corpus that has been used for training and testing. The corpus contained 17573 

tweets that were annotated manually into four labels: positive, negative, neutral and mix. 

Then, feature selection techniques were applied on sets of extracted features. The selection 

process was started using all features and was reduced gradually. The impact of the feature 

selection on 2-class, 3-class and 4-class were examined. SVMs with linear kernel were 

applied. They have examined the change of the performance when each feature is removed. 

On a 2-class classification, they have found the following features harm the performance: 

tweetLength, hasPositiveEmoticon, hasNegativeEmoticon, hasNegation, hasIntensifier, 

and hasDiminisher. On 3-class and 4-class classification, they have noticed that the 

performance was improved when removing: hasPositiveEmoticon and 

hasNegativeEmotion.  
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Refaee has examined the impact of six sets of features which were: syntactic, 

morphological, semantic, affective-cues, language-style and twitter-specific [82]. For 

semantic features, three lexicons were emerged which were ArabSenti [96], a translated 

version of MPQA [47] and in-house Twitter-based lexicon. To extract social-signals and 

affective-cues features, six manually created dictionaries were used which were: laughs, 

dazzle, prayer, regret, sigh, and consent. After designing and extracting the features, SVM 

classification algorithm was applied where training and testing datasets constructed by 

Mourad and Darwish [96] were used. The results showed that the highest performance on 

polar-vs-neutral classification was achieved by combining stem ngrams features with POS 

Tag features. The highest accuracy on 3-class classifications was 66.2%. The author has 

noticed that a rich set of morphological features is beneficial. On the other hand, she 

observed that the highest performance on positive-vs-negative classification was obtained 

by semantic features combined with stem ngrams features which has reached 82.70% 

accuracy.  

In the research work of Al-Moslmi et al. [10], feature engineering was conducted, and the 

impact of the proposed set of features was examined. The researchers have extracted 26 

features and grouped them into five groups. Six features were related to the frequency and 

the presence of the senti-words, seven features were related to the weight of senti-words, 

four features were related to POS tag, six features were related to sentence-level, with three 

other features. Most of the extracted features were semantic features as the developed 

lexicon was used to extract the semantic features. To examine the extracted features, five 

machine learning algorithms were applied to conduct 2-class classification. These 

algorithms were naive Bayes (NB), k-nearest neighbor (KNN), support vector machine 
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(SVM), logistic linear regression (LLR), and neural network (NEUNET). The results have 

showed that POS-based features and sentence-level features obtained high result compared 

to other type of features. POS-based features obtained the highest accuracy with 98% using 

the SVM classifier. On the other hand, LLR and NEUNET classifiers outperformed other 

classifiers with the use of all features with 97.8%, 97.6% accuracy. 

Mourad and Darwish [96], as part of their research work, have extracted the following 

types of features: Stem-level features, Sentence-level features, Tweets-specific features 

and Language-independent features. Two lexicons were used to extract lexicon-related 

features. These lexicons were ArabSenti and a translated version of MPQA [47]. After 

designing and extracting the features, they have applied Naive Bayesian classifier. Two 

level-classification was conducted. They first conducted a subjectivity classification 

(polar-vs-neutral classification) followed by polarity classification (positive-vs-negative 

classification). First observation was that the stemming and POS tagging features have 

positive impact on the performance. Their results achieved 80.6% accuracy for polarity-

classification and 77.2% accuracy for subjectivity-classification.  

In a research related to sentiment analysis in multi-languages, Abbasi et al. [97] have 

evaluated syntactic and stylistic features for both Arabic and English contents. After 

extracting the features, four feature-selection techniques were examined: SVM weights 

(SVMW), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Information Gain (IG) and Entropy Weighted Genetic 

Algorithm (EWGA). EWGA was designed and developed to utilize both GA and IG. To 

evaluate the proposed selection techniques and extracted features, datasets of movie 

reviews and web forum posting were used. The SVM classifier was applied and the result 
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showed that EWGA outperformed other feature selection techniques. The authors have also 

reported that the stylistic features had a positive impact across all test datasets.  

 Classification 

This section will discuss three levels of analysis and three approaches for classification. 

The levels of analysis are document level, sentence level and aspect level. In document-

level classifications, the whole document is analyzed as a unit and is classified into its 

target polarity such as tweet and Facebook’s comments. Sentence level-classifications deal 

with sentence as a unit for classification. The aspect-level classification needs more 

analysis to extract aspects. Aspect-level treats each attribute (better y, voice, etc.) of entity 

(iPhone) as a target for sentiment (good, bad, etc.). In the aspect-extraction, the attributes 

extracted from a review, then find the sentiment/opinion for each one. Each attribute called 

aspect and usually extracted with six objects: (Entity, attribute, opinion, time, opinion 

holders, orientations). For example, "The iPhone’s call quality is good, but its better y life 

is short" assume that this sentence written by “Bob” at October 22, 2018 14:42:43. In this 

case, the example contains two aspects: one related to iPhone’s call where the second 

related to the better y life which can be extracted like this: aspect1 (“iPhone’s call”, “good”, 

“October 22, 2018 14:42:43”, “Bob”, positive) and aspect2 (“better y life”, “short”, 

“October 22, 2018 14:42:43”, “Bob”, negative) [1]. The aspect-level analysis performs 

more analysis to get more understanding about the orientation of each entity in the 

sentence. However, this required name entity recognition and aspect extraction. 

There are three approaches to conduct classification: rule-based, learning-based and 

hybrid. In the rule-based, senti-lexicons were utilized along with some rules to classify the 
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given text into its orientation. For example, some researchers split the given text into terms, 

find them in the lexicon, score each term by lexicon score, apply negation rule to flip the 

orientation, and then accumulate the positive and the negative score to decide the target. 

For learning based, learning algorithms such as Naïve based are applied where the 

algorithms learn from historical data to construct classification models. Once the model 

parameters are determined and constructed, the model can be used to predict new data. The 

quality of the learning models depends on many factors such as the used data for learning, 

the used algorithm, features types, etc. The learning-based approach can be classified into 

two sub-approaches: shallow-learning and deep-learning [98]. NB, SVM, LR, K-NN, etc. 

are shallow-learning classifiers. Deep-learning classifiers can be Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN), deep neural network (DNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), 

recurrent neural network (RNN), etc. [98]. The following Figure 2 illustrates the previous 

discussion. 

Classification

Learning-BasedHybridRule-Based

Shallow-LearningDeep-Learning

 

Figure 2. Classification Approaches 
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The following literature summary gives an overview of the impact of different 

classification analysis and algorithms. 

In the research work of Abdulla et al. [81], two classification approaches were applied 

which were learning-based approach and rule-based approach. For learning-based method, 

SVM, NB, KNN and D-tree were examined. For the rule-based method, in-house tool was 

developed. The tool utilized the constructed lexicon to predict the sentiment on a given 

tweet. Their results have showed that the SVM outperformed others, and the learning-based 

approach performed better than the rule-based method.  

In [74], Mountassir et al. have used SVM, k-NN and NB classification methods in 

document-level sentiment analysis. They have used three methods to address the problem 

of unbalanced datasets in sentiment classification and to examine the impact of imbalance 

datasets on classification. The results showed that 87.4% accuracy for SVM, 87.6% 

accuracy for NB and 76% accuracy for K-NN. The results also revealed that the SVM is 

highly sensitive to unbalance dataset, and the K-NN is less sensitive than SVM while NB 

was not sensitive.  

In the investigation of Hammad and Al-awadi [99] of document-level sentiment analysis, 

four classification algorithms for supervised approach were examined. These algorithms 

were SVM, BPNN (Back-Propagation Neural Networks), NB, and Decision Tree. The 

dataset was collected on Jordanian hotels' customers' reviews from Twitter, Facebook and 

YouTube where 2000 informal Arabic reviews were collected. The results revealed 96.06% 

accuracy using SVM, 88.38% accuracy using NB, 69.77% accuracy using BPNN and 

85.82% accuracy using decision tree.  
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Elouardighi et al [75], have applied SVM, random forests and decision trees for 

classification while investigating document-level sentiment analysis. The used dataset was 

collected from Facebook using Facebook Graph API on political comments where 10254 

comments were collected. The proposed method focused on Modern Standard Arabic and 

Moroccan Dialectal Arabic. They have used different experiments with different features 

(unigrams, bigrams and trigrams) to decide which one was more appropriate. The results 

showed 81% accuracy for SVM, 77% accuracy for Random Forests and 75%accuracy for 

Decision Tree.  

In the research work of Abuelenin et al. [100], document-level sentiment analysis was 

investigated. SVM and NB algorithms were used. The used dataset was collected from 

Twitter using Twitter’s APIs on different topics in which 1560 annotated tweets was used 

for training, and a lexicon with 400 terms was used for annotation. The authors have 

reported 92.98% accuracy for SVM and 81.50% accuracy for NB.  

Al-Moslmi et al. have conducted different comparative experiments to examine the quality 

and the usefulness of a developed Arabic senti-lexicon [10]. They have used document-

level sentiment analysis and hybrid approach for classification. The researchers have used 

five supervised classification algorithms, which were Naïve Bayes (NB), K-Nearest 

Neighbours (KNN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Logistic Linear Regression (LLR), 

and Neural Network (NEUNET). The reported results showed 97.8% accuracy using 

Logistic Linear Regression (LLR) classifier.  

Shoukry and Rafea in their research work on Sentence-level Arabic sentiment analysis 

[101], have used SVM and NB as classification algorithms. The used dataset was collected 
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from Twitter using Twitter APIs on different topics where 1000 tweets were annotated 

manually by three annotators. The results of sentiment analysis showed 73% accuracy 

using SVM and 65% accuracy using NB.  

As an extension of the previous work, Shoukry has used a bigger dataset where 4600 tweets 

were annotated manually using three annotators [102]. SVM and NB classification 

algorithms were applied. The results showed that the increase of the corpus size lead to an 

increase in the accuracy. She has reached 77.7% accuracy for SVM, 74.6% accuracy for 

NB, 75.9% accuracy using lexicon and 80.9% accuracy for hybrid (SO+ML).  

AlAsmar has used a hybrid approach to examine aspect-level sentiment analysis [103]. The 

lexicon and the ontology were used for unsupervised classifications. Decision Tree (DT), 

Naïve Bayes (NB) and K –Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) were used for supervised 

classifications. The used datasets were a public dataset about hotels, books, etc. The results 

showed that the book reviews had the highest accuracy, particularly for ontology with 

important features. The book reviews reached 72.75% accuracy using Decision Tree (DT), 

70.35% accuracy using Naïve Bayes (NB), 76.15% accuracy using K –Nearest Neighbor 

(K-NN), 71.90% accuracy using Lexicon Baseline, 79.25% accuracy using ontology 

baseline and 80.15% accuracy using ontology with important features. The ontology was 

used to help aspects identifying and extracting. 

Abd-Elhamid et al. have used lexicon-based classification while examining aspect-level 

sentiment analysis [104]. They have collected 200 reviews from various social media 

forms. Then, they have normalized and reorganized the rates associated with the reviews 

into one format (positive, negative, or neutral). They have focused on Modern Standard 
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Arabic. The main point is that they have proposed five rules to extract aspects and used the 

lexicon to evaluate the performance of each rule. The results have showed 92.15% 

accuracy.  

ElSahar and El-Beltagy have used learning-based classification approach in their search 

work on document-level sentiment analysis [42]. Five shallow-learning algorithms were 

examined to validate the worth of their developed Arabic corpus and lexicons and to 

conduct hybrid classification approach. The algorithms were Bernoulli Naïve Bayes (NB), 

K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Logistic Linear 

Regression (LLR), and Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). They have explored different 

combination of features, classifiers and dataset setups, which lead to 3K experiments. The 

results have showed that the best classifier was SVM and the worst was KNN. They have 

pointed out that the document-length and the subjectivity richness have affected the 

sentiment classification.  

In [105], Al-Azani and El-Alfy have used several learning-based supervised algorithms 

and techniques while conducting document-level sentiment analysis. They have examined 

the effect of words embedding word2vec feature on imbalance datasets. SMOTE 

(Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique) was applied to address the problem of 

imbalanced dataset in sentiment classification. The effect of unbalance vs balance dataset 

on sentiment classification was explored. The ensemble classifiers and single-based 

classifiers with different parameters were examined. For ensemble classifiers, voting, 

boosting, bagging, stacking and random forests were applied. For single classifiers, K-

Neural Network (KNN), different kinds of Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic 

Regressions (LR), Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB) and 
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Decision Trees (DT) were examined. The results showed a good improvement when use 

SMOTE to balance the data. Furthermore, the average outcomes of ensemble classifiers 

performed better than single classifiers. However, the used dataset was limited to small 

size. 

Al-Azani and El-Alfy evaluated several deep learning techniques on sentiment polarity 

classification through document-level sentiment analysis on Arabic microblogs [106]. 

Various forms of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Long Short-Term Memory 

(LSTM) recurrent neural networks were applied. The extracted features were vectorized 

using word2vec neural language model. Two word2vec architectures were examined: 

continuous Bag-Of-Words (CBOW) and Skip-Gram (SG). The effect of the non-static 

models and the static models on several performance measures were evaluated. In addition, 

they have examined the influence of four optimizers on non-static CBOW models, which 

were Adagrad, Adam, Rmsprop and SGD. Their study showed that the LSTM performed 

better than CNNs models while the non-static models combined with LSTM performed 

better than static models. For the optimizers, their finding showed that the average 

performance of Rmsprop worked better. 

In [107], Al-Azani and El-Alfy have applied document-level sentiment analysis with 

learning-based algorithms to evaluate the efficiency of using emojis features with other 

textual features on sentiment analysis. Five types of features were examined. These types 

were Term Frequency- Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), Latent Semantic Analysis 

(LSA) with singular value decomposition (SVD), bag-of-emojis, word embedding using 

both Skip-Gram (SG) and Continuous Bag-Of-Words (CBOW). Additionally, the effects 

of Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier using features selection techniques and 
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without using them were examined. For features selection techniques, they have used 

Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) with Best-First Search algorithm. Their 

findings showed that emojis features performed better then TF-IDF and LSA but not as 

CBOW and SG. Furthermore, the fusing textual features with emojis features has improved 

the results when the feature selection techniques were applied. However, over-

dimensionality redaction on text sentiment analysis might affect the generalization of the 

model. For example, when they have applied feature selection on TF-IDF, they have 

reduced the dimensionality from 1762 to 50 features.  

To conclude, most of the explored studies were applied on document-level classification 

specially Twitter documents (tweets). This might be because tweets have limited size and 

a tweet is close to a sentence-level classification. The length of the text plays vital roles in 

sentiment analysis where small size text has high probability to encapsulate one opinion 

about one entity. In the literature, most of the examined studies have reported that hybrid 

classifications can achieve high accuracy. The explored studies showed that deep-learning 

algorithms have performed better than shallow-learning algorithms. We observe that SVM 

and logistic regression achieved high accuracy in most of the study. Some results have 

reported that that Naïve based classification was less sensitive to imbalanced dataset while 

SVM highly sensitive to imbalance datasets.  

In this chapter, we reviewed the state-of-the-art about sports-fanaticism, building labeled 

senti-lexicons, building annotated corpora, the approaches of building classification model 

and features identification and extraction for sentiment analysis. In the next chapter, we 

will give an overview about our methodology.  
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3 CHAPTER 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Our research methodology has five phases. In the first phase, the concept of “sport 

fanaticism in Text” was formalized where indicators, criteria, and rules were defined and 

validated. In the next phase, we used this formalism as a foundation for building annotated 

corpora and senti-lexicons. In the third phase, several preprocessing tasks were applied. In 

the fourth phase, the process of identification and extraction features have been discussed. 

The fifth phase represents three classification approaches that have been applied in our 

work. Figure 3 illustrates the five phases of our research methodology, and the following 

description discuss each phase in details. 

3 
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Figure 3. Research Methodology 
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In the first phase, we have attempted to answer the following two questions:  

• What is the definition of “sport fanaticism in texts”?  

• How to formalize the concept of "sport fanaticism in texts" into clear definition, 

criteria, rules and indicators for the purpose of building resources for sentiment analysis 

and classification models?  

This phase started by understanding the phenomena of sport-fanaticism through reviewing 

state-of-art literature, analyzing many social media texts, and consulting a specialized 

expert. Then, brainstorming sessions were used to identify fanatic-related contexts. At this 

stage, we have identified 21 fanatic-related contexts. After that, the identified contexts were 

categorized into 8 categories (indicators/features). Then, these 8 categories were grouped 

into two classes: Non-fanatic (positive class) and Fanatic (negative class). After defining 

what each context is, the words and phrases of each context were collected. Therefore, a 

collection of words/phrases have been gathered. These words/phrases were used as prime- 

indicators to develop large-scale fanatic-related resources for Arabic sentiment analysis. 

We have called these words/phrases as core fanatic-lexicon that collected manually. The 

manual lexicon contains seeds of senti-terms for sports-fanaticisms. In addition, Chapter 

44 provides an extensive description of fanatic-formalism. We have called the output 

artifact of this phase as Sport fanaticism formalization where the concept of sports-

fanaticism is formalized into contexts, categories and indicators. We have spent enough 

time to develop and validate the formalism as it is the vital foundations of other stages of 

this research work. An export specialist in social psychology of sports has helped in 

validating our proposed formalism. As far as we know, this is the first work to formalize 
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the concept of sport-fanaticism in text with purpose of automating the process of detecting 

and classifying social text into fanatic and non-fanatic. We believe that this work will be a 

valuable product for society, especially in Saudi Arabia. It will help as a guide to build 

applications that work as anti-Fanaticism. It will also help as a guide to measure the degree 

of fanaticism in the social media. This will help the governments to measure the impact of 

their efforts to reduce this phenomenon.  

In the second phase, the required resources to design and develop a classification-model 

were built. The formalism developed in the first phase was used as guide to build the 

needed resources. The built resources have included: annotated corpora, senti-lexicons, 

language models, and dictionaries. First, 3.5M sport-related tweets were collected using 

Twitter APIs [108]. Then, the collected tweets were cleaned and preprocessed. The cleaned 

dataset has been annotated using the indicators and fanatic-terms developed in first phase. 

In other words, the developed indicators were used as seed words to annotate the collected 

tweets as fanatic or non-fanatic. The annotation has been done automatically. Hence, the 

annotation process has resulted in a large-scale annotated corpus with around 300K 

annotated tweets. This corpus was used to extract several domain-related lexicons using 

statistical and association measures. A generic sport-related language-model was also built 

and used as a utility to build related lexicons. Many other dictionaries were also collected. 

Some of these dictionaries were negation terms and patterns, modal words, intensifier 

words and other sentiment analysis dictionaries. To build senti-lexicons, we have utilized 

two different approaches: PMI and adjusted-TFIDF. We proposed and developed an 

algorithm to detect important fanatic-words and automatically score them. In this phase, 

we have also constructed new annotated corpus with around 10K tweets. This corpus was 
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annotated semi-automatically where we developed web-app to simplify the process of 

annotation. Enough efforts were put to prepare and validate this corpus. We have used this 

corpus as a testing dataset. As a result, we have a training dataset of 300K tweets and a 

testing dataset of 10K tweets. Building resources for sentiment analysis requires 

developing several programs and tools to collect data, to clean and preprocess them, and 

for data annotation. As far as we know, there are no sport-fanatic resources available for 

sentiment analysis. We believe that the developed resources will be useful resources for 

the research community working in Arabic sentiment analysis. We provide extensive 

details on the constructed resources in Chapter 7. 

In the third phase, preprocessing tasks were applied. Preprocessing tools for Arabic text 

play a vital role in sentiment analysis where they form the data to be suitable for 

classification. In the third phase, we have utilized some of available tools, adjusted some 

other tools, and developed our own tools for preprocessing tasks. To clean the data, a 

cleaner program was developed to handle the following tasks: removing non-Arabic 

characters, removing URL, removing digits, removing punctuations, removing duplicate 

spaces, removing lengthening characters, etc. A normalizer and a tokenizer were also 

developed. For stemming, segmentation and lemmatization we have used Farasa stemmer 

[109]. More details about preprocessing tasks are covered in Chapter 6.  

In the fourth phase, feature engineering tasks were conducted to convert the raw data into 

suitable input data for classification model. The fed input for classification model consists 

of features, attributes, or variables. The tasks of feature engineering are feature-

identification, feature-construction, and feature-reduction. In feature-identification, 

understanding the domain-problem and analyzing the data were mandatory to identify 
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useful features. As a result, five feature-sets were identified. These features are: stylistic 

features, phonological features, Morphological features, syntactic features, and semantic 

features. The identified feature-sets revealed both container-related features (stylistic 

feature-set) and text-related features (remaining four feature-set). In addition, they exposed 

features from low-level (phonological feature-set) to high-level (semantic feature-set). The 

proposed features can play vital roles for Arabic sentiment analysis. We have examined 

the use of these features and provided details in Chapter 8. After identifying features, Java 

programs were developed to extract features. Then, we have pursued feature-selections 

through Weka [110] using chi-square technique (called in Weka: 

ChiSquaredAttributeEval).  

In phase five, we have used sentiment analysis and machine learning algorithms to design 

and develop the needed classification models. The proposed classification-models were 

designed to classify the text into fanatic or non-fanatic sentiment/opinion. There are three 

classification approaches: learning-based approach, rule-based approach, and hybrid 

approach. We have applied all three approaches. For rule-based approach, the developed 

lexicons for sport-fanatic were used to classify a given tweet by calculating the score of 

each word and subtracting the non-fanatic-related weight from the fanatic-related weight. 

The developed lexicons show high accuracy. For learning-based approach, all feature-sets 

that were extracted in feature-engineering phase were examined. We have applied SVM, 

LR and NB classification algorithms for each feature-set. Then, we have examined the 

combinations of different feature-sets. The experiments represent the impact of the 

identified feature-sets on classification. For hybrid approach, both learning-based and rule-

based approaches were combined. We have applied three scenarios. In first scenario, we 
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have selected one lexicon and conduct lexicon-based classification. The lexicon-based 

classification has resulted into eight weights, one for each category (indicator/features) in 

our formalism discussed in Chapter 4. Then, we have used the output of the lexicon-based 

as an input to the learning-based algorithms such as SVM, LR and NB. Therefore, the input 

to learning-based algorithms contained eight features. The hybrid approach showed 

promising results.  

After applying these five phases of research methodology, we have developed and 

implemented a web service to discover the sport fanaticism in text automatically.  

In this chapter, an overview of the research methodology was given where five phases were 

described. These phases are concept formalization, building resources, preprocessing, 

feature engineering and classification. In the next chapter, the concept of sport fanaticism 

in text will be presented. Concept will be formalized into indicators that help to build 

fanatic resources. 
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4 CHAPTER 

SPORT FANATICISM FORMALIZATION 

This chapter concentrates on formulating the concept of Sports-Fanaticism in Text (SFT) 

for Arabic Sentiment Analysis (ASA). Sports-fanaticism is one of the social problems that 

have fanatic impacts on the social fabric. The sports-fanaticism is a psychological emotion 

with hate against the opposing team and love for own team. This emotion is not controlled 

by mind but by sentiment. The sport fanaticism is a fanatic trait, especially if it becomes a 

social phenomenon. Social network sites have become a mean for communication between 

sport fans. Therefore, we need a tool that helps in automatically detecting and measuring 

this phenomenon in social network sites such as Twitter and Facebook. 

The aim of this part of the research work is to formulate the concept of sports-fanaticism 

in text into criteria, rules and indicators/features. The proposed formulation can be used in 

Arabic Sentiment Analysis to automatically detect Sports-fanaticism in social text.  

Nowadays, social media sites become common means for sport fans to communicate [7]. 

Therefore, understanding how social text contributes to increase or decrease sports-

fanaticism is essential. The formalization of sport fanaticism will help to automate anti-

fanatic and build measurement-tools to assess text quality from the perspective of sports-

fanaticism.  

In the following sections, we proposed indicators/features that help classifying social text 

into fanatic and non-fanatic. The non-fanatic text helps to decrease sports-fanaticism where 

4 
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the fanatic text increases sports-fanaticism. This formalization is a foundation for feature 

engineering stage of this research work. It provides a description of domain-knowledge 

that is needed to understand the domain-problem. Understanding the domain-problem 

helps to convert the given text into suitable attributes for machine learning models. 

 Formalizing Sport Fanaticism into Indicators/Features 

In this section, we attempt to handle the following questions: What is the definition of 

“sport fanaticism in texts”? How to formalize the concept of “sport fanaticism in texts” 

into clear definition, criteria, rules and indicators for the purpose of building sentiment 

analysis resources and classification model?  

Fanaticism appears in different domains such as religions and politics. In this research, we 

will focus on fanaticism in sports domain. We will call our domain “sports-fanaticism”. 

Alshehri et al [13] translated the Allawi’s [111] definition about sports-fanaticisms as 

"blind hatred of the members of competing sports teams combined with a blindness toward 

the faults of the individual’s favored team. The individual’s emotional identification with 

their favored team causes them to overlook obvious facts that their team may be less than 

perfect or that a competing team may have certain virtues”. Hence, we can restate the 

sports-fanaticism as a psychological emotion with extreme hatred against the competing 

team and excessive love for her/his team.  
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For “sports-fanaticism in texts”, we propose the following definitions for both fanatic-text 

and non-fanatic-text. See Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

 

Accordingly, we will focus on eight concept-indicators (features), four of which increase 

sports-fanaticism which are: aggression, agitation, hatred or passion, and four indicators 

that reduce sports-fanaticism which are: adaptation, affection, respect and knowledge. In 

the next sections, we split each indicator into more precise meaning that represents a 

specific context. Then, we link each context with possible words and phrases that are 

appropriate for it. Consequently, the concept of sports-fanaticism in text is formalized into 

indicators, contexts and phrases. This will give a clear conception of the concept of sports-

fanaticism in texts. In an innovative manner, the concept can make sense when it is 

formalized to be suitable for sentiment analysis. The concept is sequenced from the 

definition into concrete details, including words and phrases. In the following subsections, 

we will present the concept as a hierarchy (concept-indicators -> contexts -> words and 

phrases). Figure 6 illustrates the proposed formalism. 

Definition 1 

Fanatic-text is a text that explicitly or implicitly contains aggression, agitation, 

hatred or/and passion. 

 

Definition 2 

Non-fanatic-text is a text that explicitly or implicitly contains adaptation, affection, 

respect or/and knowledge. 

 

Figure 4. Definition of Fanatic-Text  

Figure 5. Definition of Non-Fanatic-Text 
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Figure 6. Overview for Sport Fanaticism Formalization (SFF) 

4.1.1 Fanatic Indicators 

Our proposed definition encompasses four fanatic indicators: aggression, agitation, hatred 

and passion. Each indicator involves several contexts where each context can be detected 

using numerous words and phrases. The following subsections describe in detail these four 

fanatic indicators, indicators’ contexts, and the proposed Arabic words and phrases belong 

to each context.  
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4.1.1.1 Aggression 

Aggression could be considered as an extreme-fanatic indicator where the fanatic sentiment 

is transformed to an action that hurts others. This action can be expressed in the following 

contexts: threat, intimidation, insulting, and revenge. These contexts and their 

representative words and phrases are described as follow:  

Threat and intimidation: This is a context that implicitly or explicitly contains 

threatening (menacing) expressions, such as threatening to attack, threatening to violate 

(disrupt, infringe), threatening teams, fans, players, referees, linesmen or club 

management, riot encouragement, attacking encouragement, quarrel and assault, showing 

a willing to attack others, or embodiment of hostility. Table 3 contains some Arabic words 

and phrases that are often appear in this context. Figure 7 presents an example statement 

extracted from Twitter in this context. 

Table 3. Some words and phrases for the context of threat 

  اع   يرجف    ا     ع   حر 

ع  صعي  يش س يالان   قت   ض 

 

 مر مهف وال  ق   دمية عن دز مة اله   والص ارة، د ا  اإلجهاز عليه دز مة احتحهد و

 وبعنف  دعسهال هدي  اي 

Figure 7. An example of threat context 
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Insult: It is a context that implicitly or explicitly contains insulting expressions such as 

insulting using father’s reference (e.g ن اا  ف*  ) or any other family’s reference. It might 

contain insulting using animal analogy (e.g ف*ر  donkey), insulting using name-calling 

(e.g الفقراو ة), insulting using injurious or humiliating remarks, insulting using abusive 

phrases, insulting using libel, slander and denigration (e.g ع    وض ع rascal). It might also 

contain insulting phrases to competing/opposing teams, fans, players, referees, linesmen or 

club management. Table 4 contains some Arabic words and phrases that are often appear 

in this context. Figure 8 presents an example statement for this context extracted from 

Twitter.  

Table 4. Some words and phrases for the context of insult 

  د      ان  عي   ان االناه  الا مة ان   ه 

  مخت  صعع ك سهف 
 
 وسخ عقعيه

  ان
 _  _ة KWSالشر

 

 بن كلب  ر وجمه   معفن نهدي  قهر، ووت ووو م   ي

Figure 8. Example of insult context 

Revenge: This is a context that implicitly or explicitly contains expressions of revenge, 

such as promising to vengeance, requests for retaliation, nasty warning, commination, 

jeremiad, menace or phrases that imply fanatic payback in future towards teams, fans, 

players, referees, linesmen or club management. Table 5 contains some Arabic words and 
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phrases that are often appear in this context. Figure 9 presents an example of such context 

extracted from Twitter. 

Table 5. Some words and phrases for the context of vengeance 

 العهر  وال  الث ر  الث ر  الث ر   ظعف ال هدئ االنتقه 
  غال  ال  

 بهل  

 ناس  لن بقال ة ساث ر  نث ر  ان  اي بهلالن الالن
   ىلأ  تحمع ا 
  ح ذ  س  

 

نرد الصاع   س   الت كي   ع  هللا شه  ان ،  الردي ال هدي د ا     الرديي  الثأر واالنتقام ي  
 صاعي   

Figure 9. Example of vengeance context 

4.1.1.2 Agitation 

Agitation is a synonym of incitement, instigation, agitation, sedition, incitation and 

incendiary. It is a fanatic indicator that implicitly or explicitly contains contexts (phrases 

or symbols) that lead to sedition. It involves the following contexts: instigating fans, 

accusation and promoting malpractices. The next subsections present more details about 

these contexts. 

Instigating fans: It is a fanatic context that implicitly or explicitly contains expressions 

or symbols of overcharging and jeering fans such as rude remarks, mocking remarks, 

hostile rhetoric, overcharging against the competing/opposing team, remarks that make the 

loss unacceptable, inciting against the competing/opposing fans and inciting of coarseness 

action against competing/opposing teams, fans, referees, players, linesmen and club 
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management. Table 6 contains some Arabic words and phrases that are often appear in this 

context. Figure 10 presents an example of this context extracted from Twitter. 

Table 6. Some words and phrases for the context “instigating fans” 

  نق   لن
 الهز مة 

 اقهرودف  قهطع ا المقهطعة
  نق   لن

 الهز مة 

 ض نه  الح ف يالقط معهدف  الح ف
  ض   االتحهد 
 ال هدي

 معهدف  الح ف

 

  قيمة  ليععف  بهل ع ك،  ارجم    _______مروجهه ود ا   _______الصحيفة  الهع د ا 
 وجمهدي     المعكأ 

 سأ _لامه ر_المعكأ ت_ال هدي_صحيفة!... #

Figure 10. Example of the context “instigating fans” 

Accusation: Accusation is any fanatic context that implicitly or explicitly contains 

expressions or symbols of an action of damaging the good reputation of 

competing/opposing teams, fans, referees, players, linesmen and club management. For 

example, charging club president with theft, charging a referee with treason or other types 

of defamations and slanders without any evidence. Table 7 contains some Arabic words 

and phrases that are often appear in this context. Figure 11 shows an example of this context 

extracted from Twitter. 
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Table 7. Some words and phrases for accusation context 

أ  المرت قة  العم    الصههي ة  الخ نة   إردهن 

أ  ل  
 نصهع م هفس متآمر مهس ن 

 

   رامأ   ه  مع ا ا ا ا ا  ن 180 ا   ا تف  و ن  فهس   نهدي   كي     لقر ا و  ةالق ار  رم  
 الالعس 

Figure 11. An example of accusation context 

Promoting malpractices: it is a fanatic context that implicitly or explicitly contains 

expressions or symbols that encourage fanatic habits. These are contrary to sports ethics, 

values and norms, or promoting activities. It also contains terms incompatible with national 

culture. For example, encouraging lies, encouraging fraud, encouraging fallacies, 

encouraging unlawful behavior, encouraging to throw fans of the competing/opposing 

team by objects, encouraging willful misconduct, advising to do bad practice or 

discouraging good practice. Table 8 contains some Arabic words and phrases that are often 

appear in this context. Figure 12 presents an example of this context extracted from Twitter. 

Table 8. Some words and phrases of promoting malpractices context 

عر     هلف
 
 ت

   تحرش
 بهلمشاعل   

م ا  ال   تفشع   هو  تحي 
  من سا ك

  الع ا  
 والق ان ل   

 ععي  اك ع ال ق    ر 
  عس ابالس

 وجه  
 م هف   تر ك اكش  
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 الالع د  _بعاي ه#   ______ معي     -  اكش  ت قف  ه م السأ  االعي

Figure 12. An example of the promoting malpractices context 

4.1.1.3 Hatred 

Hatred is any fanatic-indicator that implicitly or explicitly contains contexts of animosity, 

racism, schadenfreude, mockery, and inflexible. The following subsections present more 

details about these contexts. 

Animosity or racism: it is a fanatic context that implicitly or explicitly contains 

expressions or symbols of hating other teams, fans, referees, players, linesmen and club 

management. It contains phrases that imply ethnic, nationalism and racial discrimination. 

It includes phrases that indicate malice, jealousy, envy and segregation such as a willing to 

cause harm to others. Table 9 lists some Arabic words and phrases that are often appear in 

this context. Figure 13 presents an example of this context extracted from Twitter. 

Table 9. Some words and phrases of animosity and racism context 

  ال د نهدي اغث ع   بغيض  قي  

أ  قىل   ق ر  مكرو   د ي   ج ت 

 

         هللا  كي    غهلي  ي العي كرد    مه 

Figure 13. An example of animosity and racism 
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Contempt (Schadenfreude and mockery): it is any fanatic context that implicitly or 

explicitly contains expressions or symbols of blasphemy, contempt and ridicule. Such 

context has provocative words, expressions of arrogance or boasting. Some examples are: 

expressions of joy when the competing/opposing team is given a warning or red-card to 

one of its players, the irony of the decisions of the referee, expressions of joy and healing 

when a member of the competing/opposing team is injured and moves out of the field, 

words derogating from other clubs, contempt or derogation of fans of the 

competing/opposing team, or words that provoke the competing/opposing team. Table 10 

contains some Arabic words and phrases that are often appear in this context. Figure 14 

presents an example of this context extracted from Twitter. 

Table 10. Some words and phrases of contempt context 

أ 
أ    مس  ضفهدع طحهلي الا ا    غت 

أ   با خ  الشحهتةنهدي  مقر  تهف 
 دن 

 

أ  العي ذا  بههلل  لكن  ،الارد  يالت د     عع  ه  محال ع   ج ت 

Figure 14. An example of contempt 

Inflexibility or obduracy: A fanatic context that implicitly or explicitly contains 

expressions or symbols of non-acceptance of the views of others, absence of apologies, 

lack of containment statements after criticism, expressions of disrespect for others, 

expressions of disrespect for others or disrespect other points of view. Table 11 contains 
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some Arabic words and phrases that are often appear in this context. Figure 15 presents an 

example of this context extracted from Twitter. 

Table 11. Some words and phrases of obduracy 

 األع ف ال قهش  انتىه   مر   ط بغي   نق   ال 
  نق   لن

 اعت اردف

ك  ال  س    ال  تفهوض ال  تع ن ال  تصهل   ال   شر

 

     ،الحهجي ع تع   مه  العل   و  ،صغي   والصغي   كىلي    الكىلي   ،انفك رغف ج    كىلي    االدسأ 
 ..يهآس 3او 2  ع    ل    ت    سي   بمرت ة رفعهف   مكن  ال        اع ن الخ  

Figure 15. An example of obduracy 

4.1.1.4 Passion 

A fanatic-indicator that implicitly or explicitly contains contexts of extreme sadness, 

extreme happiness, extreme prejudice and indignation. The following subsections present 

more details about these contexts. 

Extreme sadness: A fanatic context that implicitly or explicitly contains expressions or 

symbols of discontent, objection to the outcome of the match, crying, extreme grief, and 

fury if any player is suspension or expulsion. Extreme-sadness might also be sensed by the 

availability of nervousness if any player substitutes by other, extreme anger and extreme 

indignation about injury to a team star or team loss, objection or stern protest, excessive 

blaming, excessive resentment, excessive discontent, prayers against others, swear or the 
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fear of defeat. Table 12 shows some Arabic words and phrases that are often appear in this 

context. Figure 16 presents an example of this context extracted from Twitter. 

Table 12. Some words and phrases of extreme-sadness 

  اه   ال  فهجعة    اكتئهع اضار

  شته    ه  م ح    مؤلف  قهر  م سهة

 

   ز ن  انه 
 
  لألسا رة  وجح ددف والعىلي ؟ العهر  نهدي جمهدي   ر *ع  ر    د    ج ا

   مقه وور  انه  س ل    افر هف  من ود    ل  واحسه ة

Figure 16. An example of extreme-sadness context 

Happiness with prejudice: A fanatic-indicator that implicitly or explicitly contains 

expressions or symbols of exaggerated blind love, pretense of perfection, personality, 

exclusivity, self-love, selfishness, show off, boasting, overstatement, over-praise, 

differentiation, defending about mistakes, excess of courtesy or favoritism, bullying, pray 

and swear. It contains expressions or symbols of excessive joy that provokes a grudge in 

the hearts of the fans or showing excessive happiness because the falling of the opponent. 

Table 13 contains some Arabic words and phrases that are often appear in this context. 

Figure 17 presents an example of this context extracted from Twitter. 
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Table 13. Some words and phrases of extreme happiness with prejudice context 

 العهلتأ  األسا رة  في س  األفا  في س  األع ف بههلل  قالف

أ  ال هدي الشعي نهدي ال طن  نهدي
 التهر خ 

أ  األفا 
    
 الك ن 

  د ا   ع ف مه 
 الكيهن

 

أ   نهدي األع ف جمه ر   نحن ،الكيهن جمه ر   نحن : االدس_ف  _الام ع#
  من ، في قيه    

 #ادعف_االدسأ  ؟! ان 

Figure 17. An example of extreme happiness with prejudice 

Indignation: Any fanatic-indicator that implicitly or explicitly contains phrases or 

symbols of objection to the referees, objection to the decisions of the referee, excessive 

criticism against referee/coach, pray, or swear against the competing/opposing teams. 

Table 14 contains some Arabic words and phrases that are often appear in this context. 

Figure 18 presents an example of this context extracted from Twitter. 

Table 14. Some words and phrases of indignation 

  فش   هرع الكع ة ورع اكتئهع وهللا فك نه  بههلل ي فس  ال  هللا

 يه ط  جعع  قعوب ه   رق   حرق ف  هللا يه ا ن  هرع     دف  هللا

 

        هللا  الم هرة،  رع   ف؟!  د ا  بههلل

Figure 18. An example of indignation 
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4.1.2 Non-fanatic Indicators 

Our proposed definition encompasses four non-fanatic indicators which are: adaptation, 

affection, respect and knowledge. Each indicator involves several contexts where each 

context could be detected using numerous words and phrases. The following subsections 

describe the four non-fanatic indicators, indicators’ contexts, and the proposed Arabic 

words and phrases belong to each context.  

4.1.2.1 Adaptation 

Adaption is a non-fanatic-indicator that implicitly or explicitly contains context of 

sportsmanship, containment or responsibility. The following subsections present more 

details about these contexts. 

Sportsmanship: A non-fanatic context that implicitly or explicitly contains expressions 

or symbols of fair play, expressions that indicate moral and civilized cheerleading, 

expressing the happiness in words that do not provoke grudges, or expressions of the noble 

winner's ethics. Table 15 contains some Arabic words and phrases that are often appear in 

this context. Figure 19 presents an example of this context extracted from Twitter. 

Table 15. Some words and phrases of sportsmanship 

 
 
 العىلا ه شاع ه  ر هضية  رو  ه  را عة لعفي قل     شكرا

وك  لف   مي 
 لعفه   

 جه     د  الف   يالت د  ل ف   درد  را عة م هر 
  اوفر   ض

 لعخهش
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وك  لف ، ال هدي محىلل    ل    مي  أ  ادف ،اله   نهدي محىلل    ل   كودهردل  األدسأ
  تك ن  شر

_العه   ر هضية  رو  ه  _وىلأ أ
_نههن  _اله   #اله  _األدسأ  #االدسأ

Figure 19. An example of sportsmanship 

Containment: Containment is a non-fanatic context that implicitly or explicitly contains 

expressions or symbols of helping making things calm down, words to ease tensions of 

debate, phrases that reduce the emotional stress of the losing team, or containment 

statements after criticism. Table 16 contains some Arabic words and phrases that are often 

appear in this context. Figure 20 presents an example of this context extracted from Twitter.  

Table 16. Some words and phrases of containment context 

  د  جه   
ألس هع 
 ناهعهه 

لف  حهلف  
 الحظ 

 ادا  رج ىلأ  القهد   فا 

أ المتعة
  دف شر

بهلت ف س  
 بهلقهدمهت

 عاي ف  
 العهفية

 ك ت ا االج ر 
 ع ه شعي  
 وا  

 

أ  الشكر    
أ  ق م   ال ي الرا ع ت  مال ال د ا  عس  ال عىلل    لإل  ان 

  عهلية روح ، الم هراة   
جيحي الر  ت ولكن ،دقيقة أل ر        فع ، شه   ه وم هللا وق ر  ،لألسف  ل ه  تىللالف  لف ةالي 

ة لعامهدي   الشكر    الحهض 
ا
أ   1 الرقف  ك ت ا   فعل

 ��️❤  جم  القهد  هللا  وبإذن الم هراة   

Figure 20. An example of containment 

 Responsibility: A non-fanatic context that implicitly or explicitly contains expressions or 

symbols that indicate constructive dialogue, indicate self-critical, or indicate self-restraint. 

It contains expressions of taking responsibility or apologizing for mistakes, statements of 

accepting right things, or phrases of accepting excuse. Table 17 contains some Arabic 
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words and phrases that are often appear in this context. Figure 21 presents an example of 

this context extracted from Twitter. 

Table 17. Some words and phrases of responsibility 

 في ف  نثس ن      كير   تركي    المحهولة  واردة   األ اه 

 اله    نح   نحثهف  يتخهذل ا  ال       ال  مش عة  د هك

 

، جم ع من م  ف االتفه  نهدي أ   م  م  وال   ال  احأ
  و نه  األفا ، عس و ي    العم    

 إ اهاية  ل ته    وال ص    جمهدي   طموح  تحق س عس س عم 

Figure 21. An example of responsibility context 

4.1.2.2 Affections and Intimacy 

This is an non-fanatic-indicator that implicitly or explicitly contains contexts of tolerance, 

cooperation or flexibility. The following subsections provide more details on these 

contexts. 

Tolerance: Tolerance is a non-fanatic context that implicitly or explicitly contains 

expressions or symbols of friendliness, pleasantness, friendship and tenderness. For 

example, using expressions of greetings, tributes, salutations, compassion, love, 

brotherhood, peaceful coexistence, apology, and forgiveness. Table 18 contains some 

Arabic words and phrases that are often appear in this context. Figure 22 presents an 

example of this context extracted from Twitter. 
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Table 18. Some words and phrases of tolerance 

وك   لف  ح يك  هللا  خعيك  هللا    ي  س مة   لف مي 

 هلل  الحم  
     ف هللا

 األفراح
   غهىلأ   ه  عس تشكرون العز  

 

 
 
أ  شكرا

أ  صعي رقف  ك ن راح ميبهط نهدي ،نهدر  اح 
 هللا  اإذن وال    ال وري    

Figure 22. An example of tolerance 

Cooperation: Cooperation is a non-fanatic context that implicitly or explicitly contains 

expressions or symbols of helping each other, understanding each other, and/or indicating 

teamwork. It contains expressions that show good communication with each other or 

willingness to assist. Table 19 contains some Arabic words and phrases that are often 

appear in this context. Figure 23 presents an example of this context extracted from Twitter. 

Table 19. Some words and phrases of cooperation 

 الت  ف  الت هم  الت هفؤ االنالاه  االن مهج

  نعم  لعام ع  ال عض  ل عا ه  سو ه  الت هتف التعهض 
 
 سو ه

 

:  نهدي  ر ي    ال ولية االدسأ  قاه ه  لتحقيق   سو ه   الت هتف عع  ه  ال وري با لة   ردنه  إذا  االدسأ

   وقعيعة بالياة  وال ا عية

Figure 23. An example of cooperation 
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4.1.2.3 Respect 

It is a non-fanatic-indicator that implicitly or explicitly contains respect related contexts. 

This includes contexts respecting rules and regulations, respecting others’ abilities, 

respecting others’ beliefs and opinions, respecting others’ identities and affiliations. The 

following subsections provide more details on these contexts. 

Respecting rules and regulations: This context is a non-fanatic context that implicitly 

or explicitly contains expressions or symbols of referee decisions respect, linesmen 

decisions respect and FIFA respect, respect expression for game’s rules, or contrary’s 

culture and laws. It might also contain respect expressions of the decisions made by club 

management. Table 20 provides some Arabic words and phrases that are often appear in 

this context. Figure 24 presents an example of this context extracted from Twitter. 

Table 20. Some words and phrases of respecting rules 

 التحق س احجرا ات
ا    االلي  

 بهلق انل   

ا    ا ي 

 الق ان ل   
ا  القرارات  ا ي 

  الي قرارات
احجرا ات  

 القهن نية 
 القهن ن ال  حة  الق ان ل   

 

ا ، ب   الصهدر  القرار   تق     اله    نهدي      من الالع د ة الي هضة   مة وس واص   ا ي 
امأ  مع

 لعام ع   وتق يري  ا ي 

Figure 24. An example of respecting rules 

Respecting Others’ abilities: This context is a non-fanatic context that implicitly or 

explicitly contains expressions or symbols that reflect respecting the opposing/competing 
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teams and their abilities. Table 21 lists some Arabic words and phrases that are often appear 

in this context. Figure 25 presents an example of this context extracted from Twitter. 

Table 21. Some words and phrases of respecting others’ abilities 

 تحي    ان اتمت  
ام ه    ا ي 
 لعام ع 

 الم هف   االستههنة ع  
 نالل ق  ال 

     من

ة  ق رات  ممي  
  مه      ق  

 يالتا ع
  مه      ق  

  معك 
 إىل  نسأ  ال  االجتههد  هو 

 

ا  . بهلم هف .  االستههنة هأ  الش هع نهدي مش عة كي    الخصف ق رات ا ي 
  راةم هبهل  ال هم  والي 

.   فهر   عطأ   ممكن  الش ها ل    ل   لك دهرد  . كىلي 

Figure 25. An example of respecting others’ abilities 

Respecting others’ beliefs and opinions: A non-fanatic context that implicitly or 

explicitly contains expressions or symbols of respecting others’ points of views, respecting 

others’ feelings or respecting others’ ideas. Table 22 contains some Arabic words and 

phrases that are often appear in this context. Figure 26 presents an example of this context 

extracted from Twitter. 

Table 22. Some words and phrases of respecting others’ beliefs and opinions 

  وجهة من

 ن ري 
 تحي    ان اتمت   ر  ك  نحي   شخصأ  ر ي

  شخ  ل  

 ن ر   وجهة

 ر ي د ا 

 شخصأ 
 ن ر   وجهة

 يالتحس

ا    اال ي 

ك
َ
  التق ير  ل

    ي

ا    قرارات ا ي 

 الح ف 
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م رايك  ______ استهذ  وع ل    ،نحتر أ  س مشر
وإال اصىل    ،ناديي ق  اال تاهج القهن ن 

 ..قيمة لهه  القهن ن والع ا   ال 

Figure 26. An example of respecting others’ beliefs and opinions 

4.1.2.4 Knowledge 

Knowledge is a non-fanatic-indicator that implicitly or explicitly contains contexts of 

ideas, solutions, suggestions, intellectual thought, visions or other useful information. The 

next two subsections provide some details on these contexts. 

Broad-minded: This context is a non-fanatic context that implicitly or explicitly contains 

expressions or symbols of the knowledge of regulations and laws. It contains expressions 

of the true meaning of sport, expressions of awareness of the noble objectives of sports, or 

expressions that increase the awareness of the benefits of athletic activities. Table 23 

contains some Arabic words and phrases that are often appear in this context. Figure 27 

presents an example of this context extracted from Twitter. 

Table 23. Some words and phrases of broad-minded context 

 ال  حة  من
أ 
  الحهالت   

 التهلية
أ 
أ  الفقرة    

  ع    الفقرة   
  تك ن ع  مه 

 الكرة 

أ 
 من  المهدة   

أ 
  الم هر هت   

أ 
 الت 

أ 
 الم اقة   

 التق ية
  عس  سيارة
 الكرة 

أ 
  ال  ه     

 االسهشأ 

 

وع بنود  بعض  تع   ت يقر   األدسأ   ماع    ال هدي  إدارة  ماع   األسهشأ  ال  ه  ال حة مشر
،    قرر  الخايي، محم د  ال    هال ار هسة  األدسأ

 
،  م ، ليعة جر   ال ي اجتمهع  ف   االث ل  

حات من الع     م هقشة أ  المقتر
 الامعية..   عاه  اهه  تق    الت 

Figure 27. An example of broad-minded context 
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Suggestions: A non-fanatic context that implicitly or explicitly contains expressions or 

symbols of providing ideas, creating visions, providing useful advising, or helping in 

finding solutions. Table 24 contains some Arabic words and phrases that are often appear 

in this context. Figure 28 presents an example of this context extracted from Twitter. 

Table 24. Some words and phrases of suggestion context 

 التح  هت  من ال  ا    من األد ا   من األف هر  من اح اهايهت من

 الع ام  من الصعوبهت من ىليهتالالع من الرؤ   من الحع    من

 

 بهل وري   ناديق  اي قعن    ف    ح لألن  ةمهلي  ماز    م هف ةوضع  من الحلول

Figure 28. An example of suggestion context 
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5 CHAPTER 

DATA COLLECTION 

In this chapter, we describe the data collection phase. We have used Twitter [112] as the 

source of our dataset. Twitter is a social media site where people can share their sentiments, 

opinion and ideas with others. We have selected twitter site to be our data source due to 

several reasons. First, it is a reach of our target sentiments information where Saudi sport 

fans use it frequently to deliver their sentiments. As reported by Semiocast [113] in 2012, 

the Riyadh had reached the 10th active city on twitter and Arabic usage is continuously 

growing. Secondly, Twitter provides streaming features to collect the whole tweets. Many 

Twitter APIs in different programming languages are available and free to use. Thirdly, 

Twitter is appropriate for sentiment analysis because the size of each tweet is limited to 

400 characters where sentiment and target labels can be detected easily. Twitter provides 

and supports three levels of data access through three packages [114] that allow researchers 

or users to collect historical data. These packages are standard, premium and Enterprise 

packages. It also provides steaming features to collect real-time tweets. The Standard 

package is free and allows the user to search for tweets in last 7-days. premium package 

can be used through a formal contract and approval where Twitter allows the user to search 

for tweets in last 30-days or full-archive since 2004. For streaming APIs, Twitter API 

platform offers streaming real-time tweets. It allows a number of filters where you can use 

up to 400 keywords for string search. It also provides a search using user ID. It allows to 

search using 5,000 user_IDs. You can search also using 25 location boxes. There are many 

5 
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libraries in different programing languages that can be used to connect to Twitter services 

and conduct streaming. We have used Hosebird Client (HBC) [115]. HBC is a Java HTTP 

client for consuming Twitter's standard Streaming API.  

To store the collected tweets, we have used Mongodb [116] database. It is a NoSql 

database. NoSql databases are fast and appropriate for many situations. NoSql refers to no 

relational database. Therefore, the overhead of relational database is avoided. This provides 

a fast and a fixable data storage. NoSql databases have a positive impact on big-data and 

real-time applications. Mongodb stores data in key-value data-store type. It stores the data 

in JSON format. The table in Mongodb database is called a collection while the row data 

is called a document. We have found that Mongodb is suitable as a datastore for the 

collected tweets due to several reasons. The received tweets from Twitter streaming 

services are JSON format objects. Therefore, they can be inserted directly to the Mongodb. 

Mongodb provides an engine to easily query the collected tweets using different criteria. It 

provides java and phyton APIs to access the collected data where we can easily use them 

when we need to retrieve the data for preprocessing and machine learning. We highly 

recommend it to who likes to work in Arabic processing and machine learning. Mongodb 

helps to get the advantages of centralizing the data and access them from different 

programing languages easily using APIs. For Mongodb GUI, we have found that the best 

tool is Studio 3T [117].  

The received object form twitter streaming APIs is a JSON object. It has a key-value 

structure where the key represents the name of the field, and the value represents the data 

of the field. Figure 29 shows an example of one of the received tweets using Tweets API. 

It contains several attributes such as the text of the tweet, creation time, user information, 
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language of the tweet, replay to whom, truncate or not, retweet or not, and several other 

metrics. Truncated field/attribute in the collected tweet is important field to us. It helps 

when extracting the text of the tweets. If the truncated field is false it means that field text 

contains the whole tweet’s text, otherwise, the field text does not have the whole text and 

it truncated. Therefore, the whole text can be found in another field called extended tweet. 

This happens because the field text is limited to 140 characters while Twitter have added a 

new feature that allows users to extend the size of the text into another field called 

extended_tweet. 

{ 

 "_id":   "5c0ebdb444acc32008ac6cc1", 

 "created_at": "Mon Dec 10 19:25:34 +0000 2018", 

 "text": "@AM__ALHOSANI @M_Alyafeai العب نرجسي من يوم يومه", 

 "in_reply_to_screen_name": "AM__ALHOSANI", 

 "truncated": false, 

 "in_reply_to_status_id": 1072178138904518700, 

 "in_reply_to_user_id" : 279595165, 

 "favorited":  false, 

 "retweeted":  false, 

 "lang":  "ar", 

. 

. } 

Figure 29. Example of one of the received objects from Twitter APIs 

To determine which tweets should be delivered on streaming, a search string is passed to 

the streaming services. The streaming services will use the search string to filter and 

retrieve tweets that satisfy the search string. The search string is a list of comma-separated 

phrases. Each phrase may be one or more space-separated terms. The comma plays the role 

of logical (OR) operator while the space plays the role of logical (AND) operator. For 

example, " " AND "نهدي"means "نهدي االدسأ  OR "نهدي" means "نهدي، اله  " while "االدسأ
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 For AND operator, the order and the place of the terms were ignored by the search ."اله  "

engine. For more information about the tips of the search string, please refer to Twitter 

documentation [118]. Figure 30 presents our search string that has been used to collect our 

dataset. 

 القادسيه،  نادي النصر، نادي  الهالل، نادي الوحدة، نادي الوحده، نادي أحد، نادي ر،فق نادي لك، هرد هردلك،

 الرائد، نادي الشباب، نادي الفتح، نادي الفقر، نادي  الفيحا، نادي  الفيحاء، نادي الفيصلي، نادي القادسية، نادي

  االتفاق، نادي االهلي، نادي  األتحاد، نادي األتفاق، نادي  األهلي، نادي الباطن، نادي التعاون، نادي  الحزم، نادي

  نادى   النصر،  نادى  الهالل،  نادى  الوحدة،  نادى  الوحده،  نادى  أحد،  نادى  فقر،  نادى  نادي،  احد،  نادي  االتحاد،  نادي

 نادى الشباب، نادى الفتح، نادى الفقر، نادى الفيحا، نادى الفيحاء، نادى الفيصلي، نادى القادسية، نادى القادسيه،

  نادى  االهلي، نادى األتحاد، نادى األتفاق، نادى األهلي، نادى الباطن، نادى التعاون، نادى الحزم، نادى ،الرائد

  فريق الوحده، فريق  أحد، فريق فقر، فريق فقراوي، كورة، كوره، العب، احد، نادى االتحاد، نادى االتفاق،

 الفيحا، فريق  الفيحاء، فريق الفيصلي،  فريق ية،القادس فريق القادسيه، فريق  النصر،  فريق  الهالل، فريق  الوحدة،

 األهلي، فريق  الباطن، فريق  التعاون، فريق الحزم، فريق الرائد، فريق الشباب، فريق الفتح، فريق الفقر، فريق

 ضفدع، طاقية، طحالب، احد، فريق االتحاد، فريق االتفاق، فريق  االهلي، فريق  األتحاد، فريق األتفاق، فريق

 الطحالب،  الطواقي، الفقراوية، الالعب، النادى، النادي، فرق، بالتوفيق المبارة، حكم المباره، حكم زعيق،

 األندية االنديه، األندية، األنديه، الضفادع،

Figure 30. Search string applied on Twitter APIs 

The result of streaming is summarized in Table 25. We collected more than 3.5M tweets. 

After removing duplicate tweets, we ended up with around 919K tweets. We removed 

duplicates using Group-by operator in Mongodb. The Group-by operator is applied on 

cleaned and normalized text.  
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Table 25. Abstract summary about the collected data 

Factor Statistics 

Number of users by screen name 596525 users 

Number of users by name 474774 users 

Start date of tweets streaming October 22, 2018 14:42:43 

End date of tweets streaming December 1, 2018 16:06:27 

Number of tweets before removing 

duplicated 
3529305 tweets 

Number of tweets after removing 

duplicated 
919483 tweets 

Number of tweets contain emojis 248452 tweets out of 919483 tweets 

 

Figure 31 presents more details about the number of tweets obtained per day and an abstract 

overview of time distribution.  

 

Figure 31. Time distribution of collected data 

In Figure 32, we visualize the frequencies of the bigrams terms that have appeared in our 

search string. We can see that the term ( نهدي االتحهد) has the highest frequency.  
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Figure 32. Frequencies of bigrams terms of the search string 

In Figure 33, we visualize the frequencies of unigrams terms that had appeared in our 

search string. We can see that the general words were dominated.  
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Figure 33. Unigrams term frequencies of the search string 

In Figure 34, we visualize the frequencies of Saudi football names. We can see that the 

teams (ال ض ،  are more popular. This conclusion may be biased to the (اله  ، االتحهد، األدسأ

short time where we spent around 40 days to collect the data. The collected data was in the 

beginning of the Saudi professional league which was started in August 30, 2018 and 

continued until middle of 2019. 
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Figure 34. Frequencies of Saudi football teams' in the collected dataset 

To extract some useful statistics about tweets’ text and tweets’ emojis, we have combined 

all tweets’ text into one document. Then, we extract the number of words, emojis, 

characters, etc. Table 26 shows these statistics. 

Table 26. Dataset statistics summary 

Ngrams Frequency 

words  18561647 

Emojis 782351 

Characters 102137628 

Unique words 481006 

Unique emojis 2032 

Unique characters 117 
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To have a more general idea about the collected data set, we have performed statistics for 

word unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams. We have also performed statistics on characters and 

emojis n-grams. The following tables presents the highest frequency terms for words, 

characters, and emojis. Table 27 presents the highest words’ unigrams frequencies. Table 

28 presents the highest words’ bigrams frequencies. Table 29 presents the highest words’ 

trigrams frequencies. Table 30 lists the highest frequencies of characters’ unigrams. Table 

31 shows the highest frequencies of emojis unigrams. Table 32 shows the highest 

frequencies of emojis bigrams. Table 33 shows the highest frequencies of emojis trigrams. 

these statistics are needed to help understanding the collected dataset.  

Table 27. Frequencies of words' unigrams 

 229296 نادى 267293 العب 363750 من 365891 فى

 120613 الهالل 144638 و 156976 النادى  190296 على 

 88977 ما 100805 مع 102729 االتحاد 113270 ان 

 81547 كوره 82433 هللا 84950 االنديه 87936 االهلى

 73739 هذا  78585 ال 80464 اللى  80947 كل

 65388 وال 69608 الى  71770 فريق 72301 النصر 

 60352 كان 62100 بس 63922 عن  64666 الالعب 

 

Table 28. Frequencies of words' bigrams 

 13891 النادى االهلى  19321 العب فى 25304 افضل العب 

 10319 اى العب 12021 اكثر من 13677 نادى االتحاد

 10028 فى نادى 10044 رئيس نادى 10068 فى النادى 

 8854 شا هللا 8913 لاير مدريد 9922 نادى النصر 

 7485 ال الشيخ  7933 فى الدورى  8735 نادى الهالل 

 7044 من النادى  7176 كره القدم 7350 فى كل

 6734 فى العالم  6770 رئيس النادى 7021 كل االنديه

 6408 ان شا  6580 االتحاد السعودى 6653 من نادى

 5868 العب من 5883 الهالل االتحاد 6355 العب كبير
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Table 29. Frequencies of words' trigrams 

 4805 تركى ال الشيخ  6256 ان شا هللا 8455 افضل العب فى 

 2414 هللا ونعم الوكيل 2501 االمير محمد بن 3899 محمد بن سلمان

 1545 احسن العب فى  1613 العب كره قدم 2390 العب فى العالم 

 1460 هروب االتحاد من 1463 جائزه افضل العب 1467 وان شا هللا

الهالل النفط  1459 نادى ليستر سيتى

 العراقى 

 1376 حسبى هللا ونعم 1453

 1284 فى كاس العالم  1373 العب فى تاريخ 1373 دورى ابطال افريقيا

 1183 دورى ابطال اسيا 1222 مجلس اداره نادى  1273 افريقيا يا اهلى

 1148 فى الدورى  السعودى  1161 النصر من الدورى  1181 دورى ابطال اوروبا

 1140 من الدورى مطلب 1146 انسحاب النصر من 1147 االتحاد من االهلى

 

Table 30. Frequencies of characters' unigrams 

 4956419 م 4959412 ي 9747724 ل 14450580 ا 18382046 

 3694924 ب 3971865 ر 4486757 ن 4519525 ه 4701839 و

 2175249 ف 2898405 ى 3026314 د 3045757 ع 3078399 ت

 1090684 ج 1585730 ح 1651875 ق 1873687 س 2044616 ك

 518558 ز 688673 خ 730692 ط 772137 ص 960064 ش

 216743 ئ 311602 غ 318761 ث 411054 ذ 481457 ض
 2381 ڤ 16599 ء 44938 ؤ 134099 ظ 180941 

 370 ه 625 ٱ 866 ی 883 چ 1528 گ

 145 ڪ 242 ک 254 ه 277 پ 333 ة

 89 ڵ 93 ٺ 114 ۈ 121 ڔ 129 ڷ

 57   61 ڨ 65 ې 68  75 ژ

 40 ۑ 42 ٲ 43 ؏ 44 ۆ 57 ے

 32 ڄ 32 ٻ 35 ە 37 ڕ 38 ٴ 

ۦ  32 ړ  18 ٽ 20 ڻ 29 ۂ 31

 9 ۓ 11 ۽ 16 ۅ 16 ٹ 17 ږ

 7 ێ 7 ڭ 7  7 ۾ 8 ڼ

 5 ڠ 5 ڜ 5  6 ٸ 6 ٵ

 3 ۩ 4 ڱ 4 ڊ 5 ۍ 5 ګ

 2 2 3 ۿ 3 ں 3 1 3 0
 2 ڰ 2 ڝ 2 ځ 2 4 2 3

 1 5 1 ۞ 2 ٶ 2 ۄ 2 ڹ

 1 ڈ 1 ڂ 1 ٳ 1 7 1 6

 1 ڸ 1 ڳ 1 ڧ 1 ڦ 1 ڛ

       1 ۂ 1 ڽ
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Table 31. Frequencies of emojis' and related-symbols' unigrams 

         160799 ️ 46412      35520      26250 

        21177     21066      19730      16868 

        13750        13119      10660      8896 

      8430      8259       7829      7755 

      7489 ♥ 6098       6053 ♂ 5728 

    5697         5668      5583 🇦 5563 

      5242      5192      4452      4296 

       3749       3702       3658 🇸 3601 

      3506       3484  3403        3354 

          3197     3192      2689         2593 

 2592      2260     2219      2101 

      2100       2072 ♀ 2065       2053 

      2023 — 1934     

 

Table 32. Frequencies of emojis' and related-symbols' bigrams 

                  110230      ️ 16733           15246                 12801 

                7328 ️      6242           5818      5704 

    ️ 5540     ️ 4815       ️ 4701 • • 4494 

️          4340           4340     4298               4160 

          4035               3875           3748           3326 

              3057 🇸 🇦 3006             2909           2797 

                 2747      ️️ 2704               2593                  2515 

              2392               2343      ️️ 2250       ️️ 2244 

             2202             2118      2053 ️     2038 

    ️ 2008 ️       1861                  1822           ️️ 1820 

              1786                  1753           1708      ️️ 1688 

️      1669           1657      ️️ 1579           1567 

            1465             1465                 1444 ️  1365 

 

Table 33. Frequencies of emojis' and related-symbols' trigrams 

                           78957                9383                         8510                         4591 

               2868                2780 ️                   2674                        2310 

               2014                      1993                        1913                        1626 

               1556                        1466                           1464                   1453 

                      1397          

             

                           1370       ️       1334 

                         1232               

       

1198                          1167                1165 
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We have developed some tools and resources to help identifying some elements of the 

dataset such as emojis. More information about the developed resources discussed in 

Chapter 7. The collected dataset is used to build the sentiment analysis resources such as 

annotated corpora, annotated senti-lexicons, general-background language model, etc. All 

these resources discussed in detail in Chapter 7. 
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6 CHAPTER 

DATA PREPROCESSING 

In this chapter, we present various performed preprocessing tasks. These tasks include 

cleaning, normalization, removing duplicate, light-stemming, lemmatization, 

segmentations, emojis extraction, and stop-words removal. The output of each task was 

added to a new field in each tweet. In other words, our dataset contains one attribute for 

each task where it has an attribute for cleaned text, an attribute for normalized text, an 

attribute for the output of the stemming, an attribute for the output of the lemmatization, 

an attribute for emojis, etc. Figure 35 shows one entity (one tweet object) of our 

preprocessed dataset. 

{ 

 "_id":   "5c40d94e71126412cc360a26", 

 "text":  

نادي الشعب]١٩٢٧[. تواجدكم يشرفنا#"          . 
https://t.co/bdbGHWVKaA  . غي ر اتحاادي التجي       

 ,"#تركي_اهبط_االتحاد15
 "cleaned": " أ  تركأ  اد ط االتحهد ف ه  غي   اتحهادي  التخ   ,"نهدي الشعي ت اج  ف  يشر

 "normalized": "ف ه  غي   اتحهاد   التخ    ترك  اد ط  االتحهد  ,"نهد  الشعي ت اج  ف يشر

 "segments":  "نهد   ا   شعي  ت اج     ف   يشر   نه   غي    اتحهاد       اتخ    ترك  اد ط  ا   اتحهد  ", 
 "prefixes":  "  ا     ا ", 
 "suffixes":  "  ف نه   ", 
 "light-stems" : "نهد  شعي ت اج   يشر  غي   اتحهاد  اتخ   ترك اد ط اتحهد  ", 
 "lemma":  "نهد  شعي ت اج   شر  غي   اتحهاد  اتخ   ترك اد ط اتحهد", 

 "emojis": " 🇧 🇳                  ❌     , 

. 

} 

Figure 35. A preprocessed example 

6 
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 Cleaning  

Cleaning is necessary in sentiment analysis where the collected data has usually noise and 

unrelated objects. Therefore, a java program to clean data was built which called cleaner. 

The cleaner handle the following tasks: are removing Hashtag symbols, removing numbers, 

removing punctuations, removing lengthening, removing non-Arabic characters (English, 

URL, symbols,, etc.) except emojis, removing duplicate spaces, etc. Table 34 shows an 

example of each task in the cleaning process. Regular expressions in java were utilized to 

develop the cleaner. For emojis parser, a java code using regular expressions was 

developed to remove everything except emojis and emojis related symbols.  

Table 34. Data cleaning examples 

Task Input Output 

Remove hashtag symbols  نهدي االدسأ  #_نهدي_االدسأ 

Remove numbers   سا  اد ا  اد ا   3سا 

Remove punctuations  !!لمهذا  لمهذا؟ 

Remove lengthening  رررررروك وك  الف مي   الف مي 

Remove non-Arabic characters 

(English, URL, etc.) 
 نهدي اله    yes 123 :)نهدي اله   

Remove duplicate spaces  نهدي االتحهد االتحهد نهدي 

 

 Normalization 

Text normalization is also necessary in sentiment analysis where normalization can help to 

reduce the dimensionality of the features when applying machine learning for sentiment 
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analysis. For example, the words ( فا ) and ( افا) have the same meaning. Both are 

actually representing the same word but one of them is misspelled. This is common in 

social sites where some people write Alef with Hamza ( ) and others write Alef without 

Hamza. However, without normalization, a machine deals with both forms of the same 

word as they are different words where each word will be represented with separate feature 

in the feature vector space. The machine learning model can take a bag-of-words feature 

or other similar feature representation as an input. Removing the Hamza ( ) from ( فا ) 

can help to reduce the features’ vector space. Another example, Table 35 and Table 36 

illustrate how documents or tweets are represented in the feature vector space and how 

normalization helps to reduce the number of features. Therefore, we need to utilize, 

develop or adjust a normalizer to help us doing sentiment analysis. We have utilized and 

modified IBM normalizer [119] to achieve the needed normalization tasks including 

removing Arabic diacritics (tashkeel), removing tatweel, normalizing shapes of Alef, 

normalizing tah marbouta to hah, normalizing yah maksoura to alef maksoura, normalizing 

ben, and normalizing Abdal. Table 37 shows examples for these types of normalization.  

Table 35 and Table 36 show examples of four annotated documents where three of them 

are considered as positive (non-fanatic) and the last one is considered as negative (fanatic). 

Both tables show how the raw data is converted to a feature vector space. The way of 

converting the string to feature vector is called vectorization or featurization. Table 35 

shows how the non-normalized text is converted to feature vectors. Although, both words 

 have the same meaning (our brothers), they were represented by two (اشقه  ه) and ( شقه  ه)

different features. This non-normalized text increases the vector space and causes a 

negative impact when we conduct classification and machine learning. On the other hand, 
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Table 36 shows how normalized version is vectorized where both (شقه  ه ) and (اشقه  ه) are 

represented as one feature vector.  

Table 35. The Effect of non-normalized tweets on the size of features 

(:+ 

-:) 

Tweets of  

Non-Normalized 

Form 

Convert 

documents to 

feature vector 

space 

Feature

1 

 (أشقائنا)

Feature

2 

 (اشقائنا)

Feature

3 

 (اشقاء)

Feature

4 

 (الشقاق)

Feature

5 

 (النفاق)

…

.. 

 أشقائنا  اله ل ل    +
 
 0 0 0 0 1 شكرا

أ في س األدسأ  +
 
 0 0 0 1 0 اشقائنا  

 0 0 1 0 0 جميع ه اشقاء  +

 1 1 0 0 0 في س الشقاق   وال فه   -

 

Table 36. The Effect of normalized tweets on the size of features 

(:+ 

-:) 

Tweets of  

Normalized 

Form 

Convert 

documents to 

feature vector 

space 

 

Feature

2 

 (اشقائنا)

Feature

3 

 (اشقاء)

Feature

4 

 (الشقاق)

Feature

5 

 (النفاق)

…

.. 

 0 0 0 1  شكرا اشقائنا اله ل ل    +

أ في س االدس  +
 0 0 0 1  اشقائنا   

 0 0 1 0  جميع ه اشقاء  +

 1 1 0 0  في س الشقاق   وال فه   -
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Table 37. Data normalization examples 

Task Input Output 

Removing Arabic 

diacritics (tashkeel) 
 
َ
ة  الَعَيبيَّ

َ
ة
َ
غ
ُّ
 الع
َّ
ن
َ
  
َ
شهر  ِإىل  ي 

يشهر إىل  ن العغة 
 العيبية

Removing tatweel وك بروك م ببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببببب  مي 

Normalize alef    )أ ) إآ
 نهدي األدسأ إىل ال ههن 

أ  
االدسأ اىل ال ههن 

 )ااا(

Normalizing teh 

marbuta to heh 
 ه ة

Normalizing yeh 

maksura to alef 

maksura 

 "▮"  "▮"ي

Normalizing Ben "▮ان▮" "▮اان▮" 

Normalizing Abdal "▮  ع  ا "▮" ا "▮ع 

Note: A rectangle black box before/ after some words represents a space. 

 

 Stemming and lemmatization 

The normalized text could still be considered as under-preprocessing where there are some 

words need to be preprocessed more to reduce the feature vector space. For example, both 

words in Table 36 (اشقه  ه) and ( اشقه) share the same meaning (brothers), and they should 

have one feature vector. Therefore, we need another type of preprocessing in order to unify 

words that have the same root or stem. Such operation is a kind of morphological analysis. 

Some morphological tasks were also important to reduce the dimensionality and improve 

the performance. Morphological analysis should be applied in sentiment analysis with 

caution as it may lead to over-preprocessing or under-preprocessing. The over-

preprocessing may have negative impact on sentiment analysis where positive and negative 

words are reduced to one form that could lead to overlapping. For example, the words 
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 while the first one is a positive (شس) can shared the same root-stem (الشقه ) and ( شقه  ه)

word that means (our brothers) and the second one is negative word that means (discord). 

If we conduct root-stemming to the dataset, both words will be represented in the feature 

space as one feature. Although the root-stemming can reduce the number of features 

dramatically, some words can be overlapped where the positive and negative words cannot 

be distinguished. For this, root-stemming is not recommended in Arabic sentiment 

analysis. On the other hand, under-preprocessing might lead to high number of features 

where words with same meanings could be represented in many features in the feature 

vector-space. For example, (شقه  ه ) and ( شقه ) have the same meaning and should be 

represented as one feature in the feature vector-space. If we conduct segmentation and 

remove suffixes and prefixes of these two words, then we will have (شقهئ ) and ( شقه ) 

where they are still represented as two different features and the segmentation cannot solve 

the problem. Therefore, we need to have a compromise to avoid under-preprocessing and 

over-preprocessing. While the segmentation might lead to under-preprocessing and the 

root-stemming might lead to over-preprocessing, the researchers in Arabic sentiment 

analysis recommend using something in between which is called light-stemming or 

lemmatization. Table 38 shows some examples of light-stemming analysis on some words. 

The best analysis level in these examples is the one that leads to two features. The table 

shows that segmentation will lead to 6 features when the prefixes and suffixes are 

considered as parts of the feature vector-space while extracted only core-segment can lead 

to 4 features. In this case, segmentation can lead to under-preprocessing. On the other hand, 

the table shows that the root-stemming leads to one feature where it cannot distinguish 

between positive words and negative words. Lemmatization and light-stemming can help 
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in providing a compromise between under-preprocessing and over-preprocessing. We can 

see that lemmatization leads to 2 features which avoid the overlapping and reduce the 

number of features to acceptable level. Both lemmatization and light-stemming are 

recommended in Arabic sentiment analysis where they are used in many Arabic sentiment 

analysis publications such as the work of Refaee [82].  

Table 38. Example of over-preprocessing and under-preprocessing 

Given Words Segmentation 
Core 

Segment 
Lemma 

Light-
Stemming 

Root-
Stemming 

Polar Note 

 positive شس اشقه  شق س  شقهئ  شقهئ+نه أشقائنا

sa
m

e 
w

o
rd

s 

 positive شس اشقه  شق س  شقه   شقه  أشقاء

 positive شس اشقه  شق س  شقه  ا + شقه  األشقاء

 positive شس اشقه  شق س  شقهئ  شقهئ+ ف أشقائكم

 positive شس شق س شق س شق س شق س شقيق

  negative شس شقه  شقه  شقه  ا +شقه  الشقاق

#Features 6 4 2 3 1 
  

preprocessing Under under Trad 
off 

Trad off over   

 

There are four levels of morphological analysis: segmentation, light-stemming, 

lemmatization and root-stemming. Segmentation helps to split the word into segments: 

prefixes, core-segment and suffixes. Therefore, core-segment is our target. Using core-

segments as features helps to reduce the feature vector space. For example, both words 

 and (اشقهئ+نه) have the same meaning and will be segmented as (اشقه  ف) and (اشقه  ه)

 Therefore, segmentation will .(اشقهئ) The core-segment of both words will be .(اشقهئ+ ف)

help to represent these two words as one feature and reduces the feature vector space. 

Vectorizing segmented text can logically be considered better than vectorizing normalized 

text from the dimensionality redaction viewpoint. However, there are some cases that core-

segment will not work. For example, both words (اشقه  ه) and ( االشقه) shared the same 
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meaning (brothers), and the segmentation cannot detect that these two words should be one 

feature where the core-segments (اشقهئ) and ( اشقه) have different shapes and considered 

as two different features in the feature vector space. In similar cases, researchers move 

from segmentation to more precise analysis such as light-stemming or lemmatization. 

Light-stemming can perform segmentation with deeper analysis where it can do small 

adjustment to the end of the core-segment after removing suffixes and prefixes. For 

example, the word (الحاهرات) can be segmented to (ا + اهر+ات) where the core-segment 

 can (اشقه  ه) Another example is the word .( اهرة) is adjusted by the stemmer to be ( اهر)

be segmented to (اشقهئ+نه) where the core-segment (اشقهئ) is adjusted to be ( اشقه). As a 

result, the light-stemming can do what segmentation can do and figure out the cases that 

cannot be handled by segmentation to reduce the feature space. Although the light-

stemming can do extra work to form the core-segment and reduce the feature space, it has 

some limitation to handle some cases that need modification on infixes to form the stem 

into more precise form to reduce the feature space. For example, both words (اشقه  ه) and 

 share the same meaning (brother). Light-stemming cannot figure out that these two (شق س)

words should have one feature in the feature input space. Light-stemming do not have the 

ability to deal with infixes and shape the two words into one form. Therefore, the 

lemmatization can help to do what light-stemming can with more ability to deal with 

infixes. In this case, lemmatization can transform both words into one feature (شق س).  

At this stage, the following question arises: What are the suitable morphological tools for 

Arabic sentiment analysis that help to conduct stemming, segmentation, lemmatization, 

POS Tagging, etc.? We have shown that lemmatization and light-stemming are 

recommended for Arabic sentiment analysis. Table 39 shows the performance of 5 
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morphological tools. We have examined: Farasa, Madamira, Assem’s stemmer, NLTK, 

and Alkhalil2. Table 39shows the differences among the four levels of the morphological 

analysis which are: segmentation, lemmatization, light-stemming and root-stemming. For 

lemmatization, we can notice that both Farasa and Madamira produce exactly the same 

results. From usability point of view, Farasa is preferable because it can be easily imported 

and accessed using java APIs. From the output point of view, the output of Farasa can be 

easily interpreted and understood. On the other hand, Madamira produces an xml file with 

more information about the analysis. Farasa output can be directly assigned to a java 

variable.  

Table 39. Examining the impact of five stemmers 

Tool Farasa [109] Farasa [109] 
Madamira 

[120] 

Assem 

(snowbal

l) 

[121] 

NLTK 

[122] 

AlKhalil

2 [123]  

[124] 

Human 

Given 

words 

Segmentatio

n 

lemmatizati

on 

lemmatizati

on 

Light-

stemmin

g 

root 

stemmin

g 

root 

stemmin

g 

root 

stemmin

g 

ة    ة    +ة أخوة َّ 
 
 
ُ
 اخ      ا ة ا    

ْمه  ر جمه ر جمهدي   جماهت    جمهر جمهر جمهدي   جمهدي   ج 

  ي  ي  ىليي   ه ي   ه ي   ه ي ا +  ه ي الحبايب

  هن+  ن   ن   ن   ن  هِ ن   ن   ن+ة خونة

 رج  رج  رج  رجه  َرج   رج  رجه  رجال

اِل اه   نالاه  ع+ا + نالاه  باألنسجام
ْ
 ساف ساف ساف انالاه  ِٱن

مستشفيا
 ت

+ات أ
  ماللشق   ماللشق 

ق َ
ْ
ش
َ
اْلل أ  ماللشفيه م 

أ  شق 
 شق   شق 

ِق س شق س  شقهئ+ ف أشقائكم
َ
 شس شقس شق    اشقه  ش

 شس شقس شقس شقه  شقه  شقه  شقه  شقاق

 شس شقس شس   شقه  شق س شق س  شقه  أشقاء

  
أ  شقر

أ  شق 
أ  شق 

أ  شس شق 
 شس شقس شق 

 َص  اتص  يتص  يتصل
َّ
 تص  يتص  ٱِ ت

صسأ + 
 وص 

 ص 

ة م اصعة ا +م اص +ات المواصالت
َ
 ص  وص  وص  م اص  م  اَصع

 ص  وص  وص  ت اص  ت اص  ت اص  ا +ت اص  التواصل

وع مص وع مص وع مصنوع
 
 ص ع ص ع ص ع مص وع َمْص 

 ع  ع و ع ئ اع ا  َعِز   عز    ع ائ+نه أعزائنا

 ع  ع   ع    عز   َعِز   عز   عز   عزيز

 ع  ع   ع   اع ا  َعِز   عز    ع ا  أعزاء
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Tool Farasa [109] Farasa [109] 
Madamira 

[120] 

Assem 

(snowbal

l) 

[121] 

NLTK 

[122] 

AlKhalil

2 [123]  

[124] 

Human 

 ق   ق    ق   ق   قه  قه   ق   يقول

وستكتشفو
 ن

و+ +تكلشف+
 ون

ف اكلشف
َ
ش
َ
ل
ْ
 كشف كشف كشف تكلشف ِٱك

 لعي لعي لعي العي الِعي العي العي+ين العبي   

ة  مر ة  مر ة أمرأة
َ
 مر  مر  مر  امر  ِٱْمَر 

 َا  نا  ع+ناه +ة بنجاسة
َ
 نا  نا  نا  ناه  ن

 اَج  ت اج  ت اج + ف تواجدكم 
َ
 وج  وج  وج  ت اج  ت

 

To compare available stemmers, we have selected eight stemmers that can be easily 

imported and accessed using java APIs. In this comparison, we have used our lexicon-

unigrams-terms as a dataset where the dataset contains 480 Arabic unigrams words. The 

dataset was manually prepared by removing possible prefixes and suffixes with some 

adjustments. Then, we compare the results of the stemmers with the results of the manual 

stemming. Table 40 shows the results of this comparison where Farasa dominates others 

with accuracy 68 %. 

Table 40: Comparing eight stemmers 

Stemmers 
Number of 

Correct 

Number of 

wrong 
accuracy 

Ara-Morph 129 351 0.268 

Farasa 329 151 0.684 

Shereen Khoja 129 351 0.268 

Light10 270 210 0.562 

Motazsaad Lucene 271 209 0.564 

Snowball Assem 249 231 0.518 

Sandford Segmentation 269 211 0.560 

Voting created by us 280 200 0.583 
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7 CHAPTER 

BUILDING SENTIMENT RESOURCES 

In this chapter, we present two types of fanatic-lexicons and two annotated fanatic-corpora. 

For the lexicons, one lexicon was manually built, and two lexicons were generated 

automatically. One of them was generated using Pointwise mutual information (PMI), and 

the other lexicon was constructed using the proposed Term Frequency – Inverse Context 

Frequency (TFICF). For corpora, the first corpus contains 276176 labeled tweets where the 

tweets were automatically annotated. The second corpus contains 11349 labeled tweets 

where the tweets were semi-automatically annotated. The process of creating these 

resources are presented in the following sections. 

 Building Fanatic-Lexicon Manually 

In this section, the construction method of a manually fanatic-lexicon is described. We will 

consider this lexicon as the core fanatic-lexicon. This core fanatic-lexicon is one of our 

contributions to the research community. It contains 1766 unique phrases. The lexicon’s 

phrases are distributed in 21 contexts. These contexts were described in Chapter 4. 

To build the core fanatic-lexicon, manual and semi-automatically approaches were 

followed. We have used “sports-fanaticism in text” formalism, proposed in chapter 4, as a 

guide to build this lexicon. Initially, we have suggested a keyword for each context in 

which the suggested keyword plays a vital role on the meaning of the context. Table 41 

shows the initial keywords for each context. 

7 
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Table 41: Keyword for each context 

Positive & 

Negative 

Indicators 

Context Initial Keyword 

Aggression 

Threat ادعالهف 

Insult ععن  

Revenge/Vengeance سا تقف 

Agitation 

Accusation م هفس 

Promoting malpractices كش  

No respect   النحي 

Hatred 

Hatred   كي 

Contempt  أ
 ط ا  

Obduracy ع هد 

Passion 

Extreme grief  قهر 

Prejudice ال عيف 

Indignation  جع  يه ط 

Adaption 

Sportsmanship  دهردلك 

Containment  ه ي   

Responsibility  ش و  عي ف 

Tolerance 

Tolerance  آسف 

Cooperation تعهون 

Flexibility  ربمه 

Respecting  Respect   امأ
 ا ي 

Broad minded 
Knowledge  الم ص ص 

Ideas visions ات  مؤشر
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To increase the number of the suggested keywords, we have utilized search and advance-

search options available in Twitter [125] to find new related-words to each context’s word. 

The way of finding new words is by words co-occurrence where new words can be 

extracted by analyzing the retrieved tweets. In details, each time, one of the keywords 

(presented in Table 41) along with some domain-related keywords (presented in Table 42), 

will be posted in the search box to retrieve related-tweets. Domain keywords are posted in 

the box called: (Any of these words). Also, one of our research’s context-related words is 

posted in the box called: (This exact phrase). For example, Figure 36 shows how the 

advance search engine creates a search string that will be used to retrieve related tweets. 

We passed the word (دهردلك) as a context-related word along with some domain-related 

words ( األهلي، النصر، الهالل) (See Figure 36).  

Table 42: Sport domain keywords 

 نهدي ال   ة  الوحدة نهدي    ف الم هرة  االعي في س  نهدي  

 نهدي الفيحه   نهدي الفيصسأ  نهدي القهدسية القادسية نهدي  نهدي ال ض    نهدي اله 

 نهدي التعهون نهدي الح    نهدي الرا    نهدي الش هع نهدي الفت   ءالفيحانهدي 

  أحد نهدي  نهدي االتحهد نهدي االتفه  نهدي االدسأ  نهدي ال هطن

 

 

 

One 

observation related to Twitter’s search engine is that the search engine does some 

preprocessing tasks to normalize a given text. This is good for us as it limits the number of 

 الهالل( ORالنصر  OR" )األهلي دهردلك "

Figure 36. Twitter's search box 
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possible search keywords. For example, if the word ( األدسأ) with ( ) is passed to the search 

engine, then the search engine will retrieve also tweets that have the word ( االدسأ) without 

( ). After that, the retrieved tweets were analyzed to find and extract new context-related 

phrases where the new phrases were classified to the same context of the search keyword. 

This process was repeated to accumulate more context-related phrases.  

Some context-related phrases were extracted from documents. These documents were 

downloaded from Saudi Arabian Football Federation (SAFF) website [126] and Almaany 

website [127]. The downloaded documents had been tokenized to extract unigrams, 

bigrams and trigrams. The output of tokenization is the ngrams terms and their frequencies. 

After analyzing the results, a threshold was used where only the high frequent ngrams will 

be analyzed and classified into context-related words. Why do we need to extract some 

terms from those documents? Those documents contain terms that are related to some 

contexts in our formalism such as the context of respecting rules and regulations. We have 

tried to extract some words that have high probability to be used in the context of respecting 

regulations such as )المهدة رقف(, )ال م ص ص(, )ت   ال  حة(, etc. Talking about such words may 

mean that the writers are aware about such regulations which might be considered as a kind 

of respecting them.  

For semi-automation, Almaany dictionary was utilized to acquire the synonyms and 

antonyms of each keyword. The collected synonyms were stored in the database. Then, we 

have built a web application that simplifies the manually selection of related words and 

ignore others. Figure 37 shows a screenshot of this application. 
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Figure 37. Web app to simplify adding new context-related words and expressions 

As a result, a manual fanatic-lexicon has been created with 1864 phrases (1766 unique 

phrases) distributed in 21 contexts. Some phrases appeared in more than one context within 

the same orientation (non-fanatic or fanatic). While the core fanatic-lexicon has limited 

number of entities (1766 unique phrases), it has been used as seed-keywords to 

automatically extract large-scale lexicon from large corpus. In the next section, we will 

discuss our approach of constructing large-scale fanatic-lexicons. 

 Building Fanatic-Lexicon Automatically 

In the previous section, a manual fanatic-lexicon was constructed with 1766 unique words 

distributed in 21 contexts. The manually constructed lexicon is limited to small number of 

phrases which may suffer from recall when applied to reality. From the literature, the 

manual generated lexicons are usually used as seed-words to generate large-scale lexicon 

automatically (See Aldayel and Haifa [35] and Mahyoub et al. [36].). There are three 

approaches to generate lexicons automatically: dictionary-based method, translation-based 
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method, and corpus-based method as discussed in the literature (see Section 2.2.1). In the 

previous section, we followed shallow dictionary-based approach to extend the manually 

created lexicon using Almaany dictionary [128]. However, the dictionary-based method 

and the translation-based method are limited to MSA as discussed in Section 2.2. While 

we need to generate fanatic-lexicons for social media text which is rich of dialects, the 

corpus-based approach is our target. From the literature, there are several methods to 

automatically generate a senti-lexicon from a corpus. Clearly, a common statistical-based 

method to generate senti-lexicon form corpus is Pointwise mutual information (PMI) [39] 

[37] [57]. PMI is adapted in this work to generate large-scale fanatic-lexicon. PMI is a 

statistical association used to measure the association strength between a term and the 

positive and the negative categories (See Al-Twairesh [57]).  

7.2.1 Generate Lexicon Using PPMI 

Pointwise mutual information (PMI) between two events, x and y, is the probability that 

the two events are occurring together, divided by the product of the probability of the two 

events occurring independently. It is answering the question: Do event x and y co-occur 

more often than if they are independent? PPMI is stands for Positive PMI where all the 

PMI values less than zero are replaced with zero (See Niwa and Nitta [129]). The following 

details describe how we can use PPMI method to generate multi-sentiment lexicons. 
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Method 1.0: Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI) 

Input: M*N Word-Context matrix where rows in the matrix represent words 𝑊 =

{𝑤1, 𝑤2, … , 𝑤𝑚}, columns represent contexts 𝐶 = {𝑐1, 𝑐2, … , 𝑐𝑛}, and each cell 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) 

represents the frequency of word 𝑤𝑖 in context 𝑐𝑗 . 

Output: M*N Word-Context matrix where each cell 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) represents score of word 

𝑤𝑖 in context 𝑐𝑗 where the score is calculated by PPMI. 

1. Compute the joint probability of word 𝑤𝑖 occur in context 𝑐𝑗  

𝒑(𝒘𝒊,  𝒄𝒋) =
𝒇(𝒘𝒊,  𝒄𝒋)

∑ ∑ 𝒇(𝒘𝒊,  𝒄𝒋)𝑪
𝒋=𝟏

𝑾
𝒊=𝟏

 

2. Compute the probability of word 𝑤𝑖 using the following formula: 

𝒑(𝒘𝒊) =
∑ 𝒇(𝒘𝒊,  𝒄𝒋)𝑪

𝒋=𝟏

∑ ∑ 𝒇(𝒘𝒊,  𝒄𝒋)𝑪
𝒋=𝟏

𝑾
𝒊=𝟏

 

3. Compute the probability of context 𝑐𝑗using the following formula: 

𝒑(𝒄𝒋) =
∑ 𝒇(𝒘𝒊,  𝒄𝒋)𝑾

𝒊=𝟏

∑ ∑ 𝒇(𝒘𝒊,  𝒄𝒋)𝑪
𝒋=𝟏

𝑾
𝒊=𝟏

 

4. Compute 𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑗 using the following formula: 

𝒑𝒎𝒊𝒊𝒋 = 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟐

𝒑(𝒘𝒊,  𝒄𝒋)

𝒑(𝒘𝒊)𝒑(𝒄𝒋)
 

5. Compute 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑗 using the following: 

𝒑𝒑𝒎𝒊𝒊𝒋 = {
𝒑𝒎𝒊𝒊𝒋 𝒊𝒇 𝒑𝒎𝒊𝒊𝒋 >𝟎

𝟎 𝒐𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒘𝒊𝒔𝒆
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As stated in Equation 1, If the two events occur more often together, then the numerator in 

Equation 1 will be much higher than the denominator.  

 𝑝𝑚𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2

𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)

𝑝(𝑥)𝑝(𝑦)
 (1) 

As describe by Churck & Hanks [130], the PMI between two words X and Y answers the 

following question: Do words X and Y co-occur more than if they are independent? As 

described in 2 

 𝑝𝑚𝑖(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑1, 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑2) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2

𝑝(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑1, 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑2)

𝑝(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑1) 𝑝(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑2)
 (2) 

PMI between words and contexts can be computed as follows: 

 𝑝𝑚𝑖(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2

𝑝(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡)

𝑝(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑) 𝑝(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡)
 (3) 

Positive PMI (PPMI) between two words can be computed by replaces all PMI values less 

than zero with zero. Before we adapt the PPMI to construct our lexicons, we need to 

represent some definitions as follows: 

Definition 1: Our term-context matrix is defined as follows: if a matrix 𝐹 with 𝑊 row 

(words) and 𝐶 columns (context), then 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) is the number of times word 𝑤𝑖 occurs in 

context 𝑐𝑗. 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) refers to the frequency of the word 𝑤𝑖 occurs in context 𝑐𝑗. 

 𝑝(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) =
𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)

∑ ∑ 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)𝐶
𝑗=1

𝑊
𝑖=1

 (4) 
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𝑝(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) is the joint probability of word 𝑤𝑖 occur in context 𝑐𝑗 where it is the frequency 

of a word 𝑤𝑖 appears in the context 𝑐𝑗, normalized by the sum of all frequencies of all 

words in all contexts.  

 𝑝(𝑤𝑖) =
∑ 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)𝐶

𝑗=1

∑ ∑ 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)𝐶
𝑗=1

𝑊
𝑖=1

 (5) 

𝑝(𝑤𝑖) is the probability of word 𝑤𝑖 which is the sum of all its frequencies in all contexts, 

normalized by the sum of all frequencies of all words in all contexts.  

 𝑝(𝑐𝑗) =
∑ 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)𝑊

𝑖=1

∑ ∑ 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)𝐶
𝑗=1

𝑊
𝑖=1

 (6) 

𝑝(𝑐𝑗) is the probability of context 𝑐𝑗 which is the sum of all frequencies of all words 

appear in that context, normalized by the sum of all frequencies of all words in all contexts.  

 𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑗 = log2

𝑝(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)

𝑝(𝑤𝑖)𝑝(𝑐𝑗)
 (7) 

𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑗 is the probability the word 𝑤𝑖 and context 𝑐𝑗 occurr together over the product of the 

probability of that word and the probability of that context. Then, we take the log, and 

that’s our PMI. As shown in  

 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑗 = {
𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑗 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑗 >0

0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 (8) 

positive PMI is extracted by replacing the values that are less than zero by zero. The 

following steps show how we have applied PPMI on our research. 
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Step 1: the collected corpus discussed in Chapter 5 is used. 919K unique tweets were 

annotated using our manual fanatic-lexicon. As a result, 300K tweets were annotated. The 

results of annotation have produced the eight indicators discussed in Chapter 4 where we 

called them here “contexts”. Table 43 shows an example where eight tweets are represented 

along with their annotation scores for each indicator/feature (context). See Section 7.3 for 

more details about the annotated corpus.  

Table 43. Examples of Annotated dataset using the manual-fanatic-lexicon 

Tweets 

 Fanatic 

(Negative) 

Non-fanatic 

(Positive) 

 

A
g
g
ressio

n
 

A
g
itatio

n
 

H
atred

 

P
assio

n
 

A
d
ap

tio
n

 

T
o
leran

ce 

R
esp

ectin
g

 

K
n
o
w

led
g
e 

ام لك  �🁍�   1           االحتر

 
 
     1     حزين ج ا

 
 
   1       من ج   شكرا

      2    فقراوي وضيع  �😂�

    1      ش وا الهمة  ش هع 

      1  1  شف الجلد  ي فقراوي �👇�

       1   ط   رسقة بقه 

ي محور  ممته    1         الخ ي 

. 

. 
 

. 

. 

 

Step 2: We have converted the annotated corpus with 300K tweets into term-context 

matrix. Rows in the matrix represent words 𝑊 and columns represent contexts 𝐶. Each cell 

in the matrix refers to the frequency of the word 𝑤𝑖 occurs in context 𝑐𝑗. Table 44 displays 

some examples of our term-context matrix for normalized text.  
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Table 44. An example of term-context matrix 

Term 

A
ggressio

n
 

A
gitatio

n
 

H
atred

 P
assio

n
 A

d
ap

tio
n

 To
leran

ce
 R

esp
e

ctin
g

 K
n

o
w

led
ge

 

     12 7 32 31 7 14 168 7 

 18 38 26 6 63 137 6 405 دع  

 29 24 61 21 136 1820 71 155 ضف ع 

 
 
 11 4 16 15 52 382 21 19 ط ا 

 94 41 129 48 443 3657 95 217 فقراو  

 
 
  8611 11388 47660 49280 11661 32289 12356 22934 

 78 2199 279 83 294 295 67 88 محي   

 20235 13215 30776 12121 46120 60707 12004 10959 من 

 65 49 162 690 209 571 32 28 دهردلك 

. 

. 

 

Step 3: In this step we apply PMI. To compute PMI on our examples, we need to compute 

each term in the Equations 4, 5, 6, 7.  

The denominator part of Equations 4, 5 and 6 (∑ ∑ 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)𝐶
𝑗=1

𝑊
𝑖=1 ) is computed by 

summing all frequencies in the whole matrix. For our example, we will only use those 

values presented in Table 44. We ignore values for remaining words that do not appear in 

this example. This sum of ∑ ∑ 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)
𝐶
𝑗=1

𝑊
𝑖=1  results in 415629 frequencies as a total sum 

of all frequencies in the matrix. This part ∑ 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)𝐶
𝑗=1  is computed by summing row-

wise values in the matrix. It sums all frequencies in all context for each word 𝑤𝑖. A single 

vector (column) is produced where each value refers to a total sum of a word in all contexts. 

While the example contains 9 words, the computed vector will have 9 values: one for each 

word as shown in the column at the right side of Table 45.  
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This part ∑ 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)𝑊
𝑖=1  can be computed by summing column-wise values in the matrix. 

It sums all frequencies of all words for each context 𝑐𝑗. A single vector (row) is produced 

where each value refers to a total sum of frequencies of each context ci for all words. While 

the example contains 8 contexts, the computed vector will have 8 values: one for each word 

as shown in the row below Table 45.  

Table 45. Example for computing the PPMI equation's terms 

Term 

A
g

g
ressio

n
 

A
g

itatio
n

 

H
atred

 P
assio

n
 A

d
ap

tio
n

 T
o

leran
ce

 R
esp

ectin
g

 K
n

o
w

led
g
e

 

 

∑
𝑓

(𝑤
𝑖 ,𝑐

𝑗 )

𝐶

𝑗
=

1

 

     12 7 32 31 7 14 168 7  278 

 699  18 38 26 6 63 137 6 405 دع  

 2317  29 24 61 21 136 1820 71 155 ضف ع 

 520  11 4 16 15 52 382 21 19 ط ا   

 4724  94 41 129 48 443 3657 95 217 فقراو  

    8611 11388 47660 49280 11661 32289 35612 22934  196179 

 3383  78 2199 279 83 294 295 67 88 محي   

 206137  20235 13215 30776 12121 46120 60707 12004 10959 من 

 1392  65 49 162 690 209 157 32 28 دهردلك 
           

∑
𝑓

(𝑤
𝑖 ,𝑐

𝑗 )

𝑊𝑖=
1

 

20494 23691 114847 96628 24652 63752 28094 43471  

∑
∑

𝑓
(𝑤

𝑖 ,𝑐
𝑗 )

𝐶

𝑗
=

1

𝑊𝑖=
1

 

 

Now, we are ready to apply the Equations 4, 5, 6, 7. We show here how to find 𝑝𝑚𝑖11 for 

the word 𝑤1 (   ) occurred in context 𝑐1 (Aggression). The remaining can be computed 

by repeating similar process. 

𝑝(𝑤1, 𝑐1) =
12

415629 
= 0.00003 
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𝑝(𝑤1) =
278

415629
= 0.00067 

𝑝(𝑐1) =
20494

415629
= 0.049308 

𝑝𝑚𝑖11 = log2

0.00003

0.00067 ∗ 0.049308
= log2 0.875418 =  −0.19196 

This example shows that the PMI for the word (   ) occurred in context (Aggression) is 

(-0.19196) which will be zero when we apply the PPMI in equation 8. Table 46 shows the 

output of applying PMI on entire matrix of our example. Table 47 shows the output when 

PPMI is applied.  

Table 46. The output of applying (PMI) on the example of Table 44 

Term 

A
ggressio

n
 

A
gitatio

n
 

H
atred

 P
assio

n
 A

d
ap

tio
n

 To
leran

ce
 R

esp
e

ctin
g

 K
n

o
w

led
ge

 

     0.19- 1.18- 1.26- 1.06- 1.24- 1.61- 3.16 2.05- 

 -2.02 -0.31 -2.04 -2.79 -1.37 -0.50 -2.73 3.55 دع  

 -3.06 -2.71 -2.54 -2.71 -1.99 1.51 -0.90 0.44 ضف ع 

 -2.31 -3.14 -2.32 -1.04 -1.22 1.41 -0.50 -0.43 ط ا   

 -2.39 -62.9 -2.49 -2.55 -1.31 1.49 -1.50 -0.10 فقراو  

    0.17- 0.03 0.19- 0.11 0.00 0.10 0.10- 0.16 

 -2.18 3.27 -0.90 -1.27 -1.42 -1.66 -1.53 -0.92 محي   

 -0.09 -0.08 -0.04 -0.01 -0.06 0.09 0.03 0.11 من 

 -1.16 -0.94 -0.40 3.06 -0.63 -1.29 -1.31 -1.29 دهردلك 
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Table 47. The output of applying (PPMI) on the example of Table 44 

Term 

A
ggressio

n
 

A
gitatio

n
 

H
atred

 P
assio

n
 A

d
ap

tio
n

 To
leran

ce
 R

esp
e

ctin
g

 K
n

o
w

led
ge

 
     0 0 0 0 0 0 3.16 0 

 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.55 دع  

 0 0 0 0 0 1.51 0 0.44 ضف ع 

 
 
 0 0 0 0 0 1.41 0 0 ط ا 

 0 0 0 0 0 1.49 0 0 فقراو  

 
 
  0 0.03 0 0.11 0.003 0.10 0 0.16 

 0 3.27 0 0 0 0 0 0 محي   

 0 0 0 0 0 0.09 0.03 0.11 من 

 0 0 0 3.06 0 0 0 0 دهردلك 

 

Previously, one example was examined to show how we have adapted PPMI to generate 

the proposed lexicons. Pre-smoothing was also examined by adding one to each term 

frequency. One observation is that stopwords were penalized while the important words 

were rewarded. As a result, 7 fanatic-lexicons were generated using PPMI. Three of the 

generated lexicons are for emojis and related-symbols and four lexicons are generated from 

text as shown in Table 48 and Table 49.  

Table 48. Generated fanatic-lexicon for ngrams text 

Text Form Ngrams Size 

stems unigrams 24438 

normalized unigrams 59373 

stems bigrams 155004 

stems trigrams 80374 
 

Table 49. Generated fanatic-lexicon for Emojis and related-symbol 

Ngrams Size 

unigrams 692 

bigrams 1714 

trigrams 1384 
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7.2.2 Generate Lexicon Using the proposed-TFICF 

TFIDF stands for Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency. TFIDF is used to show 

how important is a word to a document in a corpus. In our case, we have adapted TFIDF 

to show how important is a word to a context in a corpus. TFIDF is computed by 

multiplying TF with IDF. We have proposed heuristic adjustment to adapt TFIDF with a 

purpose of building lexicons. Because we deal with a context not a document, we called 

the adapted version as TFICF which stands for Term Frequency – Inverse Context 

Frequency. Two modifications have been added to make the conversion of the TFIDF to 

new form TFICF in order to make it applicable to be used as new method for generating 

multi-sentiment lexicons which is described as follows: 
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Method 2.0: Term-Frequency – Inverse-Context Frequency (TFICF) 

Input: M*N Word-Context matrix where rows in the matrix represent words 𝑊 =

{𝑤1, 𝑤2, … , 𝑤𝑚}, columns represent contexts 𝐶 = {𝑐1, 𝑐2, … , 𝑐𝑛}, and each cell 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) 

represents the frequency of word 𝑤𝑖 in context 𝑐𝑗 . 

Output: M*N Word-Context matrix where each cell 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) represents score of word 

𝑤𝑖 in context 𝑐𝑗 where the score is calculated by the proposed-TFICF. 

1. Compute the Term-Frequency (TF) of each cell using the following formula. 

𝑇𝐹(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) =
𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)

∑ 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)𝑊
𝑖=1

 

2. Normalize the computed Term-Frequency (TF) of each cell using the following 

formula: 

𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝑇𝐹(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) =
𝑇𝐹(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)

∑ 𝑇𝐹(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)𝐶
𝑗=1

 

3. Compute Inverse-Context Frequency (ICF) of each word by computing the variance 

among all contexts 𝑪 for each word 𝒘𝒊 using the notation: 

𝐼𝐶𝐹(𝒘𝒊) = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑠𝑡𝑑) 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 𝒘𝒊 𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑪 

4. Computing TF-ICF using the following formula: 

𝑇𝐹𝐼𝐶𝐹(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) = 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝑇𝐹(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) ∗ 𝐼𝐶𝐹(𝑤𝑖) 

 

Step 1: we have converted our annotated corpus into a term-context matrix as shown in 

Table 44. Then, term frequency is computed using equation 9 where 𝑓(𝑤𝑖 , 𝑐𝑗) is the 

frequency of a word 𝑤𝑖 in a context 𝑐𝑗. The denominator refers to the total sum of all 

frequencies in the context 𝑐𝑗.  
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Table 50 shows the result of applying equation 9 on the term-context matrix. 

 𝑇𝐹(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) =
𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)

∑ 𝑓(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)𝑊
𝑖=1

 (9) 

 𝑇𝐹(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) =
𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 𝑤𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑐𝑗

𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑐𝑗
 (10) 

 

Table 50. Appling TF on the term-context matrix of Table 44 

Term 

A
ggressio

n
 

A
gitatio

n
 

H
atred

 P
assio

n
 A

d
ap

tio
n

 To
leran

ce
 R

esp
e

ctin
g

 K
n

o
w

led
ge

 

     0.00002 0.00001 000010. 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00027 0.00001 

 0.00002 0.00006 0.00002 0.00001 0.00003 0.00005 0.00001 0.00074 دع  

 0.00003 0.00004 0.00004 0.00004 0.00006 0.00063 0.00012 0.00028 ضف ع 

 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00003 0.00002 0.00013 0.00004 0.00003 ط ا   

 0.00010 0.00006 0.00008 0.00008 0.00019 0.00126 0.00016 0.00040 فقراو  

    0.01575 0.01953 0.01646 0.02102 0.02054 0.01980 0.01958 0.02555 

 0.00009 0.00349 0.00017 0.00015 0.00013 0.00010 0.00011 0.00016 محي   

 0.02255 0.02095 018870. 0.02135 0.01967 0.02096 0.02059 0.02004 من 

 0.00007 0.00008 0.00010 0.00122 0.00009 0.00005 0.00005 0.00005 دهردلك 

. 

. 

 

Step 2: Now, our term-context matrix is representing the extracted TF. In this step, we 

apply row-wise normalization where the extracted TF of a word 𝑤𝑖 in a context 𝑐𝑗 is 

normalized by the total sum of TF of a word 𝑤𝑖 in all context. This normalization can be 

achieved using Equation 11. Then, the standard deviation (STD) is extracted from the 

normalized values. STD is used as IDF in TFIDF (see Equation 12). The idea of selecting 

STD as IDF is that if the variance of a word 𝑤𝑖 is high among all contexts, then the word 

𝑤𝑖 is important word to specific context/contexts and should be rewarded. On the other 
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hand, if the variance of a word 𝑤𝑖 is low among all contexts, then the word 𝑤𝑖 is not 

important to a specific context/contexts and should be penalized. Therefore, the value of 

the standard deviation can be adapted as IDF.  

Table 51 shows the result of row-wise normalization using Equation 11. The table also 

shows a single vector for standard deviation values. 

 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝑇𝐹(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) =
𝑇𝐹(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)

∑ 𝑇𝐹(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗)𝐶
𝑗=1

 (11) 

 IDF(𝒘𝒊) = the standard deviation of a word 𝒘𝒊 in all context 𝑪  (12) 

 

Table 51. Row-wise normalization for (TF) values 

Term 

A
ggressio

n
 

A
gitatio

n
 

H
atred

 P
assio

n
 A

d
ap

tio
n

 To
leran

ce
 R
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e
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g
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n

o
w
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ge

 

 

STD 

As  

IDF 

     0.062 0.034 0.031 0.037 0.035 0.024 0.754 0.022 0.25 

 0.27 0.022 0.065 0.017 0.011 0.029 0.051 0.011 0.795 دع  

 0.17 0.026 0.031 0.030 0.030 0.047 0.508 0.098 0.229  ع ضف

 0.15 0.044 0.023 0.035 0.094 0.079 0.472 0.129 0.124 ط ا   

 0.17 0.045 0.028 0.034 0.036 0.081 0.539 0.069 0.169 فقراو  

    0.100 0.123 0.104 0.133 0.130 0.125 0.124 0.162 0.02 

 0.27 0.020 0.793 0.039 0.033 0.029 0.023 0.026 0.037 محي   

 0.01 0.137 0.127 0.114 0.129 0.119 0.127 0.125 0.121 من 

 0.24 0.042 0.045 0.058 0.709 0.052 0.032 0.032 0.030 دهردلك 

. 

. 

. 

. 

 

After computing the proposed TF and ICF, The TFICF is calculated as follows: 

 𝑇𝐹𝐼𝐶𝐹(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) = 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝑇𝐹(𝑤𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) ∗ 𝐼𝐶𝐹(𝑤𝑖)  (13) 
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Table 52. display the results after applying TFICF. We have followed this approach to 

generate three emojis fanatic-lexicons and four text fanatic-lexicons. One observation was 

that the stop-words (e.g  أ
  ) were penalized while the important words were emphasized 

(rewarded). 

Table 52. The result of the proposed TFICF 

 )tiveNegaFanatic ( )Positivefanatic (-Non 

Term 

A
ggressio

n
 

A
gitatio

n
 

H
atred

 P
assio

n
 A

d
ap

tio
n

 To
leran

ce
 R
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e
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g
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n

o
w
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ge

 

     0.016 0.009 0.008 0.010 0.009 0.006 0.192 0.006 

 0.006 0.018 0.005 0.003 0.008 0.014 0.003 0.216 دع  

 0.004 0.005 050.0 0.005 0.008 0.086 0.017 0.039 ضف ع 

 0.006 0.003 0.005 0.014 0.012 0.069 0.019 0.018 ط ا   

 0.008 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.014 0.093 0.012 0.029 فقراو  

    0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003 

 0.005 0.214 0.011 0.009 0.008 0.006 0.007 0.010 محي   

 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0010. 0.001 0.001 0.001 من 

 0.010 0.011 0.014 0.167 0.012 0.007 0.008 0.007 دهردلك 

 

In this section, two methods were applied to automatically generate fanatic-lexicons which 

are: PPMI and proposed-TFICF. Both methods will be evaluated and compared in Chapter  

9.  

 Building Fanatic-corpus Automatically 

In this section, we will show the annotation process for the collected corpus, discussed in 

Chapter 5. The corpus was automatically annotated using fanatic-keywords. From the 

literature, automatically annotation is usually done using seed-words (keywords), using 

emoticons, or using hashtags. Noticeably, automatically annotation helps to create large-
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scale corpora. In this work, the core fanatic-lexicon, represented in Section 7.1, was used 

as keywords to label each tweet into its contexts. The core fanatic-lexicon contains 1766 

unique phrases distributed over 21 contexts. Therefore, 1766 keywords were used to label 

(919K) tweets into their target orientation. While the collected tweets were stored in 

Mongodb database, the Mongodb’s query-engine was utilized using Java APIs to query 

tweets using one keyword at a time and to label the retrieved tweets by the label of the used 

keyword. This process was repeated for all keywords. For example, if the tweet (   شف الاع

 have passed to the (فقراوي) and (الاع ) existed in the database, and both keywords (ي  فقراوي

query-processor one at a time, then this tweet could have two labels. Each label is 

represented as a separate attribute. While we have 21 contexts, the result of annotation 

produces 21 attributes for each tweet. The annotation shows the count of context-keywords 

existed in tweets. After that, the 21 contexts were aggregated to our 8 fanatic-

indicators/features where these indicators/features were used to decide the target labeled 

(non-fanatic or fanatic), as represented in the formalism (See Chapter 4). The following 

Figure 38 shows an example of annotated tweet. 
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{ 

"text": "👇😜  شف الاع    وال ع   ي فقراوي ", 
"cleaned": "   شف الاع   وال ع  ي  فقراوي", 

"normalized": " شف الاع    وال ع      فقراو  ", 

. 

. 

"context_thread":  2, 

"context_thread_reason":  ['الدعس', 'الجلد'], 

"context_insult":  0, 

"context_insult_reason":  [], 

"context_revenge":  0, 

"context_revenge_reason":  [], 

. 

. 

"context_contempt":  1, 

"context_contempt_reason":  ['فقراوى'], 

. 

"indicator_aggression":  2, 

"indicator_agitation":   0, 

"indicator_hatred":   1, 

. 

. 

"target_label":   “fanatic”, 

.} 

Figure 38. An example for an annotated tweet 

As a result of this process, 300K tweets were annotated according to the proposed 

formalism where the annotated tweets have information about 21 contexts and eight 

indicators/features. We have also included 21 reason attributes (one for each context). The 

reason attribute tells us why this tweet belongs to this context. To justify, the keyword K 

that was passed to the query-engine, is our reason to all retrieved tweets. For example, if a 

tweet has two keywords of the context (contempt) which are ( أ
 then, the ,(فقراوي) and (ط ا  

attribute contempt will have score (2) and the attribute contempt-reason will contain these 

two words, ( أ
 As far as we know, the proposed corpus is the first corpus .(فقراوي) and (ط ا  
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for sports-fanaticism. It can be used as a foundation for other studies in fanatic-

classification. The proposed corpus has many domain-related attributes which help to 

conduct deep analysis of sport-fanaticism.  

 Building Fanatic-corpus Semi-Automatically 

To construct a representative test dataset, we have built a fanatic-corpus semi-

automatically. We need our test data to satisfy the following conditions to be a good 

measure for our training dataset: 

• High coverage: We need our test dataset to cover most of the cases required to measure 

the classification models. 

• Low redundancy: We need to ensure that test dataset is not biased to specific 

observations, contexts, indicators and keywords in our formalism. 

• Balanced: We need to ensure that the test dataset is not biased to specific orientation 

(non-fanatic or fanatic). 

We have collected our test dataset from Twitter. The test data is not part of the 3.5M tweets 

corpus that have been used to build the resources (training dataset and lexicons). The test 

dataset was collected in a different time from the time of tweets used to build the corpus 

and the resources (training dataset and lexicons). It was collected between 09, Dec 2018 

and 16, Dec 2018. We have collected around 300K tweets.  

Removing duplicates have reduced the number of tweets to 53696 tweets. After that, we 

have performed automatic annotation using our core fanatic-lexicon. As a result, 23223 
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tweets were covered by the lexicon terms. This process added 21 context-related features 

and 21 context-reasons as illustrated in Figure 38. We have extracted other features for 

each tweet such as high-frequent word, number of words and number of emojis. 

To reduce redundancy, we have applied group-by all extracted features: 21 context-related 

features, 21 context-reason features and other 3 features. This has eliminated redundant 

features from the perspective of domain-related contexts and phrases. As a result, 11349 

tweets were retained to be part of our manual validation and annotation process. Table 53 

provides information about this test dataset. 

Table 53: Test dataset Statistics 

Metrics Statistics 

Number of tweets 11349 

Start date Sunday, Dec 09, 2018, 20:18:54 

End date Sunday, Dec 16, 2018, 05:59:29 

Number of users 9478 

Number of locations 2655 

String size  1851611 

Average tweet’s size 163.2 

Number of positive (non-fanatic) 8659 

Number of negative (fanatic) 2690 

 

To conduct manual validation, we have built a web application for this purpose. We have 

prepared a video that shows the process of manual validation through the developed web-

app. Copy of the video could be reached by visiting the link 

(https://youtu.be/9CQaVTRA6D8) [131]. The validation process has been done by the 

author of this thesis. The manual validation showed that 10808 tweets were annotated 
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correctly to their target orientations (non-fanatic or fanatic), while 749 tweets were wrongly 

annotated. Therefore, the annotator has inverted the polarity of the wrong 749 tweets to 

their correct orientation. The validation outputs are illustrated in Table 54 and Table 55. 

Table 54. Evaluation results of the manual fanatic-lexicon 

Tweets Status #correct #wrong accuracy 

Tweets that have strong evidence (more than 
one polar-phrases) 

4418 143 96.86% 

Tweets that have weak evidence (one polar-
phrase) 

4332 188 95.84% 

Tweets that have mix polar-phrases (non-
fanatic and fanatic phrases)  

1850 418 81.57% 

overall 10600 749 93.40% 
 

Table 55. Contents comparison of the manual fanatic-lexicon evaluation 

Tweets Status #correct #wrong accuracy 

with emojis 2847 242 92.17% 

without emojis 7753 507 93.86% 

overall 10600 749 93.40% 
 

During validation, the annotator has found that there were some words in the lexicon that 

have word sense ambiguities (WSA). Examples of this issue are shown in Table 56.  

Table 56. Examples of ambiguous Arabic terms 

Non-fanatic Fanatic 
Non-fanatic 

Context 
Fanatic Context 

no 
matter 

 بغض  hate بغض 
د   فرصة جي   )بغض  
 ال  ر( عمن  ف   

  ، أ
ر ي  نهدي   افع عن نهدي ثهن 

أ اله    مه 
 د  مح ة لكن )بغض(   

contract    عق 
inferiority 
complex 

 عق   
ال عي ج د )عق  ( معه  

 ال هدي 
ق ة( نق    د ا ال عي ع    )ع 

football  كر hate  كر 
من الممكن ان تصىل   

 ( را ع العي )كر  
أ ال ض وانمه  

تر  مه د   ي   
 )كر ( اله   

feel    نح jinx   نح 
اله   اآلن )نح ( ان    

 ب ون ر ي  
 العي )نح (، وفي س م ح   
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The annotator also has observed that some of incorrect annotation came from the negation. 

Table 57 shows some examples of some negated words. 

 

Table 57. Examples of incorrect annotations due to negation 

 ب  طموح 

 ب  د    

 ب ش نكش 

 ب   من تحايف 

 

To generate a balanced test dataset, we have applied stratified sampling technique to 

conduct under-sampling, as our data have several categories and sub-categories. We have 

performed under-sampling for each category and sub-category. We have performed the 

following under-sampling techniques [74]: 

• Random under-sampling 

• Clustering under-sampling 

• High-length Under-sampling  

• Low-length under-sampling  

By applying these techniques, we have produced four test datasets where each one belongs 

to each technique. For random and clustering under-sampling techniques, we have used 

imblean.under_sampling python package. For high-length and low-length under-sampling, 

we have added a “length” attribute. Then, we have sorted the tweets using the length 

attribute. Then, we have extracted the required size from each category and sub-category. 
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Table 58 shows the results of under sampling for data that do not have emojis while Table 

59 represents the result of under-sampling for data that have emojis. 

Table 58: Under-sampling output distribution for tweets without emojis 
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Table 59. Under-sampling output distribution for tweets with emojis 
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In this section, we have presented the extraction of eight test datasets: four of them have 

text with emojis and four of them have text without emojis. The four that have emojis will 

be used to test the emojis-lexicons and emojis-classification-models.  

As an outcome of this process, the test datasets are balanced and cover most of the cases 

required to measure the classification models.  
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8 CHAPTER 

FEATURE ENGINEERING 

This chapter presents the conducted feature engineering work to convert tweets’ text into 

useful features. The data have been formed into suitable representations for machine 

learning models. Feature engineering is a process of turning the raw data into efficient and 

suitable input for machine learning models. This process requires understanding the 

domain-knowledge and the phenomenon being observed. Zheng and Casari have defined 

feature engineering as “Feature engineering is the act of extracting features from raw data 

and transforming them into formats that are suitable for the machine learning model.” [85]. 

Feature engineering consists of tasks that include feature identification, feature extraction, 

feature transformation, feature selection, and feature evaluation [87]. In this work, feature 

engineering is categorized into three tasks: feature-identification, feature-construction, and 

feature-reduction. These tasks are illustrated in Figure 39. 

8 
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Figure 39. Feature engineering stages for sentiment analysis 

Feature-identification: in this stage, domain-knowledge and data-analytic are required. We 

started this stage by understanding the problem and analyzing the data. Then, we studied 

how feature engineering is conducted on other close-domain problems.Then, we conducted 

brainstorming to decide what are the suitable features related to problem-domain. To 

identify some suitable feature-sets for Arabic sentiment analysis, we would like first to 

refer to what the researchers in computational linguistics (CL) have done to arrange the 

stages of linguistic analysis. Linguistic analysis has four levels: phonological level, 

morphological level, syntactic level and semantic level. Each level has some aspects of the 

language. Hence, some features that have a positive impact on sentiment analysis can be 

extracted from each level. The intended features can be categorized into two categories: 

content-related features and container-related features. The content-related feature sets are: 

phonological feature set, morphological feature set, syntactic feature set and semantic 
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feature set. On the other hand, the container-related features are features that are related to 

the style of contents. We will present more details on each one of these sets in the next 

section. 

Feature-construction: in this stage, the identified-features are extracted with suitable 

weighting schema. For example, bag-of-words feature could have a binary weighting 

schema where each word in the document can be represented in the vector space as 0 or 1. 

Correspondingly, it could also take a word-count, TFIDF, or a weight that is extracted from 

senti-lexicon. In sentiment analysis, feature construction requires resources such as senti-

lexicons, dictionaries, ontologies, morphological analyzer, stemmer, normalizer, tokenizer, 

special-purpose programs and/or other resources. 

Feature-reduction: the purpose of this stage is to improve the performance by removing 

redundant or/and irrelevant features. This task has usually a positive impact on 

performance. In addition, it could help in removing features that have a negative impact on 

the accuracy. There are two types of reduction: reduction with transformation and reduction 

without transformation. For the first one, the features are reduced by transforming the 

features into other type of features such as reduction using Principal Components Analysis 

(PCA). For the second type (reduction without transformation), the features are reduced by 

selecting a suitable subset such as selection using weka’s CfsSubsetEval which evaluates 

both irrelevant features and redundant features. Evaluation for irrelevancy could help how 

relevant are given features to the positive and negative class (assuming we have only two 

classes). Evaluation for redundancy could help eliminate the redundant features by 

examining the correlations among features. 
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 Feature Identification and Extraction 

In this section, we present the five feature sets that we have used which are: phonological 

features, morphological features, syntactic features, semantic features and stylistic 

features. 

8.1.1 Phonological Features 

This type of features could be considered as low-level features because it cares about 

determining the characteristics of the pronunciation of the letters and their groups. Tajweed 

science helps us to extract some features that might show useful meaning in sentiment 

analysis. What are the features that can be extracted from this level? We can extract some 

of low-level features such as: Vowels, Diacritics, lengthening, Articulation-Points related 

letters (e.g throat Letters: ه ع غ ح خ  ), Al-saffir letters (  ص  ), elevation/bold/strong 

letters (خ ص ض غ ط   ظ), lowering/light/soft letters (خ ص ض غ ط   ظ) and other features. 

For example, we can examine how elevation-letters are related to fanatic and non-fanatic 

reviews. We need to check if there is a hidden semantic that may play some roles on the 

domain-problem. Do Arabic words have special sentiment-related meaning in this level? 

These features have not previously examined for sentiment analysis. Going from low-level 

features (phonemes) to high-level (words and sentence) features and extracting the hidden 

semantics, can be considered as white-box deep learning.  

In this level, 24 groups of letters have been examined as primary testing to check their 

impact on fanatic and non-fanatic words. We expect that the selected-features may carry 

some semantic related to the domain-problem. For example, one assumption is that Arabic 

words with more elevation letters may carry fanatic while lowering letters may not. To 
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examine such assumption, we have conducted some statistics on our manual fanatic-

lexicon where we have two word-groups: fanatic-words and not-fanatic words. Then, we 

have calculated the ratio of elevation and lowering letters in both groups. Table 60 and 

Figure 40 show the summary of the calculation of all proposed features. The expectation 

is that these features might have small contribution when building the model. Examining 

such features helps to understand some aspects of Arabic language. In other words, we 

examine if there is a relation between Articulation-Points of Arabic letters and the fanatic-

words. 

Table 60. Proposed phonological features 

Phonological Features 

Letter Ratio in 

lexicon words 
letters 

Not 

fanatic 
fanatic 

Alsaffir letters ratio 0.021 0.046    ص   

Elevation letters ratio 0.056 0.099  خ ص ض غ ط   ظ 

Lowering letters ratio 0.845 0.832 
ا ع ت ذ ج ح د ذ  ر     ش ع    

 ك     ن ه و ي 

Qlqlah_letters ratio 0.124 0.135  ط ع ج د   

Lips letters ratio 0.175 0.201    ع   و 

Lips1 letters ratio 0.144 0.178 ع   و 

Lips2 letters ratio 0.030 0.023   

Nose letters ratio 0.116 0.145   ن 

Oral cavities ratio 0.201 0.204  ا وي 

Throat letters ratio 0.108 0.155  ه ع ح غ خ   
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Phonological Features 

Letter Ratio in 

lexicon words 
letters 

Not 

fanatic 
fanatic 

Throat1 letters ratio 0.052 0.059  ه   

Throat2 letters ratio 0.048 0.049  ع ح 

Throat3 letters ratio 0.009 0.046  غ خ 

Tongue letters ratio 0.454 0.405 
  ك ج ش ي ت ط د ذ ظ ذ ن ر 

   ص   ض   

Tongue1 letters ratio 0.028 0.020   

Tongue2 letters ratio 0.040 0.020 ك 

Tongue3 letters ratio 0.058 0.030  ج ش ي 

Tongue4 letters ratio 0.065 0.089 ت ط د 

Tongue5 letters ratio 0.003 0.013 ذ ظ ذ 

Tongue6 letters ratio 0.038 0.053 ن 

Tongue7 letters ratio 0.070 0.079 ر 

Tongue8 letters ratio 0.021 0.046   ص   

Tongue9 letters ratio 0.008 0.000 ض 

Tongue10 letters ratio 0.123 0.056   
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Figure 40. The impact of phonological features on domain-problem 

We can observe that the groups of letters that come out from throat, nose and lips 

articulation-points, are more related to fanaticism words. On the other hand, the letters that 

come out from Tongue articulation-point, are more associated to non-fanaticism words. 

The letters that come out form oral cavities articulation-point, have almost the same ratio 
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in both fanaticism and non-fanaticism words. For lowering and elevation letters, we can 

see that the lowering letters are more related to non-fanaticism words with slightly small 

difference while the elevation letters are used in fanaticism’s words double compared with 

the use of non-fanaticism. Although both Alsafir and Qlqlah letters are more related to 

fanaticism words, Alsafir letters shows double difference while the Qlqlah letters show 

slightly small difference. Generally, we can deduce that the 24 features extracted from this 

level can add small contribution when building the proposed classification-model. To 

extract the identified phonological features for document-classification, a java program 

was developed to compute the ratio of each feature where the occurrence of each feature’s 

letters in each document is divided by the total number of letters in the document.  

8.1.2 Morphological features  

While the previous level deals with phonology of letters, this level goes up and deals with 

different segments of a word including its affixes. In this stage, a word is analyzed into its 

basic elements (prefix, stem and suffix). The possible extracted features in this level could 

be bag-of-segments feature representation, bag-of-stems feature representation, bag-of-

lemma feature representation, bag-of-root feature representation, suffixes count (e.g 

countSuffixes), prefixes count (e.g countPrefixes), and other related features. The 

weighting schema could be binary, count, ratio or TFIDF score.  

Many researches in Arabic sentiment analysis use bag-of-stems generated by a light 

stemmer such as Madamira. This form has shown good results. However, we believe that 

some affixes might have a small effect on Fanatic-classification. For example (لعي) and 

 the suffixes with person pronoun might show an indicator of personalities the ,(لع  ف)
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discussion (شخص ة ال قهش). For this, we might need to also examine bag-of-

normalizedWords feature representation.  

To extract the identified morphological features for document-classification, we have 

utilized Farasa stemmer to do stemming (See Chapter 6). After that, we have applied 

vectorization to convert the preprocessed string to word vectors where each word is 

represented by long sparse vector as shown in Table 35. To apply vectorization, two 

Weka’s filters were applied (fromStringToWordVector and 

FixedDictionaryStringToWordVector). Then, different classification algorithms were 

examined. More information about classification is presented in Chapter 9. Different 

weighting schema can be applied such as binary, count and TFIDF score.  

8.1.3 Syntactic Features 

While the previous level analyzes the structure of a word. In this level, we can examine the 

function of the word in the sentence. In this stage, we study the relation among words 

through part-of-speech (POS) tagging. This level might include extracting some features 

such as POS Tags, phrase patterns, sentence boundaries, punctuation, negation words, 

intensifier words, diminisher words, modal words, etc. The weighting schema could be 

binary, count, ratio or TFIDF score. Therefore, 24 syntactic features were identified as 

shown in Table 61. These features contain the negation, conjunction, and other features. 

To extract these features, we have built 19 dictionaries that contain the words related to 

each feature. For example, we have built a dictionary that contains negation words and 

negation patterns. All dictionaries were collected manually from different websites. Then, 

we have expanded the dictionaries’ words using google translation where the synonyms 
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were manually extracted. Then, we have built a java program to extract the count and the 

ratio of these features for each tweet. These features could help in answering the following 

questions: Is there a relation between different types of transient words and problem 

domain? What is the effect of personal-pronouns and demonstrative-pronouns on fanatic? 

What is the impact of intensifier and modal words? What is the impact of negation words?  

Table 61. Identified syntactic features 

Features 

Metrics 

Weightin

g-Schema 

used 

Metrics Description Features Example 

Personal 

pronoun ratio 
Ratio 

Computing the percentage of 

the personal pronouns in 

each tweet.  

، د    ان ، هأ

Conjunction 

terms 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

conjunctions in each tweet.  
 و، او، فب 

Conjunction 

terms ratio 
Ratio 

Computing the percentage of 

the conjunctions in each 

tweet 

 و، او، فب 

Negation 

pattern 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

negation patterns in each 

tweet 

 مهش***ش  - <مهشععبش

Negation 

pattern ratio 
Ratio 

Computing the percentage of 

the negation patterns in each 

tweet.  

 مهش***ش  - <مهشععبش

Negation 

words 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

negation words in each tweet 
 ، م ، مش لي ، ال، لن 

Negation 

words  
Ratio 

Computing the percentage of 

negation words in each tweet 
 لي ، ال، لن، م ، مش 

Negation 

words and 

patterns  

Ratio 
Computing the percentage of 

the negation in each tweet 

 مهش***ش  - <مهشععبش

 لي ، ال، لن، م ، مش 
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Features 

Metrics 

Weightin

g-Schema 

used 

Metrics Description Features Example 

Addition 

phrases 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

addition phrases in each 

tweet 

، وك لك 
 
، ما دا

 
، مرارا

 
 ا اه

Consequence 

phrases 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

consequence phrases in each 

tweet 

 ل لك، ك لياة، ا ه   
 
وفقه

 ععي  

Contrast 

phrases 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

contrast phrases in each 

tweet 

أ  
 
لكن، من نحية آ ر،  

 الاهني اآل ر 

Demonstrativ

e pronoun 

terms 

Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

demonstrative pronouns in 

each tweet 

 د ا، د  ، د ، د   

Direction 

phrases 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

direction phrases in each 

tweet 

 د ه، د هلك، ورا ، ف   

Diversion 

phrases 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

diversion phrases in each 

tweet 

 عس فكرة، بهلم هس ة 

Emphasis 

phrases 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

emphasis phrases in each 

tweet 

،  بهل رجة 
 
األوىل،  ص صه

 بش   ر يسأ 

Exception 

phrases 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

exception phrases in each 

tweet 

أ  ه ، مهع ،  
إال إذا، إال،   

 بهسلث ه  

Exemplifying 

phrases 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

exemplifying phrases in each 

tweet 

  ، أ
، عس سبي  المثه   عت 

ا
 مثل

Generalizing 

phrases 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

generalizing phrases in each 

tweet 

  ،
ا
كقهع ة، كقهن ن، عهدة

 بصف  عهمة 
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Features 

Metrics 

Weightin

g-Schema 

used 

Metrics Description Features Example 

Intensifier 

phrases 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

intensifier phrases in each 

tweet 

، لعغه ة 
 
، تمهمه

 
 ج ا

Modal 

phrases 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

modal phrases in each tweet 
وري، ممكن، ال  ،  اي   ض 

Restatement 

phrases 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

restatement phrases in each 

tweet 

بع هرة   ر ، بهلمختض،  

أ 
 ود ا  عت 

Sequence 

phrases 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

Sequence phrases in each 

tweet 

، بع  ذلك، التهىلأ 
 
، ب ايته

ا
  وال

Similarity 

phrases 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

similarity phrases in each 

tweet 

متاهاس،  بش   ممهث ،  

 يتاهاس 

Summarizing 

phrases 
Count 

Counting the occurrences of 

summarizing phrases in each 

tweet 

أ  
أ ، ك لياة،   

بع     شر

 الخته 

 

8.1.4 Semantic Features 

While the previous level analyzes the structure of the sentence and the relation between 

words, semantic-features level analyzes what the meaning of a word in a context. This level 

has a direct relation to the domain-problem. Here, we can decide how the words are related 

to fanatic and non-fanatic groups. In this stage, we extract information related to the 

meaning of the content from senti-lexicons. We can extract related features such as count 

of fanatic emojis, score of non-fanatic emojis, lexicon score of fanatic or non-fanatic 

emojis, count of non-fanatic words, score of fanatic words, lexicon score of fanatic or non-
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fanatic words, ratio of non-fanatic words, list of lexicon terms (bag-of-lexiconTrems), 

count of fanatic sentences and other features. Therefore, we have used our fanatic-lexicons 

to construct 32 features. Details about constructed lexicons was discussed in Chapter 7. We 

have extracted 8 indicators-related features where the degree of non-fanatic and the degree 

of fanatic was extracted from lexicons. Table 62 shows some of the extracted features using 

automatically generated lexicons. 

Table 62. Identified semantic features 

Extracted Features weighting-schema 

Adaptable phrases Count 

Aggression phrases Count 

Agitation phrases Count 

broad-minded phrases Count 

Hatred phrases Count 

Tolerance phrases Count 

Passionate phrases Count 

Respecting phrases Count 

Non-fanatic phrases Ratio 

Fanatic phrases Ratio 

Confidence Predicted value by lexicon-based 

classification 
Ratio 

Predicted-label by lexicon-based classification Binary 

Lexicon words used as Bag-of-words Binary, count, TFIDF score 
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8.1.5 Stylistic Features  

Stylistic features are external features describe the container and the style of the content. 

These features could have some indicators about the emotion and the feeling. The writing 

style including used colors, font size might give an impression about the feeling of the 

writer. Here, we can extract some features such as word count, character count, lines count, 

vocabulary richness measures, special character persistence, digit persistence, red color 

persistence and other features. In this work, we have extracted six features related to the 

document size. We need to test if there is a relation between the size of the document and 

the fanaticism. We have built a java program to extract these features. Table 63 shows the 

details of these stylistic features. 

Table 63. Identified stylistic features 

Features 
Weighting-

schema used 
Description/Examples 

Characters count Count Number of characters in each tweet 

Words count Count Number of words in each tweet 

Unique words count Count Number of unique words in each tweet 

Emojis count Count Number of emojis in each tweet 

Unique emojis count Count Number of unique emojis in each tweet 

Average word length Ratio Average length of the words in each tweet 
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 Feature Reduction 

In this work, we have applied features-reduction through four ways: morphologically 

reduction, removing high frequent words (stop-words), removing low frequent words 

(typos and rare words) and applying feature selection techniques to select relevant features. 

Morphologically reduction helps in reducing several forms of the same word into less 

possible forms. While each word in the text is represented as on bag-of-words feature 

representation, it is possible that the same word with different forms can have number of 

features as number of forms. For Example, without morphological reduction, each word of 

the following list (   والفي قل   , فهلفي قل   , بهلفي قل   ,الفي قل ) can each of these words represented 

with a separate feature. While all of these words are about one feature (في س). 

Morphological analysis usually helps to form all such cases into a smaller number of forms 

with less features. The morphological analysis was discussed in chapter 6. In this work, we 

have applied lemmatization and light stemming using Farasa stemmer discussed in Section 

6.3.  

We have also conducted feature reduction by removing high frequent stop-words. Stop-

words are words that are always used in both positive and negative documents. They do 

not usually have a semantic meaning to the domain-problem. For example, words like (  ، أ
  

 are frequently used in both positive and negative documents where they are not relevant (من

to the classification problem. Therefore, we can remove those stop-words to reduce the 

number of features. In our work, some stop-words were extracted from our dataset and 

some were collected from two stemmers: khoja-stemmer and lucene-arabic-analyzer. The 

collected stop-words were filtered manually. We have analyzed our data and selected some 
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of the high frequent words that show the same degree of frequency in all contexts of our 

data. We ended up with 151 stop-words. 

We also conducted feature reduction by removing low frequent words. Those words could 

be typos or rare words. To remove low frequent words, we made minimum threshold where 

any word appears in documents less than the proposed threshold will be ignored. We have 

examined five thresholds:10, 20, 30, 40, 60 and 100 as minimum frequency. We have 

selected high-scale thresholds because the size of the training dataset is quietly large where 

our training dataset have 276176 tweets. When the threshold is high, it allows the 

probability models such as Naïve Bayes (NB) to produce more intuitive statistical values.  

For feature selection techniques, there are some techniques that can be used to remove 

irrelevant and/ or redundant features. One of these methods is information gain method 

which removes irrelevant features (e.g InfoGainAttributeEval in WEKA). Other methods 

have the ability to remove both irrelevant and redundant features (e.g CfsSubsetEval in 

WEKA). In bag-of-words feature representation, we have found that removing redundant 

features may not be a good idea as it removes important words. For example, the two words 

 are used in one of the fanatic-context (contempt), where each word is (طحهلي) and (ضفهدع)

represented as a feature. These two features might appear together. Therefore, removing 

redundant words may result in removing one of them where both are important in our work. 

For this reason, we have chosen a feature selection technique that only removes irrelevant 

features. In this case, Chi-Square feature-selection technique (e.g ChiSquaredAttributeEval 

in WEKA) is applied to select relevant features. Chandra and Gupta [132] studied the 

performance of seven statistical feature selection techniques for classification on six well-
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known gene expression datasets. Their results showed that the Chi-squared performs a little 

better than information-gain.  
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9 CHAPTER 

CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATIONS 

In this chapter, we present our experiments and findings using three classification 

approaches. These approaches are rule-based approach, learning-based approach and 

hybrid approach. In rule-based classification approach, we used the developed lexicons to 

conduct classification, and we evaluated the performance of the developed resources. In 

learning-based approach, we used machine learning algorithms to conduct classification. 

In the hybrid classification approach, we combined both rule-based and learning-based to 

conduct classification. 

 Experimental Setup 

In this section, we describe the general setting that we have applied in our experiments. We 

also provided details on the used datasets for training and testing, the utilized tools, the 

classifiers, the used parameters, and the evaluation metrics. 

9.1.1 Training dataset 

We have preprocessed 276176 tweets and run Farasa stemmer on them, as described in 

chapter 6. The produced corpus contains 86794 non-fanatic tweets and 189382 fanatic 

tweets. The methods of collecting the items of the corpus and the annotation process are 

described in Chapter 7. While the original prepared training dataset was imbalanced, we 

have made it balanced through random sampling (Using Weka, we have utilized the 

supervised filter called spereadSubsample with value (1) for parameter 

9 
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distributionSpread.). As a result, our updated training dataset has 86794 non-fanatic tweets 

and 86794 fanatic tweets. For emojis-classification, we have extracted tweets that have 

emojis from the original corpus (276176 tweets). We have 21929 non-fanatic tweets and 

21929 fanatic tweets. The extracted tweets are used as our balanced training set for emojis-

classification. 

9.1.2 Test dataset 

To test and validate each learning-based classification model, we have used either cross-

validation (5-fold/10-fold), or dataset splitting: 90% for training and 10% for testing. In 

addition, we have used balanced test datasets that have been mainly constructed for testing. 

These test datasets were separately constructed and annotated. The approach of building 

the test datasets were discussed in Section 7.4. For text, the test dataset contains 3688 

tweets distributed in 8 contexts. For emojis, we have applied the same approach where the 

classification models have been evaluated twice. In one of them, we have prepared a test 

dataset where each tweet has at least one emoji. While the test datasets were extracted by 

applying four under-sampling techniques as discussed in Section 7.4, we used the one that 

has been resulted by applying random under-sampling.  

9.1.3 Tools 

We have utilized Weka to conduct our classification experiments. Weka stands for Waikato 

Environment for Knowledge Analysis [110]. It is a machine learning platform that provides 

graphical user interface to conduct data analysis and predictive modelling. It contains a 

collection of tools and algorithms for classification, clustering, feature selection and data 

preprocessing. It is available freely under GNU General Public License. We have selected 
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Weka because it has the classification tools needed for our research work. We have installed 

it on a computer with 8 GB RAM and CORE i7 processor.  

9.1.4 Classifiers 

For classification, we have applied Naïve Bayes (NB), Logistic Regression (LR) and 

Support Vector Machine (SVM). NB classifiers are probabilistic classifiers that are based 

on Bayes’ theorem. NB based classifiers are popular in sentiment analysis and have been 

used in several studies such as the work of Mountassir et al. [133] and the work of Al-

Moslmi et al. [134]. For implementation issues, we have used the Naïve Bayes class in 

Weka (weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes).While we have training corpus with around 

300K, the probabilistic classifiers are good choice because large corpora usually provide 

to the classifiers more information to conduct statistics and deduce good probabilities. NB 

can predict the class of a given document by calculating the probability of each term in the 

document under the assumption that each term is independent from other terms. In general, 

it is assumed that the used features are independent. In bag-of words feature representation, 

the order of the words is not important, and each word is represented as an independent 

feature. For this, we have used bigrams and trigrams to keep some word dependency in a 

way that the dependencies are encapsulated and represented as independent features. NB 

works as follows: given a collection 𝑚 of 𝑁 documents 𝐷 = {𝑑1, 𝑑2, … , 𝑑𝑛} where each 

document 𝑑𝑖 is represented as a sequence 𝑇 of 𝑚 terms 𝑇 = {𝑡1, 𝑡2, … , 𝑡𝑚}, where 𝑡𝑖 is a 

term in the sequence. The probability of a document 𝑑𝑖 ∈ 𝐷 occurring in class 𝑐𝑘 ∈ 𝐶 

where 𝐶 = {𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒, 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒}, is calculated as follows: 
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𝑃(𝑐𝑘| 𝑑𝑖) = 𝑃(𝑐𝑘) ∏ 𝑝(𝑡𝑗|𝑐𝑘)

𝑚

𝑗=1

 
(14) 

Where 𝑝(𝑡𝑗|𝑐𝑘) is the probability of term 𝑡𝑗 occurring in documents of class 𝑐𝑘. 𝑃(𝑐𝑘) is 

the prior probability of documents with class 𝑐𝑘 which can be estimated from the training 

dataset.  

For Logistic regression and SVM, we have used a Weka library for large linear 

classification [135]. The name of the used library is LibLINEAR 

(weka.classifiers.functions.LibLINEAR in Weka). It is an open sources library that provides 

efficient implementation for LR and SVM on large sparse datasets such as text 

classifications. LibLINEAR is efficient for large-scale training datasets [135]. It provides 

L1 & L2-regularization as techniques to deal with overfitting. We have used L2-

regularization because L1 leads to sparse output. While our features are words, we do not 

need to eliminate them. L1-regularization could work as a feature selection tool. For 

evaluation metrics, we have used precision, recall, accuracy and F-measure. These metrics 

are common metrics used in the literature to evaluate 2-class classifications.  

9.1.5 Evaluation Metrics 

Model evaluation helps to find the best model of our data and shows how well the model 

will work in future. To avoid overfitting, we have evaluated each classification-model 

twice using two test sets. The first evaluation was by splitting a corpus with 300K tweets 

into (90% training and 10% testing). The second evaluation was using a second corpus that 

was prepared separately. We use the model evaluation metrics to compare the predicted 

classes against actual classes. In binary classifications, confusion matrix is used to show 
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the correct predictions and incorrect predictions achieved by the classification model. 

Table 64 shows a confusion matrix for binary-classification that contains four cells: True 

Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) [136]. In 

our work, the confusion matrix can be defined as follows: 

• True Negative (TN) is the number of documents that are non-fanatic and predicted to 

be non-fanatic.  

• True Positive (TP) is the number of documents that are fanatic and predicted to be 

fanatic. 

• False Negative (FN) is the number of documents that are fanatic but predicted to be 

non-fanatic. 

• False Positive (FP) is the number of documents that are non-fanatic but predicted to be 

fanatic. 

Table 64. Confusion Matrix for domain-problem 

Confusion Matrix 

Predicted class 

Fanatic Non-fanatic 

Actual 

class 

Fanatic TP FN 

Non-fanatic FP TN 

 

We used confusion matrix to perform the following five evaluation metrics. The five-

evaluation metrics used to measure the performance of the proposed classification models. 

The used evaluation metrics are specificity, recall, precision, accuracy and F1-score.  
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Specificity is also called (True Negative Rate). It is the ratio of correctly predicted non-

fanatic-documents to all non-fanatic-documents. Specificity can be calculated as follows:  

 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
 (15) 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

=  
nonfanatic correctly identified 

nonfanatic correctly identified +  nonfanatic incorrectly labeled as fanatic
 

Recall is also called (True Positive Rate). It is the ratio of correctly predicted fanatic-

documents to all fanatic-documents. Recall can be calculated as follows:  

 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 (16) 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
fanatic correctly identified 

fanatic correctly identified +  fanatic incorrectly labeled as nonfanatic
 

 Precision is the ratio of correctly predicted fanatic documents to the total predicted fanatic 

documents. Precision can be calculated as follows:  

 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 (17) 

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
fanatic correctly identified 

fanatic correctly identified +  nonfanatic incorrectly labeled as fanatic
 

Accuracy is the ratio of correctly predicted documents to the total documents. It answers 

the following question: What is the percentage of the predicted documents that were 

correctly identified? Accuracy can be calculated as follows: 
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 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 (18) 

F1-Score is also called F1-measure. It is a single metric that combines both recall and 

precision using harmonic mean. It is the weighted average of precision and recall. It helps 

to decide which classification model is better. When we have two models or more and we 

are confused to decide which one is better where one has higher recall and the other has 

higher precision. In such case, F1-Score provides a single value that helps to decide. F1-

Score can be calculated as follows: 

 𝐹1score = 2 ∗  
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 (19) 

In the binary-classifications, the intuition of specificity, recall and precision is that it solves 

some limitations of accuracy metric. They provide more information to decide which 

model is better. For example, accuracy just shows the performance of all predictions of 

both classes, but it does not tell in which class the model preforms better. One of the 

weaknesses of accuracy metric is a bias to majority class [136]. Accuracy metric dose not 

answer the following question: Is the model doing better on a fanatic class or on a non-

fanatic class? Therefore, the recall metric shows the performance of a model on the fanatic 

class and the specificity metric shows the performance of a model on the non-fanatic class. 

While the accuracy metric cannot tell the ratio of the model performance on the predictions 

on fanatic documents to all predictions, the precision can handle this limitation. 
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 Rule-Based Classification Approach 

Rule-based classification is sometimes called lexicon-based approach as a lexicon is used 

to conduct classification. Here, we will evaluate two types of lexicons: a manually 

extracted lexicon, and automatically generated lexicons. 

9.2.1 Classifications Using a Manual Lexicon 

In this scenario, the manually constructed fanatic-lexicon is evaluated. To conduct 

evaluation, first we have used this lexicon to automatically annotate a corpus with around 

11K tweets. The annotated corpus is constructed under two requirements: high-coverage 

and low-redundancy. The purpose of these two requirements is to cover most of possible 

cases, contexts and context-related phrases. We have used the method described in Section 

7.4 to construct the corpus. Secondly, we have developed a web-application tool to simplify 

analysis, annotation and validating the annotated corpus. A Demo of this tool is presented 

in the video at (https://youtu.be/9CQaVTRA6D8) [131]. We have performed manual 

validation and annotation by ourselves. The results were presented in Table 54 and Table 

55 of Section 7.4. The results show 93.40% accuracy. We have found that 10600 tweets 

were correctly annotated by the lexicon and 749 tweets were not. 

9.2.2 Classifications Using Automatically Generated Lexicons 

In this scenario, we have compared the performance of the two techniques: PPMI and 

proposed-TFICF. These two techniques were used to build seven fanatic-lexicons (See in 

Section 7.2). In this scenario, we have evaluated 7 types of lexicons: unigrams of 

normalized text, unigrams of stemmed text, bigrams of stemmed text, trigrams of stemmed 

text, unigrams of emojis, bigrams of emojis, and trigrams of emojis. We were looking for 
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answers of the following questions: which technique performs better: (PPMI or the 

proposed-TFICF)? Which lexicon-type performs better: unigrams vs bigrams, text vs 

emojis and normalized text vs stemming text? 

9.2.2.1 Classification Method 

Each term in the lexicon has eight scores: four non-fanatic indicators and four fanatic 

indicators (See Section 4.1). Therefore, the given tweet is tokenized into suitable terms 

(unigrams, bigrams or trigrams). Each term is passed as a search string in order to find its 

score in the lexicon. The non-fanatic and the fanatic scores of all tokens are summed up 

and the predicted label of the tweet is determined. If the overall non-fanatic score is higher 

than the overall fanatic score, then the predicted label is assumed to be non-fanatic. If the 

overall fanatic score is higher than the overall non-fanatic score, then the predicted label is 

assumed be fanatic. If the terms (tokens) of the tweet are not covered by the lexicon, or the 

fanatic and the non-fanatic scores are equal, then the predicted label is assumed to be zero. 

While test sets have only two labels, the zero-prediction is considered as a false positive or 

a false negative. Figure 41 shows the proposed rule-based classification approach. 
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Rule-based algorithm
Extract the following eight-values from lexicons:

• Fanatic score  = aggressive +  agitation + hatred + passion.
• Non- Fanatic score = adaption + tolerance + respect + 

Knowledge.
If Fanatic score >= Non- Fanatic score then:

target = -1
Else 

target = 1

Lexicons

Tweet

 

Figure 41. Rule-based classification approach 

9.2.2.2 Tools 

We have developed a tokenizer to generate and count ngrams terms. We have also 

implemented a tool to compute rule-based classification metrics: accuracy, precision, recall 

and f1-score. We have utilized Mongodb database to store and quarry lexicons. The 

lexicons were used for prediction and the result of evaluation was stored. As a noticeable 

point, using database indexing for lexicon terms has improved the performance of 

searching.  

9.2.2.3 Experiments Setup and Outcomes 

we have used four test datasets that are not parts of the corpus that we have used to build 

the lexicons. The test datasets were discussed in Section 7.4. For emojis lexicons, four 

balanced test datasets were used for testing (See Table 59). For text lexicons, four balanced 

datasets were used for testing (see Section 7.4). Each test dataset contains 3688 tweets. 
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Table 65 shows the impact of under-sampling techniques on performance. Four under-

sampling techniques were examined which are: cluster centroids sampling, Random 

sampling, choosing the highest length documents, and choosing the lowest length 

documents. Figure 42 reflects what are presented in Table 65. It illustrates the results of 

applying the four under-sampling techniques and shows the impact of two lexicons. The 

two lexicons were generated by different methods where one generated by PPMI and the 

other generated by TFICF as explained in Section 7.2. It can be seen that the tweets with 

low-length performed better than the tweets with high-length. This might be because a low 

length tweet is limited to one opinion where the fanatic phrases can be detected and 

highlighted. The high length tweet might have non-fanatic and fanatic sentiments which 

make it difficult for the classifier to decide. We can also observe that the lexicons generated 

by the proposed-TFICF performed better than the lexicons generated by PPMI with all 

under sampling datasets. 
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Table 65. The impact of different techniques for under-sampling on preformance 

Lexicon used  

Test datasets 

under-

sampled by 

Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score 

Unigrams of 

stems 

generated by 

PPMI  

Size 24438 

Cluster 

centroids 
0.768 0.695 0.958 0.805 

Random 0.797 0.726 0.954 0.825 

 High length 0.735 0.663 0.957 0.783 

 Low length 0.865 0.812 0.950 0.875 

Unigrams of 

stems 

generated by 

Proposed-

TFICF 

Size 24438 

Cluster 

centroids 
0.874 0.832 0.937 0.881 

Random 0.890 0.857 0.935 0.894 

High length 0.861 0.814 0.937 0.871 

Low length 0.915 0.901 0.931 0.916 
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Figure 42. The performance of under-sampling techniques 

Table 66 and Table 67 show the impact of different data type (Text and emojis), different 

preprocessing level (normalizing and stemming) and different token types (unigrams, 

bigrams and trigrams). To simplify the summary of the results for these two tables, we 

computed the average result of the four test datasets under-sampled by the four under-

sampling techniques. While Table 66 presents the results of the lexicons that generated by 

PPMI method, Table 67 shows the results of applying lexicons that generated by TFICF 

method. Figure 43 and Figure 44 illustrate what are displayed in Table 66 and Table 67 

respectively. From both figures, we can observe that unigrams and bigrams lexicons of text 

datatype have achieved higher accuracy than trigrams. This is because that many tweets in 

the test datasets were not covered by trigrams lexicon terms and were considered as false 

positive or false negative. We can also see that unigrams of emojis has performed better 

than bigrams and trigrams for the same reason discussed in previous sentence. We can 

notice that the normalized text has performed a little bit better than stemmed text. This 

might be because some prefixes and suffixes have impact on fanatic, or some positive and 
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negative words have overlapped after stemming. This might need more study and analysis 

which will be considered as a future work. Moreover, we can observe that the lexicons 

generated by the proposed-TFICF (Table 67) performed better than the lexicons generated 

by PPMI (Table 66) in all experiments. 

Table 66. The performance of seven fanatic-lexicons generated by PPMI method 

Token-type Data type Precision Recall Accuracy 
F1-

score 

Normalized unigrams 

without stop-words Text 0.760 0.937 0.817 0.838 

Normalized unigrams: 

80374  Text 0.743 0.948 0.806 0.832 

Unigrams of stems: 

size 24438  Text 0.729 0.950 0.794 0.823 

Bigrams of stems: 

155004 Text 0.752 0.905 0.803 0.821 

Trigrams of stems: size 

80374 Text 0.580 0.658 0.588 0.616 

Unigrams with size 692 Emojis 0.651 0.777 0.678 0.708 

Bigrams with size 1714 Emojis 0.412 0.445 0.405 0.428 

Trigrams with size 

1384 Emojis 0.170 0.162 0.184 0.166 
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Figure 43. The performance of seven fanatic-lexicons generated by PPMI method 
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Table 67. The performance of seven fanatic-lexicons generated by the proposed-TFICF method 

Token-type 
Data 

type 
Precision Recall Accuracy 

F1-

score 

Normalized unigrams without 

stop-words  Text 0.864 0.948 0.899 0.904 

Normalized unigrams: size 59373 Text 0.860 0.952 0.897 0.903 

Unigrams of stems: size 24438  Text 0.858 0.932 0.888 0.893 

Bigrams of stems: size 155004 Text 0.796 0.906 0.836 0.847 

Trigrams of stems: size 80374 Text 0.588 0.666 0.597 0.624 

Unigrams with size 692 Emojis 0.669 0.757 0.690 0.710 

Bigrams with size 1714 Emojis 0.407 0.428 0.402 0.417 

Trigrams with size 1384 Emojis 0.168 0.159 0.187 0.163 
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Figure 44. The performance of seven fanatic-lexicons generated by the proposed-TFICF method 

 Learning-Based Classification Approach 

In this section, the features that were identified and extracted in Chapter 8, were examined 

for classification. We have examined each feature set a lone and studied the impact of 

possible combinations. We have five feature sets: stylistic, phonological, morphological, 

syntactic and semantic. We have used three classifiers: Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression 

and Support vector machine. We have considered six cases in this regard. In case 1, we 

have studied the impact of stylistic features on the problem-domain. In case 2, we have 

examined the effect of the proposed phonological features. In case 3, the impact of bag-of-
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stems and bag-of-emojis features representation was investigated for unigrams, bigrams 

and both. In case 4, the impact of the transient words on problem-domain was studied. In 

case 5, we have studied the impact of combining four feature-sets which are: bag-of-stems, 

bag-of-emojis, bag-of-hashtag, and bag-of-punctuations. In case 6, we have examined the 

impact of hybrid approach where eight fanatic indicators/features of each tweet were 

extracted from the proposed lexicons and used as input to the learning-based algorithms 

and models.  

9.3.1 Stylistic Features Impact 

In this scenario, six stylistic features are examined which are: character count, word count, 

unique word count, emojis count, unique emojis count, and average word lengths (See 

Section 8.1 and Table 63). The purpose of these experiments is to check if there is a relation 

between the sizes of the elements of the documents and the domain-problem. While we 

have examined the impact of the document length using the rule-based approach in the 

previous Section (See Section 9.2), we have found that the low length document performs 

better than the document with high length. Here, we are examining the impact of six length-

related features using learning-based approach to answer the following question: what is 

the impact of the proposed stylistic feature on the performance?  

Table 68 shows the results of using stylistic feature-set where the extracted features were 

examined using three well-known classifiers which are: LR, NB and SVM. Figure 45 

visualizes what are illustrated in  

Table 68. We can observe a minor impact of these features with all classifiers. This 

emphasis that the proposed stylistic features can play role on the domain-problem.  
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Table 68. The impact of the proposed stylistic features 

Classifiers Test datasets Specificity Recall Precision Accuracy 
F1-

score 

LR 

5 folds cross-

validation 
0.540 0.542 0.541 0.541 0.542 

Test datasets 0.669 0.505 0.604 0.587 0.551 

NB 

5 folds cross-

validation 
0.642 0.518 0.592 0.580 0.553 

Test datasets 0.748 0.418 0.624 0.583 0.501 

SVM 

5 folds cross-

validation 
0.542 0.611 0.573 0.577 0.591 

Test datasets 0.698 0.485 0.617 0.592 0.543 

 

 

Figure 45. The impact of the proposed stylistic features 
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9.3.2 Phonological Features Impact 

In this scenario, 24 phonological features were examined (See Table 60). The purpose of 

these experiments are to examine the low-level features and their impact on the domain-

problem. We have tried to answer the following question: Is there a relation between the 

letters related to specific articulation-points, and fanatic-related words? We have pursued 

some prime analysis in Section 8.1. Table 69 shows the results of examining three 

classifiers (LR, NB and SVM) built with the proposed 24 phonological features. Figure 46 

summarizes what are represented in Table 69. We can observe that there is a minor impact 

with all classifiers. This emphasizes that phonological features play a light role on the 

domain-problem. 

Table 69. The impact of the proposed phonological features 

Classifiers Test datasets Specificity Recall Precision Accuracy 
F1-

score 

LR 

90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.603 0.567 0.587 0.585 0.577 

Separated test dataset 0.598 0.561 0.582 0.579 0.571 

NB 

90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.760 0.404 0.627 0.583 0.492 

Separated test dataset 0.809 0.341 0.641 0.575 0.445 

SVM 

90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.607 0.566 0.590 0.587 0.578 

Separated test dataset 0.600 0.562 0.584 0.581 0.573 
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Figure 46. The impact of the proposed phonological features 

9.3.3 The Impact of Bag-of-Stems unigrams and bigrams Features  

While the previous investigation was applied using letter related features to, this 

investigation examines features related to word segments. Actually, we address features 

that are related to bag-of-stems feature-representation. Bag-of-stems representation is a 

common feature set used in sentiment analysis. In bag-of-word representation, each word 

in the corpus is converted into a long sparse vector (Refer to Table 35). For this purpose, 

we have imported our training corpus to Weka. Then, we have converted the tweets into 

bag-of-words feature representation (using StringToWordVector Weka filter). We have 

selected the binary weighting scheme. We remove low frequency words by selecting 30 as 

a minimum frequency where a word appears in the corpus less than 30 will be ignored. 

This process has produced 6265 features (unigrams stems). Next, we have conducted 

feature selection (using ChiSquaredAttributeEval in Weka) to eliminate irrelevant features. 

The selected features were ranked. After, analyzing the results, we have ignored words 

with zero rank. Therefore, the highest 3634 features were extracted. The 3634 unique 
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unigrams words were converted to a feature vector (using 

FixedDictionaryStringToWordVector in Weka). We have also filtered stop-words from the 

feature vector space before classifications. Table 70 shows the classification results of the 

extracted unigrams bag-of-words feature representation. Figure 47 illustrated what is 

shown in Table 70. It can be seen that the extracted unigrams bag-of-words features have 

performed better than stylistic and phonological features. This is because that the word is 

the main entity where it usually be used to express the feeling. We can also observe that 

SVM and LR have performed better than NB. 

Table 70. Classifications using Unigrams Bag-Of-Stems Feature 

Classifiers Test datasets Specificity Recall Precision Accuracy 
F1-

score 

LR 

90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.917 0.909 0.917 0.913 0.913 

Separated test dataset 0.915 0.889 0.913 0.902 0.901 

NB 

90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.700 0.704 0.704 0.702 0.704 

Separated test dataset 0.770 0.626 0.731 0.698 0.674 

SVM 

90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.916 0.907 0.916 0.911 0.911 

Separated test dataset 0.914 0.888 0.912 0.901 0.900 
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Figure 47. Classifications using Unigrams Bag-Of-Stems Feature 

We have repeated the same process for bigrams where we have selected 5315 bigrams 

phrases (through ChiSquaredAttributeEval in Weka). Each phrase was represented as a 

feature in the feature vector space. Table 71 shows the impact of using bigrams bag-of-

words feature representation to build fanatic classification model. Three classifiers were 

examined which are: LR, NB and SVM. Figure 48 illustrates what are represented in Table 

71. We can observe that the bigrams features have also achieved better than stylistic and 

phonological features. We can also notice that unigrams features achieved higher accuracy 

than bigrams features using LR and SVM. This might be because that the unigrams can 

cover more tokens in the given text than bigrams. Bigrams bag-of-words feature 

representation is also important feature because it helps to keep semantic of the ordering 

of two tokens. 
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Table 71. Classifications of bigrams bag-of-stems feature 

Classifiers Test datasets Specificity Recall Precision Accuracy 
F1-

score 

LR 

90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.795 0.906 0.817 0.851 0.859 

Separated test dataset 0.729 0.850 0.759 0.790 0.802 

NB 

90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.750 0.735 0.748 0.742 0.741 

Separated test dataset 0.755 0.638 0.723 0.697 0.678 

SVM 

90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.785 0.910 0.811 0.848 0.858 

Separated test dataset 0.711 0.863 0.749 0.787 0.802 

 

 

Figure 48. Classification of bigrams bag-of-stems feature 
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What about combining both unigrams and bigrams together? To answer this question, we 

have repeated a similar process as previous experiments by combining bigrams and 

unigrams features. The number of extracted features were 8950 bigrams and unigrams 

terms. Table 72 shows the results of combining unigrams and bigrams features. Figure 49 

visualizes what are presented in Table 72. The main observation is that combining 

unigrams and bigrams features achieves higher accuracy than using unigrams alone or 

bigrams alone. This is because that the advantages of both unigrams and bigrams features 

can be obtained by combining both. 

Table 72. Combining unigrams and bigrams bag-of-stems feature Classifications 

Classifiers Test datasets Specificity Recall Precision Accuracy 
F1-

score 

LR 

90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.950 0.948 0.950 0.949 0.949 

Separated test 

dataset 
0.903 0.918 0.904 0.910 0.911 

NB 

90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.742 0.705 0.734 0.723 0.719 

Separated test 

dataset 
0.787 0.629 0.747 0.708 0.683 

SVM 

90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.945 0.950 0.946 0.948 0.948 

Separated test 

dataset 
0.892 0.921 0.895 0.906 0.908 
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Figure 49. Combining unigrams and bigrams bag-of-stems feature Classification 

9.3.4 Emojis Unigrams and Bigrams Impact 

In previous section, we have examined the impact of bag-of-words features. In this section, 

we will examine the impact of using bag-of-emojis features. We will use unigrams and 

bigrams bag-of-emojis features to build fanatic classification model. Table 73 shows the 

classification performance using bag-of-emojis feature representation. Three classifiers 

were examined which are: LR, NB and SVM. Figure 50 illustrates what are shown in Table 

73. The results emphasize that bag-of-emojis could play a role on the domain-problem. 
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Table 73. Combining unigrams and bigrams bag-of-emojis feature Classifications  

Classifiers Test datasets Specificity Recall Precision Accuracy 
F1-

score 

LR 

90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.525 0.737 0.609 0.631 0.667 

Separated test dataset 0.591 0.783 0.657 0.687 0.715 

NB 

90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.840 0.280 0.637 0.560 0.389 

Separated test dataset 0.906 0.247 0.725 0.576 0.368 

SVM 

90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.526 0.735 0.608 0.630 0.666 

Separated test dataset 0.598 0.785 0.662 0.692 0.718 

 

 

Figure 50. Combining unigrams and bigrams bag-of-emojis feature Classifications 
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9.3.5 Punctuation, hashtag, emojis and stems 

Table 74 shows the results of combining four feature-sets which are: bag-of-punctuations, 

bag-of-hashtag, unigrams and bigrams of bag-of-emojis, and unigrams and bigrams bag-

of-stems. Chi-Square feature selection technique (ChiSquaredAttributeEval in Weka) has 

been applied to select relevant features. The total number of selected features are 9593 

where 432 emojis, 8950 stems, 10 punctuations and 211 hashtags. Figure 51 reflects what 

are presented in Table 74. We can observe that combining those features lead to higher 

performance than use each feature-set alone. This is because that more information about 

the domain-problem is added. 

Table 74. Combining punctuation, hashtag, emojis and stems features Classifications  

Classifiers Test datasets Specificity Recall Precision Accuracy 
F1-

score 

LR 

 90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.949 0.949 0.950 0.949 0.949 

Separated test dataset 0.902 0.920 0.904 0.911 0.912 

NB 

 90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.741 0.708 0.735 0.724 0.721 

Separated test dataset 0.787 0.631 0.747 0.709 0.684 

SVM 

 90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.946 0.948 0.946 0.947 0.947 

Separated test dataset 0.893 0.921 0.896 0.907 0.908 
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Figure 51. Combining Punctuation, hashtag, emojis and stems features Classifications 

9.3.6 Syntactical Features 

In this scenario, twenty-six syntactical features are examined (See Sub-section 8.1.3 and 

Table 61). The purpose of these experiments is to examine the impact of different types of 

transient words on the domain-problem. Table 75 shows the impact of using the proposed 

syntactical features to build fanatic classification model. Figure 52 replicates what are 

displayed in Table 75. In this section, we try to answer the following question: Is there a 

relation between different types of transient words and the domain-problem? Two 

weighting schemas were extracted which are: count and ratio. We proposed around 26 

group of transient words which are: intensifier words, modal words, negation words, etc. 

Each group represents one feature. For example, we extracted the count of the intensifier 

words (e.g. لعغه ة ،
 
، تمهمه

 
 in a document as one feature. We can observe that F1-score (ج ا

matric represents a positive impact with all classifiers. The results emphasize that 

syntactical features can play a role on the domain-problem. 
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Table 75. The impact of the proposed syntactical features 

Classifiers Test datasets Specificity Recall Precision Accuracy 
F1-

score 

LR 

 90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.530 0.620 0.568 0.575 0.593 

Separated test dataset 0.606 0.549 0.582 0.578 0.565 

NB 

 90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.415 0.726 0.553 0.571 0.628 

Separated test dataset 0.466 0.663 0.554 0.565 0.604 

SVM 

 90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.489 0.687 0.572 0.588 0.624 

Separated test dataset 0.607 0.547 0.582 0.577 0.564 

 

Figure 52. The impact of the proposed syntactical features 
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What about representing trainset words as a bag-of-words feature representation? Table 76 

shows the impact of this feature representation which contains 363 transient words where 

each word represented as one feature. Each feature is represented as a long sparse vector 

in the feature vector space. Figure 53 reflects what are presented in Table 76. From Table 

75 and Table 76, we can observe that the features with the bag of transient words perform 

better than the dans features. This might because that each group contains fanatic and non-

fanatic related-words or each word in one group can has different impact on the domain-

problem. For example, in the model words feature used to generate the result of Table 75, 

all these words (وري، ممكن، ال  ،  اي  are represented as one feature where we can notice (ض 

that the words (وري  is (ممكن) are more related to fanatic class and the word (ال  ،  اي، ض 

more related to non-fanatic class. This means that combining such words in one group to 

represent one feature will remove some information that is important to the domain-

problem which lead to reduce the classification-performance. 
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Table 76. The impact of transient words as bag-of-words feature representation  

Classifiers Test datasets Specificity Recall Precision Accuracy 
F1-

score 

LR 

 90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.456 0.776 0.588 0.616 0.669 

Separated test dataset 0.520 0.742 0.607 0.631 0.668 

NB 

 90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.411 0.765 0.565 0.588 0.650 

Separated test dataset 0.468 0.716 0.574 0.592 0.637 

SVM 

 90% training & 10% 

testing 
0.448 0.783 0.587 0.616 0.671 

Separated test dataset 0.514 0.748 0.606 0.631 0.670 

 

 

Figure 53. Applying Bag-of-Words Syntactical features 
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 Hybrid Classification Approach 

In this approach, text unigrams and bigrams lexicons that have been generated by PPMI 

and TFICF were used to extract features as input for learning-based models as shown in 

Figure 54.  
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Figure 54. Hybrid classification approach 

The scores for eight fanatic-indicators/features (discussed in Section 4.1) were calculated 

from each lexicon (unigrams and bigrams lexicons). This process has produced two groups 

with 16 features. Then, the eight unigrams features were normalized by row-wise 
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normalization where the score of each feature is divided by the total sum of the eight 

features. Normalization was also applied on the second group that has been generated by 

bigrams lexicon. As a result, our training and testing data have 16 normalized features. We 

have built a java program to extract the score of each feature for each tweet in the lexicons. 

To apply learning-based classifiers, we have utilized the same classifiers that have been 

used in previous scenarios with the same configurations. We have extracted 32 features 

from the proposed-TFICF lexicons. The purpose of applying this approach is to compare 

the performance of the extracted features from each lexicon type (PPMI and TFICF). This 

process has answered the following questions: Does hybrid approach perform better than 

learning-based approach, or rule-based approach? Do the extracted features perform better 

than a bag-of-words feature representation? Which lexicon-type would perform better 

(PPMI or the proposed-TFICF)? Table 77 shows the results of the classification using the 

hybrid approach with the extracted 16 features using PPMI lexicons. Figure 55 visualizes 

what are presented in Table 77. We can observe that this feature type and approach achieve 

high performance. This is because that hybrid approach gains the advantages of the 

previous two approaches which are: rule-based approach and learning-based approach. We 

can also observe that the NB classifier performs better than SVM and LR classifiers which 

is not the case with previous experiments. This might be because several factors such as 

the type of the features where the input features in the previous experiments are sparse 

features. In the other hand, the input features of the hybrid approach are dense features. 

Another factor might be the number of the input features to the classifiers.  
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Table 77. Classifications using the proposed 16 features extracted from PPMI lexicons 

Classifiers Test datasets Specificity Recall Precision Accuracy 
F1-

score 

LR 

 10-fold cross 

validation  
0.884 0.865 0.882 0.875 0.873 

Separated test dataset 0.876 0.797 0.865 0.837 0.830 

NB 

 10-fold cross 

validation 
0.909 0.849 0.904 0.879 0.875 

Separated test dataset 0.911 0.811 0.900 0.861 0.853 

SVM 

10-fold cross 

validation 
0.886 0.863 0.884 0.874 0.873 

Separated test dataset 0.879 0.796 0.867 0.838 0.830 

 

 

Figure 55. Classifications using the proposed 16 features extracted from PPMI lexicons 
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Table 78 shows the results of the classification using hybrid approach with the extracted 

16 features from the proposed-TFICF lexicons. Figure 56 illustrates what are shown in 

Table 78. It can be seen that the results of the extracted features using the proposed-TFICF 

(see Table 78) outperforms the extracted features using PPMI (see Table 77). This 

observation introduces another evidence about the usefulness of the proposed-TFICF 

method to generate the multi-sentiment lexicons automatically.  

Table 78. T Classifications using the proposed 16 features extracted from TFICF lexicons 

Classifiers Test datasets Specificity Recall Precision Accuracy 
F1-

score 

LR 

 10-fold cross 

validation  
0.927 0.916 0.926 0.922 0.921 

Separated test dataset 0.902 0.880 0.899 0.891 0.889 

NB 

 10-fold cross 

validation 
0.944 0.903 0.942 0.924 0.922 

Separated test dataset 0.915 0.880 0.911 0.897 0.895 

SVM 

10-fold cross 

validation 
0.928 0.915 0.927 0.921 0.921 

Separated test dataset 0.904 0.880 0.901 0.892 0.890 
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Figure 56. Classifications using the proposed 16 features extracted from TFICF lexicons 

What about if we conduct classification using hybrid approach that combines the extracted 

16 features from PPMI lexicons, and the extracted 16 features from TFICF lexicons? Table 

79 shows the results of the classification using the combination of the 32 features that have 

been extracted from both lexicons TFICF and PPMI. Figure 57 illustrates what are 

displayed in Table 79. 

In Table 77, Unigrams and bigrams Lexicons generated by PPMI method were used to the 

extract 16 features. In Table 78, Unigrams and bigrams Lexicons generated by proposed-

TFICF method were used to the extract 16 features. Clearly in Table 79, we can observe 

higher performance by combining the features used to generate the results presented in 

Table 77, and the features used to generate the results presented in Table 78. 
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Table 79. Classifications using the proposed 32 features extracted from both PPMI and TFICF lexicons 

Classifiers Test datasets Specificity Recall Precision Accuracy 
F1-

score 

LR 

 10-fold cross 

validation  
0.938 0.928 0.938 0.933 0.933 

Separated test dataset 0.892 0.890 0.891 0.891 0.891 

NB 

 10-fold cross 

validation 
0.936 0.886 0.933 0.911 0.909 

Separated test dataset 0.923 0.864 0.918 0.894 0.890 

SVM 

10-fold cross 

validation 
0.939 0.928 0.938 0.934 0.933 

Separated test dataset 0.887 0.890 0.887 0.889 0.888 

 

 

Figure 57. Classifications using the proposed 32 features extracted from both PPMI and TFICF lexicons 
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 Summary 

In this chapter, we examined three classification approaches which are rule-based, 

learning-based and hybrid. The results showed that the learning-based performs slightly 

better than rule-based approach. This is because the rule-based uses labeled senti-lexicons 

to classify the given document where the senti-lexicons maintain only the sematic of word-

to-words association and word-to-polarity association. On the other hand, the learning-

based algorithms “understand” more details where they learn the sematic of the word-to-

words association, word-to-documents association, word-to-polarities association and 

document-to-polarities association. We observe that hybrid approach performs better than 

rule-based approach because the hybrid approach adds new two dimensions of information 

to the semantic of rule-based approach which are context-to-documents association and 

context-to-polarities association. However, the results showed that some experiments of 

learning-based perform a little bit better than hybrid approach. This might be because that 

the hybrid approach loses some information of word-to-document association and word-

to-polarities association when this information was encapsulated in context-to-documents 

association and context-to-polarities association respectively. However, hybrid approach 

has been applied with a very low number of features (32 features) compared to learning-

based approach (9000 features). Nevertheless, hybrid approach still achieves high 

accuracy, recall, precision and F1-score. This means that hybrid approach is more 

applicable to apply and examine using more machine learning algorithms. 

For classifiers, we observe that LR and SVM performed better than NB on all learning-

based experiments. On the other hand, we observe that NB performs better then SVM and 
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NB on hybrid-based experiments. Two factors are behind this observation. First, the type 

of the features in the learning-based approach is vectorized into long sparse vectors, and 

the dataset in hybrid-based approach is vectorized into long dense vectors. Second, the 

number of features in learning-based approach is huge, and the number of features in 

hybrid-based approach is small (16 or 32 features). We can observe that the performance 

of LR and SVM is close. This is because that the SVM is a kind of LR with confidence 

margin.  

For the used types of features, we observe that using the following feature alone lead to 

poor performance: stylistic, phonological and syntactical feature-sets. This is because these 

feature-sets usually do not have a stable pattern. For example, in the stylistic, the high-

length document may be considered as non-fanatic by assuming that the writer writes a 

long document because he/she is trying to justify his/her opinions. Providing justification 

in the document is more related to non-fanatic, but this is not always the case where the 

fanatic also can appear in long documents. Sometimes, a long document may contain 

fanatic and non-fanatic opinions. For this reason, such feature might have good impact 

when combined with other features. We can observe that combining hashtags, punctuation, 

emojis and stems feature-sets lead to high performance. This is because that more 

information about the domain-problem is added. Combining these four feature-sets will 

obviously lead to better results. By analyzing the four feature-sets, we can observe that 

hashtag usually contains important keywords about a document. Emojis usually used to 

represent emotion related to the domain-problem which can clearly have important impact 

on this work. The bag-of-stems is an important feature by natural for sentiment analysis 
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where the words are the means of expressing feelings in text-classification. Punctuations 

feature-set can also have some information about the domain problem.  

We can notice that the bag-of-words feature representation of unigrams and bigrams 

achieved higher performance than unigrams alone or bigrams alone. This is because that 

unigrams alone do not keep the information of words’ ordering while the bigrams alone 

results in low coverage where the probability of two words appear together in the given 

document is lower than one words appear in the document. Consequently, combining both 

unigrams and bigrams will obtain the advantages of both where we can have high coverage 

and maintain the semantic of the order of two words. 

We observe that the performance of the proposed TFICF method outperforms PPMI 

method in all classification experiments. The reason for that might be because PPMI 

replaces some information with zero and this information might contain some related 

sematic to domain-problem. 
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10 CHAPTER 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Sports-fanaticism is an issue that requires more attention. While social media provides a 

communication tool for fans, we recommend Anti-fanatic application and tools that work 

like anti-virus software to detect the fanatic-text automatically and provide measurement 

tools for fanatic-text. As far as we know, this is the first study that formalizes this concept 

to build classification models that can automatically detect fanaticism in text.  

Building resources for Arabic sentiment analysis is valuable but time and effort consuming. 

During this study, we found that there is a lack of domain-specific lexicons. Specially, 

there is a lack of labeled corpora and senti-lexicons in sports domain for Arabic sentiment 

Analysis. Twitter is an important data source for sentiment analysis. The size of a tweet is 

closed to the size of a sentence, so the probability that the content of the tweet has only one 

opinion is high. Moreover, Twitter is rich of dialects where the generated lexicons and 

corpora from tweets can be applied in real-life application to analyze the sentiments. 

Statistical methods used in sentiment analysis depend on the co-occurring of words in the 

positive and negative documents. We have used Mongodb database during building 

resources for Arabic sentiment analysis. Using Mongodb database has two advantages. 

First, it provides scalable functionality to add new attributes to data without caring about 

the schema. For example, the original text of tweets can be cleaned, and the result of 

cleaning can be added to new fields. Second, it can deal with big-data and provide easy 

engines and APIs to access and retrieve the data.  

10 
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We have found that the preprocessing of Arabic text is crucial in Arabic sentiment analysis 

as it helps in feature-reduction process. While root stemmers lead to over-preprocessing, 

the segmentation and the normalization are not enough as they can lead to under-

preprocessing. Selecting a suitable stemmer is essential. There is a need for a stemmer that 

can also handle dialects because social media is rich of informal text  

Most of sentiment analysis studies have applied bag-of-words feature representation as it 

provides direct indicators for sentiment analysis. However, there are other features that can 

help to analyze sentiment such as emojis, stylistic features and others. While the bag-of-

words feature representation of unigrams does not keep the semantic of the words’ orders, 

we recommend that using unigrams and bigrams. Using bigrams can keep the sematic of 

the order of word pairs while unigrams provide high coverage. Our result showed that using 

both can improve the classification performance.  

 Conclusion 

In this study, sports-fanaticism is formalized into indicators with the purpose of building 

corpora, lexicons and classification models. Sports-fanaticism in Arabic social text is an 

issue that required Anti-fanatic tools, application and software. This study provides 

foundation to automatically detect sports-fanaticism in text. While the fanatic is related to 

sentiment, sentiment analysis techniques were applied. Two corpora were collected and 

annotated. Web application for annotation was developed. As a result, 10K tweets was 

validated manually. On the other hand, 300K tweets were annotated automatically using 

keywords. Three fanatic-lexicons were built. One was built manually which contains 

around 2K phrases while the other two were built automatically using PPMI and the 
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proposed-TFICF. Three tasks were applied for preprocessing which are: cleaning, 

normalization and stemming. During this study, java tools for annotation and preprocessing 

were implemented. Five feature-sets were extracted and examined which are: stylistics 

features, phonological features, morphological feature, syntactical feature and semantic 

features. For classification, NB, LR, and SVM were applied. We have achieved 94% 

accuracy using LR with semantic features. 

As far as we know, we have proposed the first sport-fanaticism formalism that formalize 

the concept of sports-fanaticism into criteria, indicators, features and definitions. The 

proposed formalism can be used as a guide for building corpora, lexicons and classification 

models in the context of sentiment analysis and machine learning. Apparently, there are no 

proposed sentiment resources that help conducting sentiment analysis to automatically 

detect sport-fanaticism. Therefore, we have built the first fanatic-lexicons and annotated 

corpora for sport-fanaticism detection. We have also built the first classification models 

for sport-fanaticism detection. In addition, we have proposed new method to automatically 

generate multi-classes senti-lexicons. We have called our proposed method as “Term-

Frequency Inverse-Context Frequency (TFICF)”. The proposed method has shown better 

performance than Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI) method. Moreover, we 

have proposed new types of features that have shown a positive impact on sentiment 

analysis.  

 Developed Tools 

This section lists some of the developed tools during this research work. 
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10.2.1 A Fanatic/ Non-Fanatic Classifier 

For prove of concept, we have developed a web-tool to classify a given text into Fanatic 

and non-Fanatic. In the tool, we have used the unigrams bag-of-stems feature 

representation classification model discussed in Section 9.3.3. It works as follows: First, 

the given text is preprocessed as discuss in Section 6.1 and Section 6.2. Then, the 

preprocessed text is stemmed using Farasa stemmer (See Section 6.3). Then, the proposed 

classification model is applied to determine the predicted class of the given text. In 

addition, the tool calculates the score of the given text by summing all the weights 

(provided by the model) of all the words of the given text. Figure 58 shows a screenshot of 

the developed tool. 

 

Figure 58. Fanatic Classification Tool 

10.2.2 An Annotation Tool 

We have also developed an annotation tool to simplify the process of tweets labeling. The 

tool was developed using Oracle ADF, Java and MYSQL. The tool provides information 

about each tweet where each tweet has two labels: negative (fanatic) or positive (non-
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fanatic). Each tweet also has a reason field that shows why such label is determined as 

fanatic (negative) or non-fanatic (positive). This video (https://youtu.be/9CQaVTRA6D8) 

shows how the process of annotation using the developed tool was conducted. Figure 59 

shows a screenshot of the developed annotation tool. 

 

Figure 59. Annotation Tool 

10.2.3 A Cleaner 

We have developed a cleaner tool for preprocessing tasks such as removing non-Arabic 

characters, removing URL, removing digits, removing punctuations, removing duplicate 

spaces, removing lengthening characters, etc. The cleaner is a java program developed 

mainly for Arabic sentiment analysis. Cleaning is necessary in sentiment analysis where 

the collected data has usually noise and irrelevant entities. 

10.2.4 A Normalizer 

We have utilized, modified and adapted IBM normalizer [119] to accomplish the required 

normalization tasks such as removing Arabic diacritics (tashkeel), removing tatweel, 

normalizing shapes of Alef, normalizing tah marbouta to hah, normalizing yah maksoura 
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to alef maksoura, normalizing ben, and normalizing Abdal. Table 37 shows examples for 

these types of normalization. The adapted normalizer has been developed using Java 

programming language. 

10.2.5 A Feature Extraction Tool 

We have implemented a tool to extract the proposed features (See Chapter 8). We used 

Java programming language to implement the tool.  

10.2.6 Other Tools 

We have implemented the PPMI and the proposed-TFICF methods discuss in Section 7.2. 

This tool has been implemented using python. The implemented programs help to generate 

lexicons automatically from the labeled corpora. We have also implemented tools to 

simplify conducting classification using rule-based and hybrid-based approaches. Java 

programming language was used to implement these tools. 

 Limitations and Future Work 

Although the collected dataset contains around 300K unique tweets for training and around 

10K for testing, the dataset is limited to tweets that were collected at short time period 

between October 22, 2018 and December 16, 2018. We believe that collecting big data 

posted in three or four years can help to generate more useful resources under 

consideration. A future work can include conducting a big-data technique to collect and 

handle big-data. 

The generated classification model is limited to tweets of Twitter with limited size. 

Therefore, using this model for classifying documents with big sizes may have poor 
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prediction. The reason is that a big document can have many opinions toward different 

entities while a tweet size has high probability to encapsulate one opinion toward one entity 

(closed to sentence-level). Our analysis showed that a short document performs better than 

a big document. This issue can be handles as a future work by applying aspect-level 

sentiment analysis. 

Our work is limited to 3 shallow-learning classifiers (SVM, LR and NB). However, these 

three classifiers were selected by analyzing the literature where they have shown high 

performance. A future work might examine the performance of other classifiers and study 

the impact of deep-learning techniques. 

This work is also limited to binary-classifications. However, the built lexicons and corpora 

were built to be scalable to conduct multi-classifications. The generated lexicons have 

scores for eight indicators which can be scaled to conduct multi-classifications for eight 

classes or less. Also, the corpora have information about eight-indicators and 22-contexts 

which can be scaled to conduct multi-classifications. As a future work, multi-classifications 

could be conducted to classify a give text into our eight formalized categories (aggression, 

agitation, hatred, passion, adaption, tolerance, respect or knowledge). 

The manual annotation process for test dataset is limited to the available resources (e.g. 

one annotator). However, the proposed framework is useful for the same situation to 

generate representative test dataset and can be generalized. The proposed framework 

considers the following concerns: bias, redundancy, coverage, subjectivity and balance.  

To avoid bias, we have collected a large-enough test dataset separately at a different time 

period from the collected train dataset. The collected test dataset has around 50K unique 
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tweets. Those 50K tweets was filtered to minimize the redundancy and maximized the 

coverage to assure that our test dataset covers most of the cases required to measure the 

classification models. We also need to assure that test dataset is not biased to specific 

observations, contexts, indicators and keywords in our formalism. We have also examined 

four under-sampling techniques for balancing in order to assure that the test dataset is not 

biased to a specific orientation. The subjectivity of annotation was handled by 

automatically annotating the given corpus using seed-keywords guided by the proposed 

formalism. Then, the human annotator has validated and checked if there are any incorrect 

annotated tweets that have caused by one or more of the following: negation (e.g. ب  طموح), 

two opposite opinions (e.g.  ان  انالهن تهف ، امأ
 ,where one dominates the other (معه ا ي 

ambiguate of some words where some words can be expressed in fanatic-contexts (e.g. 

hate/بغض) and non-fanatic contexts (e.g. no matter/بغض ال  ر), and/or other situation that 

can be recognized by a human annotator. Such cases may result in flipping the label from 

positive to negative or vice versa. The developed system for annotation process provides 

useful information about each tweet where each tweet has the label and the reason field 

that shows why such label is determined as fanatic or non-fanatic. This video 

(https://youtu.be/9CQaVTRA6D8) shows you the process of annotation using the 

developed system.  

Getting help of more human expert annotators seems to be need as a future expansion of 

this research work. 
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